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Electronically Filed
5/11/2018 4:58 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (1S8#7733/
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (1S8#7955/
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (1S8#3106/
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177
mcprosatty@co.minidoka.id.us
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHEN YANG,
Defendant.

) CaseNo. CR-2017-1784
)
)
)
) WITNESS LIST
)
)
)
)

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT AND HIS, ATTORNEY, STEPHEN A.
MEIKLE
The following individuals may be called to testify in the trial of this matter:
1. Tina Mattox, Idaho State Forensic Lab

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Shane Murphy, Minidoka Co. Sherifrs Department
Dan Kindig, Minidoka Co. Sherifrs Department
Matt Love, Minidoka Co. Sherifrs Department
Jordan Williams, Cassia Co. Sherifrs Department
Daniel Vanleeuwen, Rupert City Reserve
Shad Hubsmith, Minidoka Co. Sherifrs Department

WITNESS LIST - 1
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8. David Pinther, Minidoka Co. Sheriff's Department
9. Rob Cobbley, Minidoka Co. Sheriff's Department
10. Jarod Thompson, Cassia Co. Sheriff's Department
11. Sou Cha, Idaho State Correctional Institute

----'l_____
fl R:1
_____ 2018.

DATED this

an Holloway
Deputy Prosecuti

WITNESS LIST - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this

/I ti,., day of

~

,

2018, I delivered a true and correct c~py of the within::Uoegoing document upon
the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:

Stephen A. Meikle
P. 0. Box 51137
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1137
sammeikle@msn

_L' By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at
the post office in Rupert, Idaho.
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his
office at the address stated above.
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the clerk's
Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse.
By telecopying copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at the telecopied number
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, and by then mailing copies of the same in the
United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho.

WITNESS LIST - 3
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Electronically Filed
5/11/2018 4:58 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney /1S8#7733)
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (1S8#3106)
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /1S8#7955)
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177
mcprosatty@co.minidoka.id.us
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
MAGISTRATE COURT

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHEN YANG,
Defendant.

) CaseNo. CR-2017-1784
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE'S DISCLOSURE OF
EXPERT AND REQUEST FOR
FOR SUMMARY

COMES NOW, Stan Holloway, Minidoka County Deputy Prosecuting
Attorney, and supplements the State's Discovery Response as follows:
1.
Documents: The following documents which
might be offered as an exhibit at trial, previously discovered.
(a)
Forensic Controlled Substance Analysis Report for
Laboratory Case Number P2017-1390.

STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT
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2. Expert Witness: The State has disclosed its intent to Call Tina Mattox as a
witness in this case. Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b)(7), the State
discloses that it intends to rely Tina Mattox as an expert witness. Tina
Mattox will testify in general terms of the analysis of the controlled
substances. Any knowledge or opinion offered by her stems from her years
of experience in Forensic Science as evidence by the curriculum vitae
attached hereto and marked as "Exhibit A". The State hereby requests
pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(c)(4) that the defendant provide the
State with a written summary or report of any testimony that the defense
intends to introduce pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 702, 703, or 705, at
trial or hearing.

)l ~

,IIA
DATED this _ ___,.;.._.____ day of _ _fYl
.............~..,,,A.,(
......__-+--_ _• 2018.

STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this ___ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,2018, I mailed a true and
correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner
noted:
Stephen A. Meikle
482 Constitution Way #203
P. O. Box 51137
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1137
sammeikle@msn

Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
P. 0. Box368
Rupert, ID 83350
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in
Rupert, Idaho.
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his office at the address
stated above.
By placing copies of the same in the Public Defender's basket located in the Clerk's Office in the
Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse.
By telecopying copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at the telecopied number
_ _ _ _ _ ____, and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage
prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho.

Tonya Page, Clerk

By:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deputy Clerk

STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT
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Electronically Filed
5/11/2018 4:58 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy
Clerk
~ ,!,

Idaho State Police

.()~:~':~>t"-.1(
.

Service Since 1939
Colonel Kedrick Wills
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Tina Mattox
Forensic Scientist II
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
5255 S. 5th Ave, Suite 2
(208)239-9900 Office
(208)239-9887 Fax
Education:
2008

2006

Idaho State University - Pocatello, Idaho
Bachelor of Science (BS) - Clinical Laboratory Science
Idaho State University - Pocatello, Idaho
Bachelor of Science (BS) - Biology

2002 Idaho State University - Pocatello, Idaho
Associate of Science (AS) - Chemistry
Experience:
January 2012 Present

Idaho State Police
Forensic Laboratory
Controlled Substances Section
Forensic Scientist II
Duties include: Drug Analysis, Blood Toxicology, Clandestine laboratory analysis
and response.
August 2008 December 2011
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center
Clinical Laboratory
Chemistry Section
Medical Technologist
Duties include: Running patient specimens. Instrument maintenance

Certifications:
2015- Present-American Board of Criminalistics- Fellow
2012- Present - Clandestine Laboratory Safety Certification
2008- Present - Medical Laboratory Scientist-ASCP (American Society for
Clinical Pathology)
..------------,
700 South Stratford Drive• Meridian, Idaho 83642-6251
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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EXHIBIT
A
Revised 10737 I 7

Tina Mattox

Online Course
Clandestine Laboratory Recertification
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Scott Hellstrom
Pocatello, ID

December 2015

Clandestine Laboratory Investigating
Chemists Association
Oklahoma City, OK

September 2015

Clandestine Laboratory Recertification
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Rachel Cutler
Pocatello, ID

December 2014

Forensic Chemist Seminar
Drug Enforcement Administration
Dulles, VA

September 2014

Idaho State Police Supervisor Academy
Supervision of Police Personnel Course
Northwestern University
Meridian, ID

August 2014

Clandestine Laboratory Recertification
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
David Sincerbeaux, Corinna Owsley
Pocatello, ID

October 2013

The Robert F. Borkenstein Course
on Alcohol and Highway Safety:
Testing, research and Litigation
Indiana University, Bloomington, IN

May2013

Idaho State Police
September 2012
Solid Dosage Drug Analysis Training Program
Coeur d'Alene, ID

Midwest Counterdrug Training Center MCTC
Clandestine Laboratory Safety Certification Course
Meridian, ID
August 2012

Idaho State Police
Marijuana Analysis Training Program
Coeur d'Alene, ID

April 2012
3
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Tina Mattox

Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Instructed: Raymond Davis
Courtroom Presentation of Evidence
Meridian, ID

March 2012

West Virginia University Extended Learning
Forensic Science 101: An Introduction in the Continuing & Professional Education Certificate
Program
Fundamentals of Forensic Toxicology
Forensic Mass Spectrometry
Ethics in Forensic Science
January- February 2012
Teaching; Presentations:

IMSS- Intermountain States Seminar
Jackson Hole, WY
Presenter

October 2015

ASCLS- Idaho Spring Convention
Twin Falls, ID
Presenter

April 2015

Skyline High School
Idaho Falls, ID
Intro to Forensic Science
Guest lecturer

November 2014

Pocatello High School
Forensic Science 101
Guest lecturer

October 2013

4
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Electronically Filed
5/17/2018 11:47 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Michelle Perry, Deputy Clerk

MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (/SB #7733)
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (/SB #7955)
STANLEY HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (/SB #3106/
ALAN , Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (/SB #3106/
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177
EService: mcprosatty@co.minidoka.id.us
ATTORNEYS FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

Case No. CR 2017-1784

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
IMPOSING SANCTIONS , OR TO
COMPEL DISCOVERY

COMES NOW, Stanley Holloway, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for·
Minidoka County, State ofldaho, and submits this Response to Defendant's Motion for
Dismissal, Imposing Sanctions, or to Compel Discovery, as follows:
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING SANCTIONS,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 1
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I.
Responding to paragraphs 1 and 2 of Defendant's Motion, the State asserts that
it did in fact substantially provide the requested information in paragraph 2(a) through
2(g) as set forth herein:
2(a).

Recorded statements made by defendant, or copies thereof.

Defendant did not make any statements that were recorded. Please see Discovery
page D-27 which is Detective Matt Love's report in which it is written "Cheng stated
that he did not want to talk to Detectives." This was discovered in the State's
response to discovery on July 11, 2017.
2(b).

Defendant's prior record.

Please see Discovery pages D-38 and D-39 which is the NCIC records search on
Defendant which is the extent of the State's knowledge of his prior record. This was
discovered in State's response to discovery on July 11, 2017.
2(c).

Any results ofpltysical or mental examinations, and or scientific tests or

experiments made in connection witlt tlte particular case or copies tltereof
Please see Discovery pages D-59 through D-74 which are the chain of custody,
Forensic Controlled Substance Analysis Report, and Controlled Substance Analysis
Notes which were discovered in State's response to discovery on September 30,
2017.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING SANCTIONS,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 2
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2( d).

Reports and memoranda in his possession which were made by a police

officer in connection with the investigation or prosecution of this case.
Please see Discovery pages D-22 through D-28 which is the police report made by
Detective Matt Love which was discovered in State's response to discovery on
July 11, 2017. In addition, the State was made aware that there was a missing
page from that report so that was supplementally discovered on May 16, 2018 as
Discovery page D-134.

2( e).

Copy of all witness statements.

Please see Discovery audio CDs entitled D-75 and D-76 which are the interviews of
Co-defendants, Doua Chang and Sou Cha which were discovered on September 30,
2017 and again on April 11, 2018.

2(t).

Any photographs, audio and/or video tapes taken before, during or after

arrest.
Please see Discovery Pages D-43 through D-56 which have up to 4 photos per page
of buy money, the vehicles and the marijuana contraband which were discovered on
July 25, 2017 in an email discovery; in addition, D-119 through D-129 are photos of
the area of arrest which were discovered on May 11, 2018 in an email discovery.
Audio phone calls were discovered as D-40 and D-41 on CDs on July 11, 2017 and
again on April 11, 2018.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING SANCTIONS,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 3
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2(g).

Name address and telephone number of all witnesses.

The names of witnesses Matt Love, Shane Murphy, David Pinther, Dan Kindig, Eric
Snarr, Rob Cobbley, Daniel Vanleeuwen, Shad Hubsmith and Tina Mattox was
discovered on July 10, 2017 in State's initial Response to Discovery. The address
and telephone number for all the above, excepting Daniel Vanleeuwen and Tina
Mattox is Minidoka County Sheriffs Office, 724 H Street, Rupert, Idaho 83350.
Telephone number (208) 434-2320. Tina Mattox's address and phone number are
Idaho State Police Forensic Services, 209 E. Lewis, Pocatello, Idaho 83201-6465.
(208) 232-9474. Daniel Vanleeuwen, address unknown, if contact is requested, the
State believes the Sheriffs dispatch office may have contact information. (208) 4342320.
Witness Doua Chang, C/O District 5 Probation & Parole, 731 Shoup A venue West,
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301. (208) 736-3080. This witness' name was discovered on
November 22, 2017 in State's Sixth Discove1y Response.
Witness Sou Cha, Idaho State Correctional Center, H Block, PO Box 70010, Boise,
Idaho 83707. (208) 331-2760. This witness' name was discovered on November
22,2017 in State's Sixth Discovery Response.
Witness Jordan Williams, C/O Minidoka County Sheriffs Office, 724 H Street,
Rupert, Idaho 83350. (208) 434-2320 was discovered May 16, 2018.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING SANCTIONS,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 4
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II.

Responding to paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Defendant's Motion which concerns
testing of the contraband at Idaho State Police Forensic Services, the State asserts that
it has fully responded to defendant's requests for information in that regard which was
discovered as D-59 through D-74 on September 30, 2017 in State's Sixth Discovery
Response.

In addition, the following is the response the State received when

defendant's paragraph 4 of his motion was sent to the State lab for their response:

4.

a. Microscopic examination, Duquesnois-Levine color tests, and Thin Layer

Care tests.
Response: Notes are attached documenting results of each test. I am assuming
"Thin Layer Care" is a typographical error. The Thin Layer Chromotography test
results are attached. (Note: These were already discovered to defense as D-59 through
D-74)

b. Maintenance log for the instrument used in this case for analysis.
Response: No instruments were used. Marijuana testing is done by hand.

c. Calibration test before subject test.
Response: There weren't any instruments used therefore no calibration records
exist.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING SANCTIONS,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 5
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d. Pre-blank calibration test.
Response: There weren't any instruments used therefore no calibration records
exist.

e. Subject test:
Response: Attached in analyst's notes. (Note: Discovered as D-59-D-74)

f. Post-blank calibration test
Response : There weren't any instruments used therefore no calibration records
exist.

g. Documentation relating to the instrument used in this case for analysis.
Response: There weren't any instruments used therefor no calibration records
exist.

h. Calibration certificate for the instrument used in this case for analysis.
Response: There weren't any instruments used therefore no calibration records
exist.

i.

Chain of custody report for the testing sample in this case.

Response: The lab's internal chain of custody is attached. (Note: Discovered as
D-59). The external chain of custody is affixed to the evidence itself which has
been returned to the submitting agency.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING SANCTIONS,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 6
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III.
Responding to paragraphs 7 and 8 of Defendant's Motion which concerns
data/texts from the phones seized by the Minidoka County Sheriff's deputies, the State
agrees with the assertion that neither party has been successful at obtaining complete
or readable information from any of the cell phones. The State contacted the defense
attorney's office and reqnested that they obtain the passcode to defendant's I-phone as
that may allow the retrieval of information sought by defense counsel. To date that
information has not been shared by the defense.
IV.
Responding to paragraphs 9, 10, 11 and 13 (The State assumes there wasn't a
paragraph 12) which concerns odor elimination sheets, electronic devices and
defendant's personal property, the State understands that other than the cell phones
and electronic devices that have been listed as being seized, all other items including
defendant's clothing, backpack, laser scanner, GPS navigator, GoProS Camera and
accessories, battery pack, selfie stick chest camera harness and/or a Sony Video
Camera/Recorder were not seized by law enforcement, therefore consequently were not
listed in any inventory or reports, but may have been photographed and preserved only
on those photos in D-43 through D-56 which have up to 4 photos per page and were
discovered to the defense on July 25, 2017.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING SANCTIONS,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 7
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Specifically concerning the odor elimination sheets, the State agrees that they
were present, that some are shown in the photos and that the law enforcement officers
would testify that there was no detectable odor emanating from the vehicle that would
be obvious to the human nose at the time the vehicle and defendant was taken into
custody. Therefore, the State is willing to stipulate to that fact. Inasmuch as they are
in a photo and the State agrees they were present, the physical need for that item is
moot.
Specifically concerning the contents of defendant's camcorder, the State has no
way of verifying

01·

confirming that it contained the information asserted by the

defense, however, the State cannot dispute that the camcorder didn't have those videos
asserted by the defense. The State is not going to object to defendant describing those
videos as he asserts in his motion. The State understands that the vehicle and its
contents, minus the contraband and listed cell phone/electronic devices, were returned
to the rental car company by Snake River Towing as shown in the towing receipts set
forth in Discovery pages D-135 through D-138 which was discovered in the State's
Eleventh Response to Discovery on May 16, 2018.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING SANCTIONS,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 8
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The State has addressed each of the defendant's concerns set forth in his motion
and asserts that it has substantially complied with them. Wherefore, the State asserts
that defendant's request in his motion is founded neither in law nor in fact.
DATED this

/

1- 4

day of May, 2018.

· anley Hollowa
Deputy Prosecuti

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT ' S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL , IMPOSING SANCTIONS ,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 9
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this

17 .\-hday of May, 2018, I

delivered a true and

correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below
in the manner noted:
Stephen A. Meikle
Advantage Legal Services
P.O. Box 51137
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
EMail: sammiekle@msu.com

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at
the post office in Rupert, Idaho.
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his
office at the address stated above.
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the Clerk's
Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse.
By emailing copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at his email address.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING SANCTIONS,
OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY - 10
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Electronically Filed
5/18/2018 3:09 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Michelle Perry, Deputy Clerk

MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (ISB#7733)
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (ISB#7955)
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (ISB#3106)
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177
mcprosatty@co.minidoka.id.us
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

) Case No. CR-2017-1784
)
)
)

)

CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

EXHIBIT LIST

)
)
)
)

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT AND HIS ATTORNEY, STEPHEN
MEIKLE:
Please take notice that the State of Idaho intends to produce the
following exhibits at the trial of this matter:
1. Pictures discovered as D-43 through D-56.

2. Money in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57551 identified in D-78 through
D-85.
3. Money in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57552 identified in D-78 through
D-85.
EXHIBIT LIST - 1
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4. Samsung cell phone in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57553 identified in
D-78 through D-85.
5. Motel Receipt/bank info in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57554 identified
in D-78 through D-85.
6. Money transfer receipts/documents in evidence envelope tagged as ECN
57555 identified in D-78 through D-85.
7. Documents in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57556 identified in D-78
through D-85.
8. Samsung cell phone in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57557 identified in
D-78 through D-85.
9. Money in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57558 identified in D-78 through
D-85.
10.

Money in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57559 identified in D-78
through D-85.

11.

Cell phone/I-Pod in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57560 identified
in D-78 through D-85.

12.

Hotel receipt/airline ticket receipt/documents in evidence envelope
tagged as ECN 57561 identified in D-78 through D-85.

13.

Rental agreement, maps of property, land title and deed/documents in
evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57562 identified in D-78 through D-85.

14.

Green leafy substance in bags 1-15 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57563 identified in D-78 through D-85.

15.

Green leafy substance in bags 16-32 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57564 identified in D-78 through D-85.

16.

Green leafy substance in bags 33-47 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57565 identified in D-78 through D-85.

17.

Green leafy substance in bags 48-62 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57566 identified in D-78 through D-85.

EXHIBIT LIST - 2
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18.

Green leafy substance in bags 63-73 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57567 identified in D-78 through D-85.

19.

Green leafy substance in bags 74-86 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57568 identified in D-78 through D-85.

20.

Green leafy substance in bags 87-99 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57569 identified in D-78 through D-85.

21.

Sou Cha video interview identified in D-76.

22.

Doua Chang video interview identified in D-75.

23.

Audio wire recording identified in D-41.

24.

Phone calls/Texts identified in D-40.

25.

Map identified in D-133.

26.

State Forensic Laboratory reports and supporting documents
identified in D-57 through D-74.

27.

Photographs identified in D-119 through D-129

DATED this - ---"-"f:;_~
j-

day of May, 201 .

Stanley Hollow
Deputy Prosec

EXHIBIT LIST - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this

JiJf'~ay of May, 2018, I delivered a true and

correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named
below in the manner noted:
Stephen Meikle
482 Constitution Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Email: sammeikle@msn.com
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at
the post office in Rupert, Idaho.
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his
office at the address stated above.
By placing copies of the same in the Public Defender's basket located in the
Clerk's Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse.

__j_

By emailing copies of the same to said attorney at his email address.

~Dckfk9
auraSous

EXHIBIT LIST - 4
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Electronically Filed
5/18/2018 6:05 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Michelle Perry, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No: CR 2017-1784-FE

DEFENDANTS SUPPLEMENT
TO MOTION FOR DISMISSAL
IMPOSING SANCTIONS OR TO
COMPEL DISCOVERY

COMES NOW COMES NOW the defendant, Chang Yang by and through his
attorney of record, Stephen A. Meikle and Supplements his Motion described above and addresses
the State's response above as follows:
1. Defendant's counsel personally met with Mr. Holloway on 5/17/18 to discuss discovery
issues raised in defendant's motion.
2. As to the items in paragraphs 1-6 of defendant's motion and the sections I & II of the
state's response, the state has satisfied these requests with one exception. The chain of custody
disclosed is only the LAB' s chain of custody report and not the Minidoka Sheriffs chain of custody
report prior to and after the LAB's chain of custody. Defendant requests a copy or photograph of
the Sheriffs Chain of Custody documents to complete defense counsel's due diligence in this
regard.
3.

In regards to paragraphs 7 and 8 of defendant's motion and section III of the state's

DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENT TO MOTION FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING
SANCTIONS OR TO COMPEL DISCOVERY
Page 241

response, defense counsel has sent a letter to Mr. Holloway's office today indicating (a) Mr. Yang
did not set up a pass-code to open/operate his iPhone or to access messages and voicemail, and
(b) defendant requests an inspection of the iPhone to see if an iPhone user can better access the
phone's content.
4. In reference to paragraphs 9, 10, 11, and 13 of defendant's motion and section IV of
the state's response, defendant points out the following:

A. The items were in fact seized by the Sheriff's Department. All items were taken
into the County's possession and not returned to defendant. The Sheriff was
legally responsible for all personal property taken into possession or seized
and not returned to defendant. Giving defendant's property away before its
exculpatory significance was known does not excuse Minidoka County
Sheriff's Department's failure to safely keep what was seized, have it
available for use at trial, and returned it to its rightful owner.

B. The odor eliminator sheets became an issue where Prosecutor Stevenson initially
took the position that a trunk full of contraband would have been obvious to the
driver by its smell.
C. The stipulation offered combined with a jury instruction implementing the
stipulation may help remedy the lost evidence relating to the odor elimination
sheets. However, not having the video content to support defendant's
testimony may very well prejudice Mr. Yang's defense regarding the truth of
why he went to Oregon and then to Idaho.
D. Defense counsel appreciates the prosecutor's candor about the missing
evidence and willingness to entertain alternatives. However, I am concerned that
simply not disputing that the camcorder did have information asserted by the
defendant may not alleviate the prejudice. A jury instruction that the contents of
the video were favorable to defendant should be considered along with an order
limiting the state from arguing against defendant's reason for traveling to
Oregon/Idaho. While words may be a step in the right direction, Due Process
requires access to the seized evidence or dismissal of the charge.
DATED this ~ o f May, 2018.
~/✓

\,,~t~EE:~nA. ~kle
Attorney for Defendant
DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENT TO MOTION FOR DISMISSAL, IMPOSING
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on May

'c5J~018,

I served a true copy of the foregoing

document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or
by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Attorney(s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Court Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile

Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[ ] Mailing
[ l}Prrcsimile
[ ] Hand Delivery
~ ; , ~ o{

~YJtllJ;½,/J «clt,t~/LA
g

Michelle Western
Legal Assistant
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Filed: May 21. 2018 at 4 :52 PM .
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
By:

Midle&Pevvy

Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO . IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
State of Idaho
vs.
Cheng Yang

Court Minutes

JUDGE: Brody. Jonathan P.

DATE: May 21 , 2018

CLERK: Michelle Perry

LOCATION : District Courtroom 1

HEARING TYPE : Pre-trial Conference

COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton

Case No. CR-2017-1784 & CV2017-501

INTERPRETER:

Parties Present:
State of Idaho

Attorney:

Stanley Holloway

Cheng Yang

Attorney:

Stephen Allen Meikle

Hearing Start Time: 1 :16 PM
Journal Entries:
- 1:16 pm
Court calls case CR2017-1784 & CV2017-501 , Defendant is present, inquires
Mr. Holloway replies , State is prepared to go forward .
Court inquires
Mr. Meikle hopeful to resolve .
Court inquires to set civil case for status.
Mr. Meikle did not contest the forfieture.
Court comments
Court comments. will use 1 alternate juror. 27 person struck panel.
Court inquire about Motion to Dismiss.
Mr. Meikle replies.
Court inquire of Mr. Byington's opinion .
Mr. Byington agrees. Need stipulation in jury instructions.
Mr. Holloway has no objection
Court inquires for a draft.
Mr. Meike will have it at the Jury instructions. Needs the info off the cell phones.
Court inqu ires, what information do you need?
Mr. Meikle replies , 3 phones, 1 can't be opened. Looking for the texts of Defendant. Try to get
access to that today or tomorrow.
1:30 Court comments
Mr. Meikle w ill try to get phone open.
Court inquires. there may be further Motions from the information found .
Mr. Holloway comments. Rupert Police Dept. have found no useful information. Parties may
have communicated other ways besides texts.
1 :34 pm Court comments, arrange a hearing this week when find information.
Mr. Meikle comments . seized a back pack that had a video camera in it, and hasn't recovered
item. May be evidence to prove Client had other reasons to be in Idaho beside selling drugs.
1:42 pm Court lists items lost from Mr. Yang's backpack:
COURT MINUTES (Criminal)

1
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Go-Pro,
Selfie Stick
Video Camera.
Mr. Mekle comments, used for his job of videoing Legal cannabis culptivation .
Mr. Holloway replies, items were towed by Snake River Towing because left in vehicle.
Court inquires of items.
Mr. Holloway comments, tow company did not keep items.
1:48 pm Court inquires of cites .
Mr. Meikle replies, turned in cites to law clerk.
Court inquires, about spoliation and obstruction.
Mr. Holloway replies , no objection for videos .
1:53 pm Court inquires of Mr. Meikle.
Mr. Meikle replies
Court comments
Mr. Holloway comments on exhibits. Discovered in October of 2017. 2nd part of Motion-didn't
get response from state lab. Lab responded quickly and put in Discovery in September 2017.
1:59 pm Court main issues are cell phone and back pack items. Will state bring all totes of for
jury to view.
Mr. Holloway will bring all totes.
2:01 pm Court states need for clerk use.
Mr. Meikle replies, there was marijuana in the trunk but defendant couldn't smell.
2:03 pm Court comments the smell may be different from the day of incident. Jurors may see
but not smell.
Mr. Holloway comments.
Court inquires, clerk will take possession of exhibits. Stipulation to keep exhibits in safe place.
Repackage items.
Mr. Meikle comments use photos.
2:06 pm up to State's discretion .
Mr. Meikle comments, different smell than when incident happened.
2:08 pm Court comments. Jurors are entitled to see packaged items. Repackage items so
jurors don't get hurt.
Mr. Holloway comments. Officers said items had no smell.
2:11 pm Court has nothing further. May have another hearing this week if needed.
2: 15 pm Recess

Hearing End Time: 2:15 PM

COURT MINUTES (Criminal)
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Filed: 06/04/2018
5/22/201811:51:37
5:00 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Perry, Michelle

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff,
vs.

CHENG YANG,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No: CR2017-1784-FE

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
CONTINUE TRIAL AND EXTENSION
FOR BRIEF FILING DATE

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney ofrecord, Stephen
A. Meikle, and respectfully moves the court to continue the trial date set for May 30-June 1st, 2018

for forty-five (45) days as follows:
1.

After court recessed on 5/21/18, Mr. Yang and his counsel went to see Rupert City

Detective Sam Kehona to try and access defendant's iPhone as recommended by Prosecutor Stan
Holloway. However, the iPhone was not in the detective's possession and we were directed to the
Minidoka County Sheriffs office. The detective who has access to the evidence room was not
available to transfer the phone to Detective Kehona.
2.

Mr. Holloway called counsel just before 5:00 pm and tried to arrange a meeting for

today, 5/22/18, but counsel was not available due to pre-trial conference in Bonneville County, and
Mr. Yang had to return to Minnesota for his employment. The soonest counsel could return is during
the current set trial date and time.
MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL AND EXTENSION FOR BRIEF FILING DATE
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3.

The brief filing date of Friday, May 25, 2018 suggested by defense counsel was too

optimistic in light of the gravity of the discovery issue and the number of judicial opinions
addressing this issue. Defense counsel respectfully requests a deadline of June 7, 2018 for
defendant's brief and June 21, 2018 for the State's reply brief.
4.

Defendant requests the court to consider moving the trial date out 45 days to allow

adequate time for discovery to be completed and defendant's dispositive motion to be thoroughly
briefed by both counsel and ruled on by the court
DATED this2_Z dofMay, 2018.

MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL AND EXTENSION FOR BRIEF FILING DATE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on May ~ 2017, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or
by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Attorney(s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Court Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile

~ +ilt d

Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[ ] Mailing
[y,-Facsimile
[ ] Hand Delivery

vQWlail

Michelle Western
Legal Assistant

MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL AND EXTENSION FOR BRIEF FILING DATE
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Filed: 05/25/2018 14:00:49
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Sunderland, Janet

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #297 6
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

Case No: CR-2017-1784

ORDER TO CONTINUE TRIAL
AND EXTEND BRIEF
FILING DATE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)
Based upon defendant's motion and telephone conference on the 22 nd day of May, 2018 with
the State and defense counsel and good cause appearing;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:
1. Defendant's brief is due on June 7, 2018 and the State's reply brief is due on

June 14, 2018.
2. Pre-Trial and pending motion hearing is continued to June 25, 2018 at 1 :00 p.m.
3. Trial is continued to July 25, 26, and 27, 2018 starting at 9:00 a.m.
Signed: 5/25/2018 10:38 AM

DATED this _ _ day of May, 2018.

Honorable Jonathan P. Brody
District Judge

ORDER TO CONTINUE TRIAL AND EXTEND BRIEF FILING DATE
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NOTICE OF ENTRY

I CERTIFY that I am a clerk in the above-entitled Court and that I mailed a true copy of the

25th
foregoing documents on the _
_ day of May, 2018, to the following attorneys of record and/or
parties;

Method of Service:

DEFENSE COUNSEL
Steven Meikle

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
X Email

Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[ ] Mailing
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Hand Delivery
X Email

_______________
Tonya
Page
CLERK

Signed: 5/25/2018 02:01 PM

DEPUTY CLERK

ORDER TO CONTINUE TRIAL AND EXTEND BRIEF FILING DATE
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SHERIFF ERIC SNARR
(208) 434-2324

M INIDOKA CO UNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTM E 'T
P.O. BOX 368
RUPERT, ID 83350

RECALLED

RETURN

OF

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO
On: 5/25/2018 09:45 AM
Tonya Page
Paper gµ,RK9JiM~STRICT COURT

Filed By:J.-;/

SERVICE

STATE OF IDAHO
PLAINTIFF(S)

-VS -

COURT:

MINIDOKA

CASE NO:

CR-2017-1 784

CHENG YANG
DEFENDANT(S)

PAPER(S) TO BE SERVED:
SUBPOENA

I, SHERIFF ERIC SNARR, SHERIFF OF MINIDOKA COUNTY, STATE THAT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS WERE
DELIVERED TO ME FOR SERVICE ON THE 16TH DAY OF MAY 2018.
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT, I DID NOT SERVE THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER
AS I WAS INFORMED TO RETURN THE PAPERS PRIOR TO SERVICE BEING MADE, THEREFORE NO ACTION WAS
TAKEN AT THIS TIME .
COMMENTS:

RECALLED BY PROSECUTORS OFFICE

DATED THIS 24TH DAY OF MAY 2018.
SHERIFF ERIC SNARR
SHERIFF
SHERIFF'S FEES:
TOTAL COLLECTED TO DATE:
AMOUNT UNCOLLECTED:

0.00
0.00
··········-············
0.00

BY
SERVING OFFICER

BY
DIANA WHEELER
RETURNING OFFICER

PROS ATTORNEY MINIDOKA COUNTY
PO BOX 368
RUPERT, ID 83350
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (ISB#5502/
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting AHomey (ISB#7955}
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (1S8#3106/
ALAN GOODMAN, Deputy 715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff
vs
CHENG YANG,

Case No. CR-2017-1784

SUBPOENA - CRIMINAL

)

Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO SENDS GREETINGS TO: DANIEL VANLEEUWEN,
YOU ARE COMMANDED TO APPEAR before the District Court of the Fifth Judicial
District of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Minidoka, at the Courtroom in the
Judicial Building, in the City of Rupert, County of Minidoka, State of Idaho, on the 30th
and 31st of May, 2018, at 9:00 o'clock a.m., as a witness in a criminal action prosecuted by
the State of Idaho, against Cheng Yang, on the part of the State of Idaho.

,,,~s1·~:g~

7~

ESS

hand and seal ofsaid Court this ic:f"day of

~1r~;. .~sc~~~-:::s~....----~~~·~

§~

N\Cl ~

'2018.

By
SS S e ~
Deputy Clerk
~ ~ O~ S 1\T~ F IDAHO, County of Minidoka, ss.
~ / 1 . ~ ~ I ~ REBY CERTIFY, that I served the within Subpoena on the _ _ _ day
111l11f 11 b \\
2018, on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
being the witness(s) named in the within Subpoena, at the County of Minidoka, State of
Idaho.

"=-'6\

{:,$>{)'~

_.::

Dated _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-7

2018

By _ _ _ __
Sherifrs Deputy

PLEASE CONTACT THIS OFFICE 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE TO MAKE SURE TIDS
TRIAL IS STILL GOING AND WHAT TIME YOU WILL BE NEEDED.
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May. 29. 2018 12:12PM

Dermatology Assc

No. 8012

P. 2

Electronically Filed
5/29/2018 12:10 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADV ANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976

Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way- Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137

Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405"1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FlFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

vs.

)
)
)
)

CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

CaseNo: CR-2017-1784

WAIVER OF SPEEDY TRIAL

CO11ES NOW Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record, Stephen A. Meikle,
having been charged in this case with Drug Trafficking of Marijuana I37-2732B, and having been

advised of my speedy trial rights under the Statutes and Constitution of the State of Idaho and the
Constitution of the United States, and specifically of my right to have my trial within six months of
the filing of information in this case, I hereby waive my right to a speedy trial in this case and consent

to the trial being continued.
DATED this ~ayofMay,2018.

Che9/::i}?/

Defendant

1 - WAIVER OF SPEEDY TRIAL
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on May J.q, 2018, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document on the attorney( s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon,
or by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Attorney(s)/Person( s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Court Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] 9esimile
[vfE-File

Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[ ] Mailing
[ t,}-Fac'simile
[ ] Hand Delivery
[v]-E='Mail

Legal Assistant

2 - WAIVER OF SPEEDY TRIAL
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County Sheriff 208-878-4475

SHER IFF

0

pag,, 1
F

CASS IA

COUN TY

RETURN OF SERVICE
SHERIFF # CV00434 74
COURT CASE# CR-2017 -1784
County of Cassia

)

STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss. CRIMINAL SUBPOENA
IIINIIJQ(AcouNTY,
FIi.Ei)

STATE OF IDAHO
PLAINTI FF
CHENG YANG
DEFENDANT

rwo

JUN O5 2018
atl.l lllCW.lllSiNICTCOIRI'
IW3ISTRluEDIVEO,J

I, JAY M. HEWARD, Sheriff of the County of Cassia,

State of Idaho,

hereby certify that I received the CRIMINAL SUBPOENA on the 24
day of May, 2018, and I further certify that in accordan ce with
I.R.C.P. 4 and 5, I served a copy of the CRIMINAL SUBPOENA, on
DANIEL VANLEEUWEN, he/she being the WITNESS named in said documen t(s)
on Saturday , the 2 day

of June, 2018, at 12:40 p.m. at the followin g

address : 2018 MILLER AVE, BURLEY, ID 83318; by deliveri ng a copy
of the above named documen t to him/her persona lly.

DATED this 04 day of June, 2018.
JAY M. HEWARD
SherV ]Cassi a County
By

~

CHRISL'-:"""WEBER
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, Deputy

Electronically Filed
6/6/2018 3:13 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
Filed: 06/07/2018 13:17:33
By: Janet
Sunderland, Deputy Clerk
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka
County

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Sunderland, Janet

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
CHENG YANG,
)
)
Defendant.
)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)

Case No: CR-2017-1784

AMENDED
ORDER TO CONTINUE TRIAL
AND EXTEND BRIEF
FILING DATE

Based upon defendant's motion and telephone conference on the 22 nd day of May, 2018 with
the State and defense counsel and good cause appearing;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:
1. Defendant's brief is due on June 7, 2018 and the State's reply brief is due on
June 21, 2018.
2. Pre-Trial and pending motion hearing is continued to June 25, 2018 at 1:00 p.m.
3. Trial is continued to July 25, 26, and 27, 2018 starting at 9:00 a.m.
DATED this _ _ day of June, 2018.

Signed: 6/7/2018 11:31 AM

Honor~~ P. Brody
District Judge

ORDER TO CONTINUE TRIAL AND EXTEND BRIEF FILING DATE
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NOTICE OF ENTRY

I CERTIFY that I am a clerk in the above-entitled Court and that I mailed a true copy of the
7th
_ day of June, 2018, to the following attorneys of record and/or
foregoing documents on the _

parties;

Attorney(s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P. A.

[ ] Hand Delivery
--------------- Email
✓ Facsimile

Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

L

M ·1·

✓..I -------------al 1ng

Email

[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Hand Delivery

Tonya Page
CLERK
Signed: 6/7/2018 01:20 PM

Deputy Clerk

ORDER TO CONTINUE TRIAL AND EXTEND BRIEF FILING DATE
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Filed: June 06. 2018 at 4:25 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
By:

/v1 lche11,et Pe-vry

Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
State of Idaho
vs.
Cheng Yang

Case No. CR-2017-1784

JUDGE: Brody, Jonathan P.

DATE: May 22, 2018

CLERK: Michelle Perry

LOCATION:

HEARING TYPE: Motion to Continue

COURT REPORTER: Recording Only

Court Minutes

INTERPRETER:

Parties Present:

State of Idaho

Attorney:

Stanley Holloway

Cheng Yang

Attorney:

Stephen Allen Meikle

Hearing Start Time: 3:32 PM
Journal Entries:
- Court calls case. Defendant is not present. Council present by phone. Recording
electronically. Inquires of state to continue trial.
Mr. Holloway agrees with delay.
Court will grant motion to continue trail, need waiver of speedy trial
Mr. Meikle will obtain waiver by tomorrow.
Court comments, inquires about trial dates.
Mr. Holloway replies,July 25th. Past 45 days.
Court comments
Mr. Meikle agrees with July 25, 26, 27
Court inquires about Pre-trail on July 23th.
Mr. Meikle comments, will argue motion on June 25th any pre-trial issues on that date as well.
Court comments won't be around in July 2-23
Mr. Meikle inquires, brief due on June 7
Court agrees with brief due date
Mr. Meikle comments
Court comments, Motion, Pre-Trial, Discovery Hearing- June 25th.
Mr. Meikle inquires of Mr. Holloway about State's Brief due date
Mr. Holloway comments brief due on 21st.
Court agrees and will set hearing for Motion, Pre-Trial June 25th,
Mr. Meikle inquires
Court replies
Mr. Meikle comments will get a waiver of speedy trial by tomorrow.

Hearing End Time: 3:41 PM

COURT MINUTES (Criminal)
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COURT MINUTES (Criminal)
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Electronically Filed
6/7/2018 4:48 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

Case No. CRl 7-1784-FE
EXP ARTE MOTION
TO EXTEND TIME TO FILE
DEFENDANT'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
SANCTIONS, OR REMEDY

________________

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record, Stephen
A. Meikle, and respectfully moves the Court to extend time to file Defendant's Brief in Support of
Motion for Dismissal, Sanctions, or Remedy from June 7, 2018 to June 8, 2018 as defense counsel
requires additional time to finish. Counsel was not successful in reaching Mr. Holloway for a
stipulation to be signed.
DATED this ]tk day of June, 2018.

1- MOTION TO EXTEND TIME
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on June__, 2018, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or
by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Method of Service:

Attorney(s)/Person(s) served:

Minidoka County Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Deliv9=Y.
[ ] Mailing e -fi f-e..__
[ ] Facsimile .

Minidoka County
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G. Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Mailing
[ i.}P::rcsimile
[ ] Courthouse Box

e..

Cheng Yang
2000 Johnson Drive, Lot 39
Manitowoc, WI 54220

Michelle Western
Legal Assistant

2- MOTION TO EXTEND TIME
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Electronically Filed
6/7/2018 4:45 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Filed: 06/08/2018 10:28:00
Tonya Page,
Clerk of the Court
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka
County
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Sunderland, Janet

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRl 7-1784-FE
EXPARTE ORDER TO
TO EXTEND TIME TO FILE
DEFENDANT'S BRIEF

Based on the motion by defendant to extend time to file Defendant's Brief in Support of
Motion for Dismissal, Sanctions, or Remedy from June 7, 2018 to June 8, 2018, and good cause
appearing;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the date to file defendant's brief is extended one day to the
8th day of June, 2018.

DATED this __ day of June, 2018.

Signed: 6/8/2018 10:08 AM

District Judge

ORDER TO CONTINUE TRIAL AND EXTEND BRIEF FILING DATE
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NOTICE OF ENTRY

I CERTIFY that I arn a clerk in the above-entitled Court and that I mailed a trne copy of the
_ day of June, 2018, to the following attorneys of record and/or
foregoing documents on the _8TH
parties;

Attorney( s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

✓

------------ Email
Mailing
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Hand Delivery

Stephen A Meikle
482 Constitution Way, Suite 203
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
Fax: 208-524-6199

------------- Email
,(J Mailing

[ ] Fax

Tonya Page
Clerk of the Court
Signed: 6/8/2018 10:29 AM
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Electronically Filed
6/8/2018 4:29 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No: CR-2017-1784
CHENG YANG'S BRIEF
IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
SANCTIONS, OR REMEDY

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record, Stephen
A. Meikle, and submits the following brief to aid the court's determination regarding defendant's
motion to dismiss.

I
FACTS
Mr. Yang flew to the Medford, Oregon to the closest airport to Yreka, California to
explore starting up a legal marijuana cultivation business and seek advice from experienced
growers.
After Yang arrived, he called his friend Doua Chang (Doua), who lived in the Yreka area.
Doua offered to meet Yang for dinner. When Doua arrived he brought Sou Cha (Sou) with him.
Doua asked Yang to come down to Yreka and Doua would try to arrange a time to go to a farm and
meet a grower he knew who would be willing to give him advice. Sou volunteered that he also
knew a grower from the Yreka area who had recently moved to Idaho and that Mr. Yang should go
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR DISMISSAL, SANCTIONS, OR REMEDY
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there to meet him if no grower could be reached in Yreka. They asked him to come down to Yreka
and stay with them, and he drove there. Yang had used a video camcorder and recorded Doua
telling him everything he knew about cannibas cultivation and that hearing from an experienced
grower would confirm what he said and more.
However, Doua eventually said he could not reach a local grower. Then, Sou and Doua
convinced Yang to go to Idaho under the pretense he could meet the experienced cannibas
cultivator in Idaho, which Sou talked about at dinner.
It is the State's theory that the defendant had only an illegal purpose for traveling to Idaho.
Mr. Yang's video camera footage would have corroborated his testimony regarding his lawful
purpose and provide reasonable doubt about why he drove to Rupert, Idaho. However, Minidoka
County Sheriff's officers discarded Mr. Yang's video camcorder with other electronic gear which
he secured in his grey backpack located and photographed by the officers in the backseat of his
rental car. The officers failed to secure or inventory it. They simply turned it over to the towing
company along with the rental car, instead of retaining it as evidence or returning it to Mr. Yang.
In response to this evidentiary problem created by the officers, the State wrote:
"Specifically concerning the contents of defendant's camcorder, the State
has no way of verifying or confirming that it contained the information
asserted by the defense, however, the State cannot dispute that the camcorder
didn't have those videos asserted by the defense. The State is not going to
object to defendant describing those videos as he asserts in his motion. The
State understands that the vehicle and its contents, minus the contraband and
listed cell phone/electronic devices, were returned to the rental car company
by Snake River Towing as shown in the towing receipts set forth in Discovery
pages D-13 5 through D-13 8 which was discovered in the State's Eleventh
Response to Discovery on May 16, 2018."
The arresting officers also discarded the odor elimination sheets which were found over
the contraband in the trunk of the rental car. This evidence cut against the State's original position
that of "how could the defendant not smell the marijuana in the trunk?"
th
The State's response to defendant's motion to dismiss dated May 17 2017 represented

that:
"the odor eliminator sheets, the State agrees that they were present, that some
are shown fo the photos and that the law enforcement officers would testify
that there was no detectable odor emanating from the vehicle that would be
obvious to the human nose at the time the vehicle and defendant were taken
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into custody."
While defendant accepts and appreciates the State's agreement to these facts to address this
evidentiary anomaly of the State's failure to preserve the odor eliminator sheets, defendant raises it
as a pattern or factor in connection with State's failure to preserve defendant's video camera.

II
ISSUES
A. DID THE STATE VIOLATE DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO ACCESS EVIDENCE
UNDER THE DUE PROCESS CLAUSE?
B. WHAT ARE THE APPROPRIATE REMEDIES FOR THE VIOLATION
OF DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO DUE PROCESS?

III
ARGUMENT
A. THE STATES FAILURE TO RETAIN MATERIAL EVIDENCE
WAS PREJUDICIAL TO DEFENDANT AND A VIOLATION
OF HIS RIGHTS TO DUE PROCESS
The Due Process Clause of the United States Constitution prohibits deprivation of a
person(s) life, liberty, and property without due process of law under the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments of the United States Constitution and protects a citizen's access to evidence in a
criminal prosecution. The nature and extent of the basis to that action of the basis of thought access
is described below.
"Under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, criminal prosecution must
comport with the prevailing notions of fundamental fairness" California v. Trombetta, 467 US 479
485 (1984). In this protective vein of the U.S. Constitution, the US Supreme Court wrote:

"We have long interpreted this standard of fairness to require that
criminal defendants be afforded a meaningful opportunity to present a
complete defense. To safeguard that right, the Court has developed "what
might loosely be called the area of constitutionally guaranteed access to
evidence.". United States v. Valenzuela-Bernal, 458 U.S. 858,867 (1982)
Taken together, this group of constitutional privileges delivers exculpatory
evidence into the hands of the accused, thereby protecting the innocent
from erroneous conviction and ensuring the integrity of our criminal
justice system.
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The most rudimentary of the access-to-evidence cases impose upon the
prosecution a constitutional obligation to report to the defendant and to
the trial court whenever government witnesses lie under oath ... But
criminal defendants are entitled to much more than protection against
pe1jury. A defendant has a constitutionally protected privilege to request
and obtain from the prosecution evidence that is either material to the
guilt of the defendant or relevant to the punishment to be
imposed. Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S., at 87. Even in the absence of a
specific request, the prosecution has a constitutional duty to turn over
exculpatory evidence that would raise a reasonable doubt about the
defendant's guilt. United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S., at 112.
Less clear from our access-to-evidence cases is the extent to which the
Due Process Clause imposes on the government the additional
responsibility of guaranteeing criminal defendants access to exculpatory
evidence beyond the government's possession. On afevv occasions, we have
suggested that the Federal Government might transgress constitutional
limitations if it exercised its sovereign powers so as to hamper a criminal
defendant's preparation for trial. For instance, in United States v. Marion,
404 US. 307, 324 (1971), and in United States v. Lovasco, 431 US. 783,
795, n. 17 (1977). we intimated that a due process violation might occur ifthe
Government delayed an indictment for so long that the defendant's ability to
mount an effective defense was impaired Similarly, in United
States v. Valenzuela-Bernal. supra, ·we acknowledged that the Government
could offend the Due Process Clause ofthe Fifth Amendment if, by deporting
potential ·witnesses, it diminished a defendant's opportunity to put on an
effective defense. 458 US., at 873.

Whenever potentially exculpatory evidence is permanently lost, courts face
the treacherous task of divining the import of materials ·whose contents are
unknown and, very often, disputed. Cf United States v. Valenzuela-Bernal,
supra, at 870. Moreover, fashioning remedies for the illegal destruction of
evidence can pose troubling choices. In nondisclosure cases, a court
can grant the defendant a new trial at ·which the previously suppressed
evidence may be introduced. (BUT WHEN EVIDENCE HAS BEEN
DESTROYED IN VIOLATION OF THE CONSTITUTION, THE COURT
ofMUST CHOOSE BETWEEN BARRING FURTHER PROSECUTION
OR SUPPRESSING - AS THE CALIFORNIA COURT OF APPEAL
THE STATE'S MOST PROBATIVE
DID IN THIS CASE EVIDENCE) .
. . . Whatever duty the Constitution imposes on the States to preserve
evidence, that duty must be limited to evidence that might be expected to
play a significant role in the suspect's defense. To meet this standard of
constitutional materiality, see United States v. Agurs, 427 U. S., at 109110, evidence must both possess an exculpatory value that was apparent
before the evidence was destroyed, and be of such a nature that the
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defendant would be unable to obtain comparable evidence by other
reasonably available means." (Emphasis added)
California v. Trombetta, 467 US at 485-489
The evolution of the due process standard for bringing as a "Brady Claim" was elaborated
in US v Valenzuela-Bernal, 458 US 858 (1998) relying on Trombetta, supra. A defendant in
asserting a Brady claim must make a showing that the suppressed or destruction of favorable
evidence by the prosecutor was material to guilt or affected the outcome of the case, or the
defendant suffered prejudice. Valenzuela-Bernal 458 US at 858.
The requirement of materiality or prejudice to support a Brady claim was further illustrated
by the court in Valenzuela-Bernal below:

"Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), held "that the suppression by
tlte prosecution of evidence favorable to an accused upon request violates
due process where tlte evidence is material either to guilt or to punishment,
irrespective of the good faith or bad faith of the prosecution." Id., at 87.
This materiality requirement was emphasized in Moore v. Illinois, 408 U S.
786 (1972), where we stated that a defendant will prevail upon
a Brady claim "where the evidence is favorable to the accused and is
material either to guilt or to punishment." Id., at 794. And in United
States v. Agurs, supra, we noted that "fa] fair analysis of the holding
in Brady indicates that implicit in the requirement of materiality is a
concern that the suppressed evidence might have affected the outcome of
the trial." Id., at 104. Wefurtlter explained:
"The proper standard ofmateriality must reflect our overriding concern
with the justice of the finding ofguilt.... This means that the omission must
be evaluated in the context of the entire record. If there is no reasonable
doubt about guilt whether or not the additional evidence is considered,
there is 110 justification for a new trial. On the other hand, if the verdict is
already of questionable validity, additional evidence of relatively minor
importance might be sufficient to create a reasonable doubt." Id., at 112113 (footnotes omitted).
Similarly, when the Government has been responsible for delay resulting
in a loss of evidence to the accused, (we have recognized a constitutional
violation only when loss of the evidence prejudiced the defense). In United
States v. Marion, 404 U S. 307 (1971) ... "
US v. Valenzuela-Bernal,458 US at 858
The US Supreme Court has drawn a distinction between failure to disclose evidence and
failure to preserve evidence in terms of whether a defendant must also show bad faith on the part of
prosecution or police. Arizona v. Youngblood, 488 US 51 (1988), California v. Trombetta, 467 US
479 (1984). This divergence was explained in the Youngblood case as follows:
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The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, as interpreted
in Brady, makes the good or bad faith of the State irrelevant when the
State fails to disclose to the defendant material exculpatory evidence. But
we think the Due Process Clause requires a different result when we deal
with the failure of the State to preserve evidentiary material of which no
more can be said than that it could have been subjected to tests, the results
of which might have exonerated the defendant. Part of the reason for the
difference in treatment is found in the observation made by the Court
in Trombetta, supra, at 486, that"[w]henever potentially exculpatory
evidence is permanently lost, courts face the treacherous task ofdivining the
import ofmaterials whose contents are unknown and, very often, disputed."
Part of it stems from our unwillingness to read the ''fimdamentalfairness"
requirement of the Due Process Clause, as imposing on the police an
undifferentiated and absolute duty to retain and to preserve all material that
might be ofconceivable evidentiary significance in a particular prosecution.
We think that requiring a defendant to sit ow badfaitlt on tlte part of tlte
police both limits the extent ofthe police's obligation to preserve evidence
to reasonable bounds and confines it to that class of cases where the
interests ofjustice most clearly require it, i. e., those cases in which tlte
police themselves by their conduct indicate that the evidence couldform a
basis for exonerating the defendant. We therefore hold that unless a
criminal defendant can show badfaith 011 the part of tlte police,failure to
preserve potentially useful evidence does not constitute a denial of due
process of law.
(Emphasis added)
458 US 51 at 57-58
Idaho has recognized and applied the due process requirements refined in Arizona v.
Youngblood, California v. Trombetta. See Garcia v. State Tax Commission, 136 Idaho 610, 38
P 3d 1266, (2002), State v. Porter, 130 Idaho 772,781,948 P2d 127, 136 (1997); and State v
Paradis, 110 Idaho 534, 539, 716 P2d 1306, 1311 (1986).
In Garcia, supra, Our Supreme Comi summarized as follows:
"The destruction of evidence is not per se a violation of a defendant's
due process rights. Whether tlte destruction of evidence constitutes a due
process violation depends upon the nature oftlte proceeding, tlte nature of
the evidence, and the circumstances surrounding the destruction of the
evidence. Arizona v. Youngblood, 488 US. 51, 58, 109 S.Ct. 333, 337, 102
L.Ed.2d 281,289 (1988) (holding "unless a criminal defendant can show bad
faith on the part ofpolice, failure to preserve potentially usefitl evidence does
not constitute a denial of due process of law"); Paradis v. State, 110 Idaho
534,539, 716P.2dl306, 1311 (1986). ThisCourthaspre viouslyheldthata
specific showing ofbadfaith is required to constitute a due process violation.
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In the criminal context, this Court applies a balancing test, which examines
"(1) wltetlter tlte evidence was material to the question of guilt or tlte
degree ofpunishment; (2) whether the defendant was prejudiced by the loss
or destruction oftlte evidence; and (3) whether the government was acting
in good faith when it destroyed or lost tlte evidence." State v. Porter, 130
Idaho 772,781,948 P.2d 127,136 (1997): State v. Fain, 116, Ida/to 82, 91,
116 Idalw 82, 774 P.2d 252,261 (1989) ... " (Emphasis added)
Materiality is defined as evidence which "must both possess an
exculpatory value that was apparent before the evidence was destroyed,
and also be of such a nature that tlte defendant would be unable to
obtain comparable evidence by other reasonably available
means. "_Paradis at 540 n. 3, 716 P.2d at 1312 11. 3 (citations omitted).
Tlte final element of the balancing test requires a specific showing that
the evidence was destroyed in badfaith. A showing of badfaith is required
regardless of whether the exculpatory nature of the evidence is known or
not. Stuart at 806, 907 P.2d at 793. (Emphasis added)
38P 3d at 1271-1272

(1) THE VIDEO CAM EVIDENCE IS ABSOLUTELY MATERIAL
TO REASONABLE DOUBT
The State's case against Mr. Yang alleges that he knowingly brought controlled
substances to Rupert, Idaho. But, Mr. Yang's flew to Medford, Oregon to research
lawful cannibas cultivation in Northern California, and go to local cannibas growers
farm and video of a seasoned grower's farming methods. Mr. Yang's testimony will
express this and futiher that his travel to Idaho was to interview an experienced grower
from Yreka whom Sou had told him had moved to Idaho.
The State's allegation is that defendant's sole purpose was coming to Idaho to
deliver controlled substances. Mr. Yang's best defense is that it was not his purpose at
all and that in fact, he was told he was coming to get advice from an experienced
grower to start a legal cannibas business in Northern California.
If there are two reasonable explanations, one which is innocence and one which
is guilt, the jury can give the accused the benefit of the doubt. The discarded video cam
could have given Yang the best opportunity to establish reasonable doubt in the juries
mind.

(2) DEFENDANT WAS PREJUDICED BY THE LOSS
OF THE VIDEO CAM EVIDENCE
Although various kind of evidence are given the same value, the practical truth is that jurors
are more impressed by what they see as opposed to what they hear. Surely electronic evidence is
most persuasive and therefore pivotal in this case. The officers kept the defendant's phones which
may review calls, messages, and videos for their purposes. Yang's video cam was no less
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important and should have been kept. It turns out that the video cam is Yang's single most
persuasive piece of evidence of the actual reason he was in Idaho rather than the reason presented
by the State.
Mr. Yang can not reproduce or find evidence which would compare to the impact of a
video versus mere testimony. The maxim that a picture [video] is worth a thousand words applies
here.

(3) THE OFFICERS RECKLESS HANDLING OF THE POTENTIALLY
EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE WAS NOT IN GOOD FAITH
The officers singular focus on inculpatory evidence of contraband without retaining
potentially exculpatory evidence raises questions of their bad faith. The videocam was not listed on
the inventory, raising issues of why they did not list it or what really happened to it. Yang has
contacted both the tow company and the rental car company, both of which say they didn't receive
the videocam from the police. The second reason pointing to bad faith is that the officers had a
duty to retain personal property to Mr. Yang instead of giving it away. Once the officers took
possession of his personal property a bailment was created requiring it to safely keep it and return
it to its rightful owner.
The bailment created by the MCSO seizing Yang's personal property may fall under the
following categories: constructive or involuntary. Const--- bailment arises when the person having
possession of the property holds it with such circumstances that the law imposes upon him or her
the obligation to deliver it to its owner. Involuntary bailment is the accidental leaving of property
th
in the possession of any person without the negligence of the owner. Blacks Law Dictionary, 5
Edition, P.129; Wentworth v. Riggs 159 App. Div. 899, 143 NYS 955. The law is not "finders
keepers, losers weepers." There is duty to safely keep it and to return Yang's personal property. It
was not subject to forfeiture.
In Idaho, a presumption arises that damage or loss was due to negligence or fault of bailee
when a bailor proves delivery of property to the bailee in good condition and return in a damaged
state. McCormick, Evidence, §343 (2d Ed.1972)

B. THE COURT SHOULD ORDER DISMISSAL OF THE STATE'S CASE
AGAINST DEFENDANT
The US Supreme Court recognizes that dismissal or barring prosecutor is a
potential remedy when evidence has been destroyed in violation of the Constitution.
California v. Trombetta, 467 US 485-489.

It is not an uncommon practice of Idaho prosecutors to voluntarily discuss or
reduce the charge where destruction of key evidence occurs (albeit incriminating
evidence).
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In the present case, the MSCO should not be able to pick only the presentation
of incriminating evidence and discard potentially exculpatory evidence, and hold Mr.
Yang to answer to a charge carrying a mandatory minimum prison sentence.

Another remedy as sanction for the destruction of exculpat01y evidence is
suppression of the State's most probative evidence. Here that would be the contraband.
The State has discarded Yang's best evidence, so it would be fair to suppress the
State's most probative evidence.

C. THE COURT SHOULD APPROVE JURY INSTRUCTION THAT
EVIDENCE DISCARDED WAS UNFAVORABLE TO THE STATE
In Idaho,
"The evidentiary doctrine of spoliation recognizes it is unlikely that a party will
destroy favorable evidence. Thus, the doctrine of spoliation provides that when a
party with a duty to preserve evidence intentionally destroys it, an inference arises
that the destroyed evidence was unfavorable to that party. Stuartv. State 127 Idaho
806, 907 P.2d 783 (1995). Spoliation is a rule of evidence applicable at the
discretion of the trial court. Vodusek v. Bayliner Marine Corp,, 71 F.3d 148 (4th
Cir.1995)."
Bromley v. Carey, 132 Idaho 807, 813 979 P.2d 1165, 1170 (1999)
In the present case, a jury instruction should be allowed as follows:
"The MCSO intentionally discarded defendant's video cam which it had a duty
to preserve and the jury may infer that the discarded evidence is unfavorable to the
State."

IV
CONCLUSION

Fundamental fairness, due process is not the State gets to present incriminating, and
recklessly discard pivotal evidence casting reasonable doubt, and prevent the defendant from
presenting exculpatory evidence tending to prove his innocence. Without a level playing
field we cannot have confidence that a just outcome will be reached.
DATED This ff~ day of June, 2018.

cfre--cc---2::5i~
Attorney for Defendant
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Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney //SB #7733)
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney //SB #7955)
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /ISB#3106)
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177
ATTORNEYS FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-2017-1784

)

vs.

)
)

CHENG YANG,
LAST KNOWN ADDRESS:
2000 JOHNSTON #39, MANITOWOC,
WI

Defendant.

AMENDED INFORMATION

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Stanley Holloway, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Minidoka County,
State of Idaho, who, in the name and by the authority of said State prosecutes in its
behalf, in proper person comes into said District Court in the County of Minidoka,
State ofldaho, and gives the Court to understand and be informed that Cheng Yang is
accused by this Amended Information of the crime(s) of:
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CONSPIRACY IN TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA
Felony
Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(l)(C) and 18-1701
On or about the 4th day of June, 2017, in the County of Minidoka, State of
Idaho, the defendant, CHENG YANG, did willfully and knowingly combine,
conspire, confederate, and agree with Sou Cha, Doua Chang and Kevin Ellsworth to
deliver twenty-five (25) pounds or more, of a controlled substance, to-wit:
marijuana, a Schedule I controlled substance, in violation of Idaho Code Sections
37-2732B(a)(l)(C), and 18-1701.

OVERT ACTS

That in furtherance of and in order to effect the object of the combination or
conspiracy the following overt acts were completed:
1.

An undercover officer (UC) made phone calls and contact with a
male by the name of Kevin Ellsworth. Kevin Ellsworth agreed to sell the
UC 100 pounds of marijuana for $130,000.00

2.

On June 4, 2017, Kevin Ellsworth called the UC and stated he would
not be able to make it but he would still have it delivered.

3.

Kevin Ellsworth gave the UC a phone number for Kevin's driver and
told the UC to get in contact with him with a phone number and told the
UC it was a male of Laotian descent.

4.

On June 4, 2017, UC made contact with a male later identified as Sou
Cha (Sou) and told him where to meet. Sou said he was coming with two
other guys and he would arrive in a grey Nissan.

5.

On June 4, 2017, at Ridley's Parking Lot, Rupert, Minidoka County,
Idaho, Sou drove into the parking lot with another male in the passenger
side of the vehicle later identified as Doua Chang (Dona). Sou was
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driving a grey Nissan Sentra with an Oregon License Plate. Another
vehicle arrived in the lot and parked to the south of where Sou parked.
The vehicle was a black Nissan bearing Oregon plates, and the driver was
later identified as Cheng Yang (Cheng).
6.

The UC asked Sou to see the marijuana before the UC took Sou,
Dona, and Cheng to the meet location. Sou then told Dona to call Cheng.
Cheng then pulled up in the black Nissan and Sou told Cheng to open the
truck of the vehicle. The UC observed green plant like material in
vacuum sealed bags in the trunk of the vehicle.

7.

UC then told Sou, Doua, and Cheng to follow him to the meet location
at 71 N. 100 E., Minidoka County, Idaho, at a spud cellar. All three, Sou
Dona, and Cheng were detained by law enforcement.

8.

Sou agreed to speak to the Mini-Cassia Drug Task Force officers and
Sou said he brought the marijuana and it was fronted to him. Sou said he
would owe someone money when he go back.

9.

Sou said he knew both Dona and Cheng. Sou said he asked Cheng to
drive the marijuana to Idaho and Cheng agreed.

10.

Dona agreed to speak to the Mini-Cassia Drug Task Force officers and
said he was told by Sou that he could make some money if he came to Idaho.
Dona made the phone call to Cheng at the Ridley's parking lot so the UC
could observe the marijuana. Dona admitted to seeing the trunk open up in
the Ridley's parking lot and seeing all the marijuana.

11.

Located in the trunk of the black Nissan driven by Cheng was
approximately 102 pounds of marijuana and was in 99 sealed clear plastic
bags. The green plant material tested presumptive positive for marijuana
using NIK Test E.
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All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case
in said State made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of
Idaho.
DATED this

l B~
Stanley Hollow
Deputy Prosecu
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this / 3

day of June, 2018, I delivered a true and

(;b

correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below
in the manner noted:
Stephen A. Meikle
482 Constitution Way Suite 203
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1137
Email: sammeikle@msn.com

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at
the post office in Rupert, Idaho.
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his
office at the address stated above.
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the Clerk's
Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse.
By emailing copies of the same to said attorney at his email address.
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ATTORNEYS FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

Case No. CR 2017-1784

PLAINTIFF'S BRIEF
RE: DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
SANCTIONS OR REMEDY

COMES NOW, Stanley Holloway, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Minidoka
County, State ofldaho, and submits this Briefregarding defendant's Motion for Dismissal,
Sanctions, or Remedy.
PLAINTIFF'S BRIEF RE:DEFENDANT'S
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OR REMEDY - 1
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I.
FACTS

Between May 17, 2017 and June 2,2017, an undercover officer (UC) from the
Mini-Cassia Drug Task Force had contact with a person named Kevin Ellsworth (Kevin)
who was in the Medford, Oregon area wherein Kevin agreed to sell and deliver one
hundred (100) pounds of marijuana to Rupert, Idaho for the amount of$130,000 .
On June 2, 2017, Kevin spoke to UC and told him that his "driver" would be
getting into town later that night and then they would be ready to deliver the marijuana
and effectuate the deal. Cheng Yang (Cheng), the defendant in this case flew from
Milwaukee, Wisconsin to Medford, Oregon on June 2, 2017 arriving at approximately
8:44 pm according to his flight itinerary. Cheng rented a car, a black Nissan, at the
Enterprise rental car at 8:46 pm that day and checked into the Courtyard Marriott hotel at
10:50 pm.
The following day, June 3, 2017, Cheng checked out of his hotel at 11 :46 am and
presumably went about meeting up with his friend, Doua Chang (Doua), and Sou Cha
(Sou) as set forth in defendant's statement of facts. Also that same day, June 3, 2017,
Kevin spoke with UC and confirmed that his "driver" was there who had just flown in to
drive the marijuana to the UC. Kevin sent pictures of numerous bags of the packaged
marijuana as confirmation that he was going through with the deal and he also told the
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UC that another of his friends in another car would be following the driver to ensure that
everything went smoothly.
On June 4, 2017, Kevin called UC and told him that although he wasn't coming to
Idaho to consummate the deal, that the marijuana and his guys were on their way to
complete the transaction. Kevin then gave the contact information for Sou who was
using an alias. UC then spoke to Sou who told the UC that he was coming with two other
guys and that they would be in two vehicles and would be arriving shortly. Later that day,
at approximately 2:00 pm, Sou and Doua arrived in Rupe1t in a grey Nissan car driven by
Sou. Cheng arrived driving his Enterprise rental black Nissan car. The UC met them in
the Ridley's parking lot and spoke to Sou and Doua, where Sou represented that he was
an experienced marijuana "grower" and that he had marijuana ready for harvest soon.
The UC did not talk with Cheng in the parking lot as he had parked some distance away
in spite of his asse1tion that he was there to meet and speak with an "experienced
cannabis cultivator in Idaho". Even when Doua called Cheng over so that the UC could
check on the product concealed in the ttunk of the Enterprise rental black Nissan car, the
only thing that Cheng did was to open the trunk lid with the interior switch. Cheng did
not get out of his car to greet or meet the UC, who presumably was the "experienced
cannabis cultivator in Idaho". After confirming that there was a large amount of green
plant material in vacuum sealed bags in the trunk of the black Nissan, the UC led Sou,
Doua and Cheng to an empty potato cellar outside the Rupe1t city limits. Once at the
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potato cellar, the UC opened the cellar doors and Cheng entered driving his Enterprise
rental black Nissan car without any hesitation or any questions as to why they were going
into a dark, unlit potato cellar to meet and talk with a marijuana grower, especially where
no one else was in sight within or outside of the cellar. Sou and Doua followed in their
grey Nissan car. As soon as the second car went into the cellar, deputies and other law
enforcement members of the takedown team converged on the two vehicles and arrested
the three men and transp01ied them to jail. Both vehicles were then taken to a secure,
safe and well lit location to be inventoried and searched. In the trunk of Cheng's
Enterprise rental black Nissan car was found approximately 102 pounds of marijuana
packaged in 99 vacuum sealed bags along with febreeze scented bags and laundry sheets.
There was no detectable odor coming from the trunk noted by any of the deputies. Law
enforcement seized the approximately 102 pounds of marijuana, all cash, Samsung galaxy
note cell phone, Samsung silver cell phone, black cell phone, an Ipod, and miscellaneous
documents including hotel receipts and airline ticket. None of the febreeze scented bags,
laundry sheets, clothing, luggage, backpack or other electronic gear were seized as those
items did not appear to be incriminating, or apparently or potentially exculpatory. The
electronic gear left in the vehicle were never searched as to their contents. The only
documentation of those items are photographs taken at the time the vehicles were
searched. The Enterprise rental black Nissan car was towed and stored at Whitehead's
Motion Towing and a copy of the impounded vehicle inventory and notice was
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discovered to Cheng as D-32 on the State's Response to Discovery on or about July 10,
2017.
On June 9, 2017, the Enterprise rental black Nissan car that Cheng rented in
Medford, Oregon that contained the marijuana in the trunk, along with all of its contents
not seized by law enforcement was turned over to the Enterprise rental car office in Twin
Falls, Idaho. The policy of Enterprise rental company regarding personal items left in
their vehicles is that Enterprise will store them for 90 days to allow the actual person who
rented the vehicle to come claim those items. That after the 90 day time period,
Enterprise disposes those items that are unclaimed. This policy was conveyed to
defendant through his wife, who contacted Enterprise a few days after defendant's arrest,
that Cheng would need to appear personally at the Twin Falls, Idaho Enterprise office to
claim his property. Thus, Cheng had until September 7, 201 7 to pick up his property.
Cheng was released from custody on or about July 26, 2017 with a GPS ankle monitor.
Cheng also appeared at his arraignment in District Comt on August 16, 2017 wherein he
was back in Idaho. The State is not aware of Cheng ever making an effort to retrieve his
property by contacting either Whitehead's Motion Towing or the Twin Falls office of
Enterprise car rental before the September 7, 2017 deadline for disposal of personal
property.
Cheng now claims that the febreeze scented bags, laundry sheets and video( s) of
his research into legal cannabis cultivation while in Oregon recorded on an electronic
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device has been lost or destroyed and thereby made unavailable to him in his defense of
this case. Such evidence is claimed to be exculpatmy evidence to show he had no
knowledge of the approximately 102 pounds of marijuana hidden in his vehicle and could
show that he traveled to the State of Idaho merely to conduct more research into getting
into a legitimate marijuana venture in northern California.

II.
ISSUES
1. Was the lost/destroyed febreeze scented bags and laundry sheets have any
exculpatory value?
2. Was the lost/destroyed video evidence have any exculpatory value?
3. Does the lost/destroyed evidence require a jury instruction on spoliation of
evidence?

III.
ARGUMENT
The Idaho Supreme Court has established the standard by which to determine if
there has been a violation of spoliation of evidence in the case of Garcia v. State Tax

Commission of the State of Idaho, 136 Idaho 610, 38 P.3d 1266 (2002) in which the Idaho
Supreme Court stated:
"The destruction of evidence is not per sea violation of defendant's due
process rights. Whether the destruction of evidence constitutes a due process
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violation depends upon the nature of the proceeding, the nature of the evidence,
and thecircumstances surrounding the destruction of the evidence. Arizona v.

Youngblood, 488 U.S. 51, 58, 109 S.Ct. 333,337, 102 L.Ed.2d 281,289 (1988)
(holding "unless a criminal defendant can show bad faith on the part of police,
failure to preserve potentially useful evidence does not constitute a denial of due
process of law"); Paradis v. State, 110 Idaho 534, 539, 716 P.2d 1306, 1311
(I 986). This Court has previously held that a specific showing of bad faith is

required to constitute a due process violation. In the criminal context, this Court
applies a balancing test, which examines "(I) whether the evidence was material
to the question of guilt or the degree of punishment; (2) whether the defendant
was prejudiced by the loss or destruction of the evidence; and (3) whether the
government was acting in good faith when it destroyed or lost the evidence."

State v. Porter, 130 Idaho 772,781,948 P.2d 127, 136 (1997); State v. Fain, 116
Idaho 82, 91, 774 P.2d 252,261 (1989)."
Moreover, the United States Supreme Court recognized that "Whatever duty the
Constitution imposes on the States to preserve evidence, that duty must be limited to
evidence that might be expected to play a significant role in the suspect's defense. To
meet this standard of constitutional materiality, see United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. at
427 U.S. 109-110, evidence must both possess an exculpatory value that was apparent
before the evidence was destroyed and be of such a nature that the defendant would be
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unable to obtain comparable evidence by other reasonably available means." California

v. Trombetta, 467 U.S. 479, 81 L.Ed.2d 413 (1984). In effect, it is not enough to simply
allege that the lost evidence had the possibility of being exculpatory or assisting in the
defense, in order to meet the constitutional materiality test, it has to first possess an
exculpatory value that was apparent to law enforcement personnel before the evidence
became lost or destroyed; and, second the evidence must be of a type or quality that the
defense could not obtain comparable evidence by other reasonable means.
"Bad faith is more than mere negligence. Instead, it refers to "a calculated effort
to circumvent the disclosure requirements" under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83
S.Ct. 1194, 10 L.Ed2d 215 (1963) .... Youngblood, 488 U.S. at 58,209 S.Ct. at 337, 102
L.Ed.2d at 289 (holding that the failure of police to protect samples that might have been
on victim's clothing or perform tests on semen samples was negligent at most); Lewis,
144 Idaho 64, 156 P.3d 565 (unintentional loss of recording was not bad faith, and neither
could bad faith be inferred from police department's use of an inferior recording system
without some indication that the government has acted suspiciously with respect to a
particular item or category of potential evidence); .... State v. Casselman, 141 Idaho 592,
114 P.3d 150 (Ct.App. 2005) (loss of photographs of victim's injuries not bad faith when
no evidence that police intentionally destroyed or lost the photographs in an attempt to
prevent defendant from obtaining exculpatory evidence for use at trial); State v. Dopp,
129 Idaho 597,607, 930 P.2d 1039, 1049 (Ct.App.1996) (no bad faith from destruction of
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sweatshirt that the victim alleged that the defendant tore when evidence did not support a
conclusion that law enforcement staff disposed of the sweatshirt in an effmt to prevent
defendant from obtaining exculpatory evidence for use at trial)." State v. Edney, 145
Idaho 695, 183 P.3d 782 (Ct.App.2008).
1. The lost/destroyed febreeze scented bags and laundry sheets had no

exculpatory value.

First, as to whether these odor reducing or eliminating items were present or not,
having those items in front of a jury is not going to demonstrate whether this defendant
was aware of the vacuum sealed bags of marijuana. The State has stated to the defense
that they were present in the trunk of the car, there are photographs of them laying in the
trunk of the car with the bags of marijuana and the officers who were present are going to
testify that there was no odor of marijuana emanating from that vehicle. Thus, these
items are not material such that they possess any exculpatory value. Even if the defense
wanted to show the jury what these items actually smelled and felt like, he can obtain
similar items to show the jury, there simply is not any evidentiary value in the specific
items that were lost/destroyed such as being able to get fingerprints of the defendant or
lack thereof from them.
Second, there is no prejudice in the loss of those items because there are no tests
or evidentiary information to be gathered from those items. The State also suffers the
same inability to show the jury those items which goes to the State's theory of how
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sophisticated this delivery operation was in how they packaged their product and used
various means to disguise and cover their real purpose in delivering illegal drngs to Idaho.
Third, there is no specific showing that this evidence was lost or destroyed in bad
faith. Law enforcement cannot be held accountable for failing to divine the materiality of
every scrap of evidence, Trombetta holds that when police have in their possession a
piece of evidence that "might be expected to play a significant role in the suspect's
defense" Trombetta at 488,467 U.S. 479 (1984), they have a constitutional duty to
preserve that evidence.

2. The lost/destroyed video(s) had no exculpatory value.
First, to be exculpatory the State submits that the videos would have to be
anything other than videos showing the eagerness of a willing person trying to get into the
marijuana business. The State would submit that rather than being exculpatory, these
video(s) could be deemed to incriminate the defendant and the State would reiterate its
offer to agree that the jury to told that the parties agree that Cheng had video(s) taken in
Oregon or California regarding cannabis cultivation techniques. The parties would then
be able to argue the meaning of why Cheng had those video(s).
Second, as to the prejudice in the loss of the video(s), the State simply is at a loss
to understand defendant's prejudice in that the State can't use or talk about the video(s) in
its case in chief. If the video(s) had been so impotiant, Cheng was given information as
to where his vehicle had been taken, he was released and capable to going to the
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Enterprise rental office at least twice while he was here in Idaho prior to the date that
Enterprise disposed of all unclaimed personal items, and he failed to retrieve those items.
Defendant's claims of being duped to come to Idaho could be bolstered by his
companions, so he isn't with a remedy of other information or evidence that could have
been on the video(s).
Third, the law enforcement personnel who disposed of the electronic gear
containing the video(s) did not act in bad faith, they did not know that the videos existed
at the time they disposed of those items and at best their actions should be deemed
negligent action. The State would very much have been interested in having those
video(s) as they are more incriminating than exculpatory.

3. Since there was no due process violation in the loss/destruction of
evidence, a jury instruction regarding spoliation of evidence would be improper
commentary on the evidence.
A trial court "In charging the jury, the comt must state to them all matters of law
necessary for their information." Idaho Code Section 19-2132(a). A requested jury
instruction must be given if: (1) it property states the governing law; (2) a reasonable
view of at least some evidence would supp01t the defendant's legal theory; (3) the subject
of the requested instruction is not addressed adequately by other jury instructions; and, (4)
the requested instruction does not constitute an impermissible comment as to the
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evidence. State v. Hemy, 138 Idaho 364, 367, 63 P.3d 490,493 (Ct.App.2003); State v.

Edney, 145 Idaho 695, 183 P.3d 782 (Ct.App.2008).
The Edney case, the Idaho Court of Appeals noted that an instruction on
spoliation of evidence was a discretionary decision based on a balancing approach set
forth in State v. Fain, 116 Idaho 82, 774 P.2d 252 (1989) in which the degree of prejudice

to the defendant is compared to the degree of culpability of the state in failing to preserve
material evidence. In Edney, the court found there was no due process and that the
reasons justifying the remedy of an instruction were not present and declined to give a
spoliation of evidence instruction, but noted that the parties were free to argue their
respective theories to the jury.
In this case, there was no due process violation as the evidence was not
exculpatory evidence lost or destroyed in bad faith. In addition, the evidence that was
lost/destroyed were not the type of evidence that would have fully and unconditionally
exonerated the defendant such as dna, fingerprints or other personal information. At best,
it gives the defendant a bolstering of his reason for coming to the Oregon/Northern
California area.
Thus, the jury instruction proposed by the defense would be an improper
commentary on the evidence by the Court and should not be allowed.
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IV
CONCLUSION
It' s unfortunate for the State that, if defendant's information is correct that
evidence was lost as the State would have used that information in the State' s case in
chief. It's also unfortunate that the defendant failed to retrieve his personal property from
Enterprise car rental when he had multiple opportunities to do so. The evidence in this
case that defendant seeks was not exculpatory evidence and at best was negligently lost
by law enforcement which does not amount to a constitutional violation of due process
which would warrant any remedy sought by the defendant.

DATED this

}4f\-

day of June, 2018.

Stanley Holloway {.
Deputy Prosecutin
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this

j4f V\ day of June, 2018, I

delivered a true and

correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below
in the manner noted:
Stephen A. Meikle
Advantage Legal Services
P.O. Box 51137
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
EMail: sammiekle@msn.com

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at
the post office in Rupert, Idaho.
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his
office at the address stated above.
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the Clerk's
Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse.

_:t__

By emailing copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at his email address.
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Electronically Filed
6/18/2018 3:27 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-113 7
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

Case No: CR-2017-1784
CHENG YANG'S MOTION
TO EXCLUDE/SUPPRESS
CUSTODIAL STATEMENTS
OF CO-DEFENDANTS

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record,
Stephen A. Meikle, and moves to exclude or suppress heresay or testimony or statements of
co-defendants, Sou Cha and Doua Chang under IRE 801 (d)(2)(E) and Sixth Amendment of the
US Constitution for reasons contained in defendant's brief filed herewith in support of the
motion.
DATED this,LH.Y of June, 2018.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on Junefil, 2018, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or
by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Attorney( s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Mailing
[ ] Facsimile

~fi

Minidoka County
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G. Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[
[
[
[

Cheng Yang
2000 Johnson Drive, Lot 39
Manitowoc, WI 54220

[L}Mailing

] Hand Delivery
] Mailing
] Facsimile
] Courtho\lse Box

v-e fYhl r1

»1-Jfutu~>L

Michelle Western
Legal Assistant
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Electronically Filed
6/18/2018 3:35 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-113 7
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

Case No: CR-2017-1784
CHENG YANG'S MOTION
TO EXCLUDE/SUPPRESS
CUSTODIAL STATEMENTS
OF CO-DEFENDANTS

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record,
Stephen A. Meikle, and moves to exclude or suppress heresay or testimony or statements of
co-defendants, Sou Cha and Doua Chang under IRE 801 (d)(2)(E) and Sixth Amendment of the
US Constitution for reasons contained in defendant's brief filed herewith in support of the
motion.
DATED this,LH.Y of June, 2018.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on Junefil, 2018, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or
by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Attorney( s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Mailing
[ ] Facsimile

~fi

Minidoka County
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G. Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[
[
[
[

Cheng Yang
2000 Johnson Drive, Lot 39
Manitowoc, WI 54220

[L}Mailing

] Hand Delivery
] Mailing
] Facsimile
] Courtho\lse Box

v-e fYhl r1

»1-Jfutu~>L

Michelle Western
Legal Assistant
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Electronically Filed
6/18/2018 3:37 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
CHENG YANG,
)
)
Defendant.
)
________________)

Case No: CR-2017-1784
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME

COMES NOW the defendant by and through his attorney, Stephen A. Meikle and Moves the
Court to Shorten Time for the following reasons:
1.

There is a hearing set for 25 th of June, 2018 at 1:00 pm on defendant's motion to

dismiss charges, sanction or remedies. However, defendant has filed a new motion to suppress, on
June 18, 2018, leaving less than fourteen (14) days notice to allow response or objections from
prosecuting attorney.
2.

Alternatively, the defendant respectfully request the court to reset a hearing date prior
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to trial on the motion to suppress.
DATED t h i ~ y of June, 2018.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on June

/8, 2018, I served a true copy of the foregoing

document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or
by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Method of Service:

Attorney(s)/Person(s) served:

Minidoka County Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Mailing
[ ] Facsimile

L¥fil

Minidoka County
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G. Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[
[
[
[

Cheng Yang
2000 Johnson Drive, Lot 39
Manitowoc, WI 54220

[ q.Mailing

] Hand Delivery
] Mailing
] Facsimile
] Courthouse Box

~ W}ai'f

Michelle Western
Legal Assistant
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Electronically Filed
6/18/2018 5:37 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville

CaseNo: CR-2017-1784
AFFIDAVIT OF
MICHELLE WESTERN
IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
SANCTIONS, OR REMEDY

)
) ss
)

Affiant, Michelle Western, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am a legal assistant at Advantage Legal Service in the above matter and I speak from

personal knowledge and submit the following affidavit in support of brief to aid the court's
determination regarding defendant's motion to dismiss charges/sanctions or remedy.
2.

After studying the provided discovery and photos and comparing items that were listed

on the inventory lists provided by detectives, I noticed some of the items our client had listed were not
included in the Inventory Detail. I made contact with Cheng Yang to ask if he had been contacted by
the police regarding any items the detectives had not taken from his car. He explained to me that no
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calls had been received by him or his wife from the police or anyone notifying them that property was
in the towing or rental car company's possession rather than in the custody of the sheriffs office.
3.

On May 29, 2018, I contacted Snake River Towing at (208) 878-4357, in Rupert and

spoke with Tracy, one of the employees at Snake River Towing. Tracy told me I should call back in
the morning and speak with Shanay, the office manager which I did. I called, but she was not in, and I
spoke again with Tracy asking again if the towing company had an inventory list ofitems that had been
left in the car. Tracy informed me, no items were removed from the black Nissan, and that the Nissan
was picked up by Enterprise Car Rental from Twin Falls (See Telephone Record Detail Attached).
4.

After hanging up with Snake River Towing on May 30, 2018, I contacted Twin Falls

Enterprise car rental at (208) 736-6281, and spoke with the Assistant Manager, Chase. I was informed
by the Assistant Manager that Enterprise Car Rental does not make an inventory list of items
abandoned in the automobiles. They do not call anyone. They simply bag any items left in the car, put
them on a shelf and after 90 days their policy is to take the bag of items left in the car to Deseret
Industries in Twin Falls (See Telephone Record Detail attached).
DATED This

of June, 2018.

Legal Assistant

Signed before me this

Ifday of June, 2018
Notary Pu,blfcfor State of Idaho
Residingi ;
a}✓·'
Commission Expf~es:

k'
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6/18/2018
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Call Record Detail

Time of Call

From

To

05/29/2018 9:45:56am
05/29/2018 11 :38:49am
05/29/2018 11 :40:47am
05/29/2018 5:00:03pm
05/30/2018 9: 12:56am
05/30/2018 11: 15:33am
05/30/2018 4:28:53pm
05/31/2018 12:33:57pm
05/31/2018 2:31:31pm
06/1/2018 1:29:53pm
06/1/2018 3:02:24pm
06/6/2018 11 :46:38am
06/6/2018 6:42:23pm
06/7/2018 10:30:32am
06/7/2018 2:26:25pm
06/7/2018 2:53:12pm
06/8/2018 9:02:53am
06/8/2018 10:22:07am
06/8/2018 2:43:48pm
06/8/2018 2:52:01 pm
06/8/2018 4:20:32pm
06/11/2018 1:54:35pm
06/12/2018 10:15:38am
06/12/2018 11:00:08am
06/12/2018 3:06:23pm
06/13/2018 11 :26:04am
06/13/2018 11 :27:58am
06/13/2018 2:21:51pm
06/15/2018 2:37:37pm

2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070
2085225070

2085220057
4064803432
3144787704
2088784357
2088784357
2089706632
2085291598
2089706632
2085235567
2088862173
2085243400
2087095841
2085894884
2087363080
2085221976
2084367187
2083245431
2088782530
2083312760
5596001174
2088817318
2082069176
2087457736
5183954951
2085335649
2084367187
2085246149
5416187965
2085247914
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9:27:39AM

Minutes

3.00
0.60
0.10
4.20
1.90
0.10
9.50
0.10
1.00
22.10
1.10
1.20
0.10
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.80
1.90
3.80
0.80
0.70
4.00
2.60
0.10
3.00
0.20
0.60
1.80

Amount

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Billed?

From/To

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

SIDNEY, MT

N

KIRKWOOD, MO

N

BURLEY, ID

N

BURLEY, ID

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

TWIN FALLS, ID

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

POCATELLO, ID

N

TWIN FALLS, ID

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

RUPERT, ID

N

TWIN FALLS, ID

N

BURLEY, ID

N

BOISE, ID

N

FRESNO,CA

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

RIGBY, ID

N

SCHENCTADY, f\

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

RUPERT, ID

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

N

MEDFORD, OR

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

Electronically Filed
6/18/2018 5:39 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville

CaseNo: CR-2017-1784
AFFIDAVIT OF
CHRISTINE MONROE
IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
SANCTIONS, OR REMEDY

)
) ss
)

Affiant, Christine Momoe, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am a legal assistant at Advantage Legal Service in the above matter and I speak from

personal knowledge and submit the following affidavit in support of brief to aid the court's
determination regarding defendant's motion to dismiss charges/sanctions or remedy.
2.

I worked on locating the co-defendant's of Cheng Yang, Sou Cha and Doua Chang.

On June 8, 2018, I spoke with Sou Cha's attorney, Steven R. McRae from Twin Falls, who told me in
a letter that Sou Cha would not be interviewed by Mr. Meikle and that ifhe were subpoenaed he would
invoke his Fifth Amendment right not to testify (See attached letter). I also then contacted Doua
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Chang's public defender, Dennis Byington, who told me that he believed Mr. Chang was in Fresno
California and he believed he had failed to check in with probation there and was believed to be on the
run.
DATED This

day of June, 2018.

~Jy-{'Y1crw~
)
1
· ine Monroe
Legal Assistant

Signed before me this ~)

day of June, 2018

Notary P~}Jli1c-for State of Idaho
R es1'd'mg:\. ~.,,f ../ :":Y\:
CommissionExpir~s:
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06-12-'18 16:41 FROM- Hilverda &McRae

2087360041

T-824 P0001/0001 F-083

HILVERDAMCRAE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1233
812 Shoshone Street East
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1233
Tel.: (208) 944-0755
Fax: (208) 736-0041

www.magicvalleylegal.com
June 12, 2018

Via Facsimile Only (208) 524-6199
Stephen A. Meikle

P.O. box 51137
Idaho Falls, ID 8340S-113 7

RE:

Request from Chang Yeng

Dear Mr. Meikle,
I am the attorney of record for Sou Cha. I am in receipt of your letter dated June 7,
2018 and your request to contact, speak with, and interview my client for Cheng Yang's
case.
I have had the opportuni ty to speak with my client today about your request. He has
asked me to corpmuuic ate to you that he is not willing to speak with you, that he wants no
part of your client's case, and that if he is subpoenae d and called to testify, it is his intention
to assert his Fifth Amendme nt right not to testify. I do not have authority to offer any
further explanatio n. .
Warmest Regards,
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Electronically Filed
6/18/2018 5:39 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CaseNo: CR-2017-1784
CHENG YANG'S
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO SUPPRESS
CUSTODIAL STATEMENTS
OF CO-DEFENDANT

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record,
Stephen A. Meikle, and submits the following brief to aid the court's determination regarding
defendant's motion to dismiss.

I
FACTS
The State has indicated it intends to introduce at trial statements made by co-defendants
to MCSO Detectives. Both Sou Cha and Doua Chang were interrogated by Detectives
Williams and Murphy after they were arrested and in police custody on the 4th of June, 2017.
They were read their Miranda Rights and they were asked accusatory questions in a manner
which their answers were likely used against them at trial.
The statements of Sou Cha and Doua Chang which the State seeks to admit at trial do not
clearly identify Cheng Yang by name. Sou Cha' s statement refers in part to someone he calls
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS
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Chang but does not clarify if Sou Cha means Doua Chang or Cheng Yang.
Doua Chang's Statement says he does not know whether Cheng Yang knew the [Sou's]
plan.
The State has listed Sou Cha as a witness. Cheng Yang's defense counsel wrote to Sou
Cha's defense counsel, for permission to interview Sou Cha on the 8th of June, 2018. His
appointed counsel, Steven R. McRae replied after speaking with Sou Cha on June 12, 2018 that:
"He has asked me to communicate to you that he is not willing to speak to you, that he wants no
part ofyour client's case, and that if he is subpoenaed and called to testify, it is his intention to
assert his Fifth Amendment right not to testify." (See Appendix A attached hereto)
Doua Chang was placed on probation, according to his public defender, Dennis Byington
and believed he was on the run for not checking in. In any event he is not available for trial and
will not be subject to cross-examination.

II
ISSUES
A. ARE THE STATEMENTS OF SOU CHA AND DOUA CHANG
INADMSSABLE UNDER IRE 801(d)(2)
B. DOES THE CONFRONTATION CLAUSE OF THE SIXTH AMENDMENT
PROHIBIT ADMISSION OF THE STATEMENTS
OF SOU CHA AND DOUA CHANG?

III
ARGUMENT
A. SOU CHA AND DOUA CHANG'S STATEMENTS
ARE NOT ADMISSABLE
UNDER, IRE (801)(d)(F)
In State v. Shackelford 150 Idaho 355,371,247 P3d 582,598 (2010), the Court held
that:
"Idaho Rule ofEvidence 801 (d)(2)(E) states: ''A statement is not hearsay
if-the statement is offered against a party and is ... a statement by a co-conspirator
of a party during the course and in furtherance of the conspiracy." "Statements
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are considered in furtherance of a conspiracy when the stateme11ts tend to
advance or promote the object of the conspiracy, as opposed to thwarting its
purpose." 29 Am.Jur.2d Evidence§ 856 (2009). The statements "must somehow
advance the objectives of the conspiracy, not merely inform the listener of the
declarant's activities." United States v. Snider, 720 F.2d 985, 992 (8th Cir.1983).
In State v. Caudill, this Court held that, where the statements were made after
the crime /tad been committed, the statements were not made in furtherance of
the conspiracy because the co-conspirator was not "attempting to further conceal
the crime or to obstruct justice." 109 Idaho 222, 226, 706 P.2d 456, 460 (1985). "

State v. Shackelford 247 Idaho 582 247 P3d 582
The heresay statements which the State seeks to admit at trial were made after the crime
had been committed by Sou Cha and Doua Chang. Furthe1more, the statements were not made in
furtherance of a conspiracy or to promote the object of a conspiracy. Therefore the statements do
not fall with this exception to the heresay rule.

B. STATE USE STATEMENTS OF SOU CHA AND DOUA CHANG
VIOLATES THE CONFRONTATION CLAUSE
In State v. Shackelford, the court also ruled that:
The Confrontation Clause ofthe Sixth Amendment provides: "In all criminal
prosecutions, tlte accused shall enjoy tlte right ... to be confro11ted with the
witnesses against him." Davisv. Washington, 547 U.S. 813,821, 126S.Ct. 2266,
2273, 165 L.Ed.2d 224, 236 (2006). Only testimonial statements cause tlte
declarant to be a "witness" wit/tin the meaning of tlte Confrontation
Clause. Id. The determination ofwhether evidence is testimonial requires the court
to consider the purpose behind the Confi·ontation Clause. State v. Hooper, 145
Idaho 139, 143, 176 P.3d 911, 915 (2007). The Supreme Court based its holding
in Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, 124 S.Ct. 1354, 158 L.Ed.2d 177
(2004), on the historical unde,pinnings of the Confrontation Clause, and noted
that the Sixth Amendment must be inte1preted ·with this hist01y in mind: "First, tlte
principal evil at which tlte Confrontation Clause was directed was tlte civil-law
mode ofcriminal procedure, and particularly its use of ex pm1e examinations as
evidence against tlte accused." Hooper, 145 Idaho at 143, 176 P.3d at
915 (quoting Crawford, 541 U.S. at 50, 124 S.Ct. at 1363, 158 L.Ed.2d at 192).

In Hooper, this Court analyzed the guidelines set forth by the Supreme Court
in Crawford in determining what constitutes testimonial statements:
I) ... prior testimony that the defendant was unable to cross-examine, or similar
pretrial statements that declarants would reasonably expect to be used
prosecutorially;"
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(2) "extrajudicial statements ... contained in formalized testimonial materials, such as
affidavits, depositions, prior testimony, or confessions;" and
(3) "statements that were made under circumstances which would lead an objective
witness reasonably to believe that the statement would be available for use at a later
trial."
This Court in Hooper then analyzed the factual situations of
both Crawford and Davis, and determined that, under those cases, a statement is
testimonial when:

[T]he circumstances objectively indicate that the primary pmpose ofthe
interrogation is to establish or prove past events potentially relevant to later
criminal prosecution, unless made in the course of police interrogation under
circumstances objectively indicating the prim my purpose ofthe interrogation is to
enable police assistance to meet an ongoing emergency.
This Court also discussed the Supreme Court's focus on the formality of
questioning and the extent to which the interview was similar to live
testimony. Id. at 144-45, 176 P. 3d at 916-17. In Davis, the Supreme Court stated:
11
Such statements under official interrogation are an obvious substitute for live
testimony, because they do precisely what a witness does on direct examination;
they are inherently testimonial. 11 547 U.S. 813, 830, 126 S.Ct. 2266, 2278, 165
L.Ed.2d 224, 242 (2006). Taking such factors into account, this Court employs a
totality of the circumstances analysis to determine whether statements are
testimonial in nature. Hooper, 145 Idaho at 145, 176 P.3d at 917.

Shackelford, supra.
Sou Cha' s statement regarding Cheng Yang was given under official
interrogation in order to prove a crime was committed and is indeed inherently
testimonial. Cheng Yang's counsel was obviously not there, leaving Yang unable to
confront his accuser and exercise his rights under the Confrontation Clause. If the State
takes the next step of subpoenaing Sou Cha to testify at trial, then Mr. Yang will still
not have a chance to cross-examine Sou Cha as he defiantly declared he will not testify.
Doua Chang's whereabouts are unknown leaving him not available for trial and not
subject to cross-examination.

IV
CONCLUSION
The statements do not meet the requirements for admissibility under IRE 801 (d)(2)(E)
allowing the sheriff's detectives to testify about their statements violates the Confrontation

Clause, Exclusion of the above statements should be ordered.
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Respectfully requested this
"",,,,✓-/"'""

/

/--

\,~teph

.

.

Attomey""far~efendari?
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08-12-'18 18:41 FROM- Hilverda &McRae

2087380041

T-824 P0001/0001 F-083

HILVERDA McRAE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1233
812 Shoshone Street East
Twin Falls, ID 83303-12 33
Tel.: (208) 944-0755
Fax: (208) 736-0041
www.magicvalleylegal.com

June 12, 2018

Via Facsimile Only (208) 524-6199
Stephen A. Meikle

P.O. box 51137
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1137

RE:

Request from Chang Yeng

Dear Mr. Meikle,

I am the attorney of record for Sou Cha. I am in receipt of your letter dated June 7 1
2018 and your request to contact, speak with, and interview my client for Cheng Yang's
case.
I have had the opportun ity to speak with my client today about your request. He has
asked me to corpmun icate to you that he is not willing to speak with you, that he wants no
part of your client's case, and that if he is subpoen aed and called to testify, it is his intention
to assert his Fifth Amendm ent right not to testify. I do not have authority to offer any
further explanat ion. .
Warmes t Regards,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on June/!}'\ 2018, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or
by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Attorney(s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Mailing
[ ] Facsimile

Minidoka County
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G. Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[
[
[
[

Cheng Yang
2000 Johnson Drive, Lot 39
Manitowoc, WI 54220

[ ] Mailing

] Hand Delivery
] Mailing
] Facsimile
] Courthouse Box

Michelle Western
Legal Assistant
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Electronically Filed
6/18/2018 6:05 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville

Case No: CR-2017-1784
AFFIDAVIT OF
MICHELLE WESTERN
IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
SANCTIONS, OR REMEDY

)
) ss
)

Affiant, Michelle Western, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am a legal assistant at Advantage Legal Service in the above matter and I speak from

personal knowledge and submit the following affidavit in support of brief to aid the court's
determination regarding defendant's motion to dismiss charges/sanctions or remedy.
2.

After studying the provided discovery and photos and comparing items that were listed

on the inventory lists provided by detectives, I noticed some of the items our client had listed were not
included in the Inventory Detail. I made contact with Cheng Yang to ask if he had been contacted by
the police regarding any items the detectives had not taken from his car. He explained to me that no
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calls had been received by him or his wife from the police or anyone notifying them that property was
in the towing or rental car company's possession rather than in the custody of the sheriff's office.
3.

On May 29, 2018, I contacted Snake River Towing at (208) 878-4357, in Rupert and

spoke with Tracy, one of the employees at Snake River Towing. Tracy told me I should call back in
the morning and speak with Shanay, the office manager which I did. I called, but she was not in, and I
spoke again with Tracy asking again if the towing company had an inventory list of items that had been
left in the car. Tracy informed me, no items were removed from the black Nissan, and that the Nissan
was picked up by Enterprise Car Rental from Twin Falls (See Telephone Record Detail Attached).
4.

After hanging up with Snake River Towing on May 30, 2018, I contacted Twin Falls

Enterprise car rental at (208) 736-6281, and spoke with the Assistant Manager, Chase. I was informed
by the Assistant Manager that Enterprise Car Rental does not make an inventory list of items
abandoned in the automobiles. They do not call anyone. They simply bag any items left in the car, put
them on a shelf and after 90 days their policy is to take the bag of items left in the car to Deseret
Industries in Twin Falls (See Telephone Record Detail attached).
DATED This

of June, 2018.

Legal Assistant

Signed before me this

ofJune,2018

Notary Pu,blfcior
State of Idaho
;
j
Residing: - 1( .-". 0, V
Commissioh Exp{tps:
I'

;\
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522--6070

CABLEONE"
Watch us make you smile.

9:27:39AM

Page 1 of 1

Call Record Detail

Time of Call

From

To

05/29/2018 9:45:56am

2085225070

2085220057

3.00

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/29/2018 11 :38:49am

2085225070

4064803432

0.60

$0

N

SIDNEY, MT

05/29/2018 11 :40:47am

2085225070

3144787704

0.10

$0

N

KIRKWOOD, MO

05/29/2018 5:00:03pm

2085225070

2088784357

4.20

$0

N

BURLEY, ID

05/30/2018 9: 12:56am

2085225070

2088784357

1.90

$0

N

BURLEY, ID

05/30/2018 11 :15:33am

2085225070

2089706632

0.10

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/30/2018 4:28:53pm

2085225070

2085291598

9.50

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/31/2018 12:33:57pm

2085225070

2089706632

0.10

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/31/2018 2:31:31pm

2085225070

2085235567

1.00

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/1/2018 1 :29:53pm

2085225070

2088862173

22.10

$0

N

TWIN FALLS, ID

06/1/2018 3:02:24pm

2085225070

2085243400

1.10

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/6/2018 11 :46:38am

2085225070

2087095841

1.20

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/6/2018 6:42:23pm

2085225070

2085894884

0.10

$0

N

POCATELLO, ID

06/7/2018 10:30:32am

2085225070

2087363080

0.90

$0

N

TWIN FALLS, ID

06/7/2018 2:26:25pm

2085225070

2085221976

0.80

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/7/2018 2:53:12pm

2085225070

2084367187

0.70

$0

N

RUPERT, ID

06/8/2018 9:02:53am

2085225070

2083245431

0.60

$0

N

TWIN FALLS, ID

06/8/2018 10:22:07am

2085225070

2088782530

0.80

$0

N

BURLEY, ID

06/8/2018 2:43:48pm

2085225070

2083312760

1.90

$0

N

BOISE, ID

06/8/2018 2:52:01 pm

2085225070

5596001174

3.80

$0

N

FRESNO,CA

06/8/2018 4:20:32pm

2085225070

2088817318

0.80

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/11/2018 1:54:35pm

2085225070

2082069176

0.70

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/12/2018 10:15:38am

2085225070

2087457736

4.00

$0

N

RIGBY, ID

06/12/2018 11:00:08am

2085225070

5183954951

2.60

$0

N

SCHENCTADY, t-

06/12/2018 3:06:23pm

2085225070

2085335649

0.10

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/13/2018 11 :26:04am

2085225070

2084367187

3.00

$0

N

RUPERT, ID

06/13/2018 11 :27:58am

2085225070

2085246149

0.20

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

Minutes

Amount

Billed?

From/To

06/13/2018 2:21:51pm

2085225070

5416187965

0.60

$0

N

MEDFORD, OR

06/15/2018 2:37:37pm

2085225070

2085247914

1.80

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID
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CABLEONE''
Watch us make you smile.

9:26:0GAM

Page 1 of 5

Call Record Detail

Time of Call

From

To

05/29/2018 12:37:45pm

2085243333

2085893090

1.00

$0

05/29/2018 1:59:41pm

2085243333

2083139890

2.80

05/29/2018 2:04:18pm

2085243333

2084035521

05/29/2018 3:58:14pm

2085243333

2085201565

05/29/2018 4:38:32pm

2085243333

2085894884

05/30/2018 9:10:31am

2085243333

2086806933

05/30/2018 9:16:04am

2085243333

5417720573

05/30/2018 9:18:55am

2085243333

2087366281

05/30/2018 9:20:06am

2085243333

2085225070

05/30/2018 10:24:43am

2085243333

9206295100

05/30/2018 10:46:21 am

2085243333

2087051652

05/30/2018 10:47:49am

2085243333

2088216954

05/30/2018 11 :04:00am

2085243333

2085897347

05/30/2018 11: 12:49am

2085243333

05/30/2018 11:13:47am

2085243333

05/30/2018 11: 16:26am

2085243333

05/30/2018 1:05:37pm
05/30/2018 2:10:53pm

Minutes

Amount

Billed?

From/To

$0

N
N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

0.40

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

4.80

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

0.10

$0

N

POCATELLO, ID

1.00

$0

N

BLACKFOOT, ID

0.40

$0

N

MEDFORD, OR

18.30

$0

N

TWIN FALLS, ID

2.90

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

0.30

$0

N

MANITOWOC, W

0.70

$0

N

POCATELLO, ID

2.20

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

0.10

$0

N

POCATELLO, ID

2089706632

0.20

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

2085235567

1.50

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

2085221550

0.70

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

2085243333

2088813050

1.90

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

2085243333

2086806933

1.60

$0

N

BLACKFOOT, ID

05/30/2018 2:12:55pm

2085243333

2085429111

3.30

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/30/2018 2:28:33pm

2085243333

2083607687

10.70

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/30/2018 3:34:26pm

2085243333

2087459210

1.50

$0

N

RIGBY, ID

05/30/2018 3:53:57pm

2085243333

2087457736

0.90

$0

N

RIGBY, ID

05/30/2018 3:56:20pm

2085243333

2087459210

1.20

$0

N

RIGBY, ID

05/30/2018 3:57:48pm

2085243333

2087459210

1.00

$0

N

RIGBY, ID

05/30/2018 4:29:41pm

2085243333

2088813675

9.20

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/31/2018 8:52:26am

2085243333

2087051652

0.10

$0

N

POCATELLO, ID

05/31/2018 8:52:56am

2085243333

2085225070

2.80

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

POCATELLO, ID

05/31/2018 11 :10:24am

2085243333

2085225070

0.90

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/31/2018 11 :30:52am

2085243333

2085292790

1.60

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/31/2018 11:41:47am

2085243333

2085422803

2.80

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/31/2018 12:33:15pm

2085243333

2082327323

5.20

$0

N

POCATELLO, ID

05/31/2018 2:30:51pm

2085243333

2089706632

0.10

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/31/2018 2:32:46pm

2085243333

2087823437

1.10

$0

N

BLACKFOOT, ID

05/31/2018 3:51:40pm

2085243333

2085217626

0.70

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

05/31/2018 4:14:07pm

2085243333

2087886354

0.80

$0

N

KETCHUM, ID

05/31/2018 4:34:34pm

2085243333

2087886354

2.90

$0

N

KETCHUM, ID

06/1/2018 8:06:17am

2085243333

4808422374

0.80

$0

N

PHOENIX, AZ

06/1/2018 11 :13:27am

2085243333

3144787704

0.40

$0

N

KIRKWOOD, MO

06/1/2018 11 :35:27am

2085243333

2086808855

1.30

$0

N

BLACKFOOT, ID

06/1/2018 12:48:30pm

2085243333

2085168994

0.10

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/1/2018 1:14:54pm

2085243333

2087345663

0.70

$0

N

TWIN FALLS, ID

06/1/2018 1:28:12pm

2085243333

2087342510

23.70

$0

N

TWIN FALLS, ID

06/1/2018 2:21:39pm

2085243333

2089706632

0.10

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/1/2018 2:41:43pm

2085243333

2085246199

0.40

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID

06/1/2018 2:43:50pm

2085243333

2086128169

0.60

$0

N

IDAHOFALLS, ID
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Filed: 06/20/2018 12:02:38
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Sunderland, Janet

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

Case No: CR-2017-1784

ORDER TO
SHORTEN TIME

Based upon defendant's motion, and good cause appearing;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:
Defendant's Motion to Exclude/Suppress Custodial Statements of Co-Defendants shall
be heard at the June 25 th hearing at 1:00 p.m. on Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Charges.
Signed: 6/20/2018 10:33 AM

DATED this _ _ day of June, 2018.

Granted in part. Materials supplied mix routine issues
regarding hearsay with issues of witness availability and
invocation of 5th Amendment Rights. Routine hearsay
issues can be discussed and clarified Monday June 25th.

Honorable J~
District Judge

n~

ody

However, other issues seem premature and there will not be time to fully address them.
How to address these issues can be discussed at the upcoming hearing.

ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME
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NOTICE OF ENTRY

I CERTIFY that I am a clerk in the above-entitled Court and that I mailed a true copy of the

20th
foregoing documents on the _
_ day of June, 2018, to the following attorneys of record and/or
parties;

Attorney( s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

Email

Stephen A Meikle
482 Constitution Way, Suite 203
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
Fax: 208-524-6199

Email

Tonya Page
Clerk of the Court
Signed: 6/20/2018 12:03 PM

By:
Deputy Clerk

ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME
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Electronically Filed
6/22/2018 11:16 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCED. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney /1S8#7733)
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /1S8#7955)
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /1S8#3106)
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177
mcprosatty@co.minidoka.id.us
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

) Case No. CR-2017-1784
)
)
)
) AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST
)
)
)
)

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT AND HIS ATTORNEY, STEPHEN
MEIKLE:
Please take notice that the State of Idaho intends to produce the
following exhibits at the trial of this matter:
1. Pictures discovered as D-43 through D-56.

2. Money in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57551 identified in D-78 through
D-85.
3. Money in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57552 identified in D-78 through
D-85.
AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - I
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4. Samsung cell phone in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57553 identified in
D-78 through D-85.
5. Motel Receipt/bank info in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57554 identified
in D-78 through D-85.
6. Money transfer receipts/documents in evidence envelope tagged as ECN
57555 identified in D-78 through D-85.
7. Documents in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57556 identified in D-78
through D-85.
8. Samsung cell phone in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57557 identified in
D-78 through D-85.
9. Money in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57558 identified in D-78 through
D-85.
10.

Money in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57559 identified in D-78
through D-85.

11.

Cell phone/I-Pod in evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57560 identified
in D-78 through D-85.

12.

Hotel receipt/airline ticket receipt/documents in evidence envelope
tagged as ECN 57561 identified in D-78 through D-85.

13.

Rental agreement, maps of property, land title and deed/documents in
evidence envelope tagged as ECN 57562 identified in D-78 through D-85.

14.

Green leafy substance in bags 1-15 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57563 identified in D-78 through D-85.

15.

Green leafy substance in bags 16-32 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57564 identified in D-78 through D-85.

16.

Green leafy substance in bags 33-47 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57565 identified in D-78 through D-85.

17.

Green leafy substance in bags 48-62 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57566 identified in D-78 through D-85.

AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 2
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18.

Green leafy substance in bags 63-73 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57567 identified in D-78 through D-85.

19.

Green leafy substance in bags 74-86 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57568 identified in D-78 through D-85.

20.

Green leafy substance in bags 87-99 contained in a plastic tote tagged
as ECN 57569 identified in D-78 through D-85.

21.

Sou Cha video interview identified in D-76.

22.

Doua Chang video interview identified in D-75.

23.

Audio wire recording identified in D-41.

24.

Phone calls/Texts identified in D-40.

25.

Map identified in D-133.

26.

State Forensic Laboratory reports and supporting documents
identified in D-57 through D-74.

27.

Photographs identified in D-119 through D-129

28.

Enterprise Rental agreement identified in D-139.

DATED this

(0

2,,-V - day of June, 20 .

Deputy Prosec

AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this

n·1no

C\(71

day of June, 2018, I delivered a true and

correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named
below in the manner noted:
Stephen Meikle
482 Constitution Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Email: sammeikle@msn.com
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at
the post office in Rupert, Idaho.
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his
office at the address stated above.
By placing copies of the same in the Public Defender's basket located in the
Clerk's Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse.

.:£_

By emailing copies of the same to said attorney at his email address.

AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 4
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Electronically Filed
6/22/2018 5:37 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

CaseNo: CR-2017-1784
DEFENDANT'S
SUPPLEMENT TO
MOTION TO SUPPRESS

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record,
Stephen A. Meikle, and supplements defendant's motion and brief for suppression of codefendant's statements, to apply to both their in-custody statements and the videos of their incustody statements to the Minidoka County Sheriffs Detectives, which are identified as
defendant exhibits 21 and 22. ·-/)
DATED this~fuune, 2018.

Defendant's Supplement to Motion to Suppress Statements
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on J u n ~ 2018, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or
by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Attorney( s)/Person( s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Mailing
[ ] Facsimile

Minidoka County
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G. Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[
[
[
[

Cheng Yang
2000 Johnson Drive, Lot 39
Manitowoc, WI 54220

[uMailing

-L-h /.z_

] Hand Delivery
] Mailing
] Facsimile
] Courthouse Box
L//fl~,- f

Michelle Western
Legal Assistant

Defendant's Supplement to Motion to Suppress Statements
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Electronically Filed
6/22/2018 5:01 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville

CaseNo: CR-2017-1784
AFFIDAVIT OF
STEPHEN A. MEIKLE
IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
SANCTIONS, OR REMEDY

)
) ss
)

Affiant, Stephen A. Meikle, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am the attorney of record for defendant, Cheng Yang in the above matter and I speak

from personal knowledge and submit the following affidavit in support of brief to aid the court's
determination regarding defendant's motion to dismiss.
2.

I communicated with Cheng Yang regarding his rental car and the property that was

inside. He informed me that he had sent a kite or email to one of the sergeant's while he was in the
Minidoka County Jail about the rental car and his property. The sergeant's reply was the rental car had
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN MEIKLE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
SANCTIONS, OR REMEDY
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been impounded and was at an impound yard in Burley and that his property had been confiscated.
Because of that, Mr.Yang then believed that the police had all of his property, which is why I have
continued to press the State with requests to produce these items.
,;;:?'/.:5,..~

DATED This~ aay of June, 2018.

Signed before me this :1f:___ ~ay of June, 2018

Notary Public for State of Wisconsin
Residing: /QJbtd-s, 7?/
Commission Expires;::r~

AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN MEIKLE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR DISMISSAL,
SANCTIONS, OR REMEDY
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Electronically Filed
6/25/2018 10:59 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCED. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorne y /ISB#7733/
RO BERT S. HEMSLEY, Chief Depv/y Prose cuting Al/ome y /JSB#7955/
STAN HOLLOWA Y, De puty Prosec uting Allorney /ISB#81 06}
715 G . Stree t, P. 0. Box368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Fa c simile : (208) 436-31 77
m c prosatty_~co.minid oka,Ld.vs

ATTO RNEYS FOR

B'l'ATE OP IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRI CT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDO KA
MAGIST RATE COURT

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-2017-1784

)

)
) AFFIDA VIT OF
) MARCH AND VORDR RSTRAS SE
)

vs.
CHENG YANG,

)

Defendan t.

STATE OF OREGO N

)

)

) ss.
County of Jackson

)

Marchan d Vorderst rasse, being first duly sworn on oath and upon penalty of
perjury, deposes and says:
1. That she is of the age of majol'ity ; that she is the Senior Custome r Service

Represen tative for Enterpri se Rent-A- Car.
2. Mr. Cheng Yang .-cnted a car- at Enterpri se Rent-a-C ar he.-c at the Medford
1

D- 14'5'
+,/?, d
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Internatio nal Airport on 06/02/2017 at 23:45.
3. On the morning of 06/08/2017, J received a phone call here at the desk from
someone stating to be Mr. Yang's wife informing us that the vehicle was
impounde d in Idaho and that Mr. Yang was currently lodged in the county
jail in ldnho.
4. During that conversati on the fema1e presenting to be Mr. Y~\ng's wife was

very concerned about taking possession oh1ot only the rental car but of the
possessions left in the car. I informed the woman that once a car is
impounde d it will not be t·elcased hack to the renter or any other person
other than a branch and employee of Enterprise .
5. The woman then requested informatio n about the rental and being able to at
least go pick up the personal possessions left in the vehicle. I informed the
woman that due to the fact that she is not listed anywhere on the rentnl
contract and is not able to physically present me proof of identity that I am
unable to give her any informatio n about the rental or access to the
possessions kft in the vehicle. She was informed that once the local Idaho
branch took pos~cssion of the vehicle she would then he able to go to that
branch and present the proper identificat ion then and only then would any
personal property be released. She was also informed that our lost and found
policy will only hold items for 60 days. After that all unclaimed items are
donated to places such as the Goodwill.

2

0- l4LP
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6. At that time we disconnected.

/.7 . /

WJJ~ul£,L
Mnrchao d Vorderst rasse

Subscrib ed and sworn to before me this

2018.

OFFICIAL STAMP
DE8M.l !16JiO

NOTAA Y~~GO N

COMMISSION NO. 947015

MYco,,u.,sa,oN EXPIRES FE9RUARY15,2020

-

cij 1' d . day of .lune,

Notary Public for.£!:~&~n~-'
Rellidin gatb+-~ - t f ~
My commiss ion ex_eircs:

'72
.p/::

rel>/5 / ,;J-Dc)- 0

APPROV ED AS TO FORM
Supervis or for Marchan d Vorderst rasse

3
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Filed: June 25, 2018 at 5:13 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
By: J ~ S lM!Uie,vLcuul, Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
State of Idaho
vs.
Cheng Yang

Case No. CR-2017-1784

JUDGE: Brody, Jonathan P.

DATE: June 25, 2018

CLERK:JanetSunderland

LOCATION: District Courtroom 1
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton

Court Minutes

HEARING TYPE: Pre Trial
Parties Present:
State of Idaho

Attorney:

Stanley Holloway

Cheng Yang

Attorney:

Stephen Allen Meikle

Hearing Start Time: 4:01 PM
Court calls case, Def is NOT PRESENT, set for pretrial as well as significant motions/issues,
Defense Motion to Dismiss and other recently filed motions, inquires re: Defs presence
- Mr. Meikle waives Defendant's presence
- Mr. Holloway comments, think Def will have to be re-arraigned on amended information
Court comments, will set status and final pretrial on 7-23 and can arraign on amended
information then, inquires re: motions filed last week
- Mr. Holloway responds, cites to last motion filed Friday evening after 5:00 p.m. about
interviews and custodial statements made by Sou Cha and Dou Chang, advises have no
intention of playing interviews of Mr. Cha or Mr. Chang, cites considerations, think are hearsay
statements,
Court responds and comments
- Mr. Holloway continues comments will use one photo from each video to show jury how
individuals were attired, cites to overt acts listed in paragraphs #8, #9 and #10, prepared 2nd
amended information to correct and explains
Court responds
- Mr. Holloway cites to prepared 2nd amended information and explains changes
4:09 p.m. Mr. Meikle responds
- Mr. Holloway will not call Mr. Cha
Court responds
4:11 p.m. Mr. Meikle inquires if state is in agreement will not put in statements and motion is
well taken?
Court responds and comments re: statements made, custodial interviews would not come in
comments further
- Mr. Holloway responds and explains the statements the State plans to use at trial under
Evidence 801(d), points Court to State V Laura Smith a 2017 Supreme Court case@ 1611782
391P3rd1252
Mr. Meikle responds, cites to burden of corroboration
- Mr. Holloway responds re: corroboration of statements
Court comments, cites to State V Jones
- Mr. Holloway responds, cites to Smith case
COURT MINUTES (Criminal)
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Court inquire if anything further on motions in terms of statements, statements made in custody
are not admissible, other statements may be admissible
- Mr. Meikle will wait until that moment to challenge that issue
4:16 p.m. Mr. Meikle makes argument in support of motion to dismiss, cites considerations,
cites to video cam which was in police custody after Defs car was seized, it was very important
and explains why, pattern here of not being concerned about exculpatory evidence and reckless
with duties re: evidence, can rise to level of bad theft, is prejudicial
Court inquires
- Mr. Meikle responds and continues argument, Def kept asking for personal property and was
told it was seized, explains further efforts to get personal property back
4:28 p.m. Mr. Holloway inquires if received affidavit of Marchand Vorderstrasse
Court has received
Mr. Holloway explains she is Enterprise Counter lady in Medford, OR and explains her
statement, makes further comments in opposition to motion to dismiss, Def had ample
opportunity to make contact upon release, if concerned about evidence Def had ample
opportunity to obtain, makes further argument in opposition to dismiss, do not believe video is
material, exculpatory or necessary, do not believe need to keep Fabreeze sheets and explains,
will stand by brief have submitted, do not believe a dismissal is in order, does not rise to level
that court should comment on evidence and give limiting instruction, if Defense wants to
comment State will have no objection and explains, think motion for dismissal or sanctions
should be denied
4:40 p.m. Mr. Meikle makes rebuttal argument in support of motion to dismiss, ask the Court to
look at remedy of dismissal, remedy of putting in evidence by state or at least jury instruction re:
spoliation
4:42 p.m. Court cites to State V Casselman 1411592, thinks this is evidence of unknown value,
comments re: lost pictures in the Casselman case, cites to Paradis V State, cites to US
Supreme Court determination re: unknown value of lost evidence, negligence resulting in loss of
evidence does not rise to level of "Bad Faith", cites to Garcia V State Tax Commission@
136/610, cites further case @ 467US479,
COURT FINDS: clear in context of case no due process violation for not preserving Fabreeze
sheets, comments re: unknown value of evidence (video camera) no finding of bad faith so
motion for dismiss is denied, find is arguable evidence and do not think spoliation instruction is
appropriate, motion denied, is issue for trial and can be discussed if Defense brings it up
- Mr. Meikle responds
Mr. Holloway will file 2nd amended information, did give Mr. Meikle copy
Court sets final pretrial on 7-23, takes up jury selection procedures, clarifies max penalty is 15
yrs., will have 6+1 preemptory, will have 1 alternate so struck panel of 27 and explains how this
court draws struck panel, traditional trial schedule
- Mr. Meikle inquires trial length daily
Court responds, 9-5 or natural time to break, jury list will be available about a week ahead
- Mr. Meikle request copy of juror's questionnaires when pulled
- Mr. Holloway responds
Court notes that counsels request when jurors pulled
Hearing End Time: 04:57 PM

COURT MINUTES (Criminal)
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Electronically Filed
6/26/2018 11:21 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCED. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney //SB #7733/
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney //SB #7955/
STAN HOLLOWAY, DepufyProsecutingAttorney(ISB#3106/
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177
ATTORNEYS FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
LAST KNOWN ADDRESS:
2000 JOHNSTON #39, MANITOWOC,
WI

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2017-1784

SECOND AMENDED
INFORMATION

)
)
)

Defendant.

)
)

Stanley Holloway, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Minidoka County,
State of Idaho, who, in the name and by the authority of said State prosecutes in its
behalf, in proper person comes into said District Court in the County of Minidoka,
State ofldaho, and gives the Court to understand and be informed that Cheng Yang is
accused by this Second Amended Information of the crime(s) of:
SECOND AMENDED INFORMATION

1
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CONSPIRACY IN TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA
Felony
Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(l)(C) and 18-1701
On or about the 4th day of June, 2017, in the County of Minidoka, State of
Idaho, the defendant, CHENG YANG, did willfully and knowingly combine,
conspire, confederate, and agree with Sou Cha, Dona Chang and Kevin Ellsworth to
deliver twenty-five (25) pounds or more, of a controlled substance, to-wit:
marijuana, a Schedule I controlled substance, in violation of Idaho Code Sections
37-2732B(a)(l)(C), and 18-1701.

OVERT ACTS

That in furtherance of and in order to effect the object of the combination or
conspiracy the following overt acts were completed:
1.

An undercover officer (UC) made phone calls and contact with a
male by the name of Kevin Ellsworth. Kevin Ellsworth agreed to sell the
UC 100 pounds of marijuana for $130,000.00

2.

On June 4, 2017, Kevin Ellsworth called the UC and stated he would
not be able to make it but he would still have it delivered.

3.

Kevin Ellsworth gave the UC a phone number for Kevin's driver and
told the UC to get in contact with him with a phone number and told the
UC it was a male of Laotian descent.

4.

On June 4, 2017, UC made contact with a male later identified as Sou
Cha (Sou) and told him where to meet. Sou said he was coming with two
other guys and he would arrive in a grey Nissan.

5.

On June 4, 2017, at Ridley's Parking Lot, Rupert, Minidoka County,
Idaho, Sou drove into the parking lot with another male in the passenger
side of the vehicle later identified as Dona Chang (Dona). Sou was

SECOND AMENDED INFORMATION

2
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driving a grey Nissan Sentra with an Oregon License Plate. Another
vehicle arrived in the lot and parked to the south of where Sou parked.
The vehicle was a black Nissan bearing Oregon plates, and the driver was
later identified as Cheng Yang (Cheng).
6.

The UC asked Sou to see the marijuana before the UC took Sou,
Doua, and Cheng to the meet location. Sou then told Doua to call Cheng.
Cheng then pulled up in the black Nissan and Sou told Cheng to open the
truck of the vehicle. The UC observed green plant like material in
vacuum sealed bags in the trunk of the vehicle.

7.

UC then told Sou, Doua, and Cheng to follow him to the meet location
at 71 N. 100 E., Minidoka County, Idaho, at a spud cellar. All three, Sou
Doua, and Cheng were detained by law enforcement.

8.

Located in the trunk of the black Nissan driven by Cheng was
approximately 102 pounds of marijuana and was in 99 sealed clear plastic
bags. The green plant material tested presumptive positive for marijuana
using NIK Test E.

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case
in said State made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of
Idaho.
DATED this

2 5'~
81 anley Hollo
Deputy Prosecu

SECOND AMENDED INFORMATION
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this

d\~ dJ

day of Jnne, 2018, I delivered a true and

correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below
in the manner noted:
Stephen A. Meikle
482 Constitution Way Suite 203
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1137
Email: sammeikle@msn.com

V

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at
the post office in Rupert, Idaho.
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his
office at the address stated above.
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the Clerk's
Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse.
By emailing copies of the same to said attorney at his email address.

Kim Bourn

SECOND AMENDED INFORMATION

4
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SHERIFF ERIC SNARR
(208) 434-2324

MINIDOKA COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 368
RUPERT, ID 83350

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
51h JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO
On: 6/28/2018 04:53 PM
Tonya Page
Paper ml:,ERKi!i)rn!~~ISTRICT COURT
Filed By: :Jfllde//e.?5'

STATE OF IDAHO
PLAINTIFF(S)

-- vs --

COURT:

MINIDOKA

CASE NO:

CR-2017-1784

CHENG YANG
DEFENDANT(S)

PAPER(S) SERVED:
SUBPOENA

I, SHERIFF ERIC SNARR, SHERIFF OF MINIDOKA COUNTY, STATE THAT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS WERE
DELIVERED TO ME FOR SERVICE ON THE 24TH DAY OF MAY 2018.
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT, ON THE 27TH DAY OF MAY 2018, AT 11:35 O'CLOCKA.M., I, ROB COBBLEY, BEING DULY
AUTHORIZED, SERVED THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER UPON
* * * * * DANIEL VANLEEUWEN * * * * *
PERSONALLY AT:

2018 MILLER AVE BURLEY ID

WITHIN THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA, STATE OF IDAHO.
DATED THIS 28TH DAY OF JUNE 2018.
SHERIFF ERIC SNARR
SHERIFF
SHERIFF'S FEES:

0.00

TOTAL COLLECTED TO DATE:

0.00

AMOUNT UNCOLLECTED:

0.00

BY
ROB COBBLEY
SERVING 1FICER

BY

~Lu.N

DIANA WHEELER

RETURNING OFFICER

PROS ATTORNEY MINIDOKA COUNTY
PO BOX 368
RUPERT, ID 83350
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (ISB#5502J
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /ISB#7955}
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /ISB#3106/
ALAN GOODMAN, Deputy 715 G. Street, P. 0 . Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office : (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff
vs

CHENG YANG,

Case No. CR-2017-1784

SUBPOENA - CRIMINAL

)

Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO SENDS GREETING S TO: DANIEL VANLEEUW EN,
YOU ARE COMMAND ED TO APPEAR before the District Court of the Fifth Judicial
District of the State ofldaho in and for the County of Minidoka, at the Courtroom in the
th
Judicial Building, in the City of Rupert, County of Minidoka, State ofldaho, on the 25
and 26 th of July, 2018, at 9:00 o'clock a.m., as a witness in a criminal action prosecuted by
\\\I If
~\\\ OIS :.,1,111,t)Je State of Idaho, against Cheng Yang, on the part of the State of Idaho.
....,....~.lj/C'f~
~'-A..~~
••• ;r- :;,.;
.,_,/'•
o veTNESS
~ LL. I

6"" \

S

: 0

f JUO\C\,..\. }g

~~

;.,~.
}S.:o
bJS'IB\r:.,'\ _

~ ~'-.:.:.....

~

lwv

1IT

y hand and seal o a. Court this ~

day of

~

,

,2018.

~~~-=~:::::

Deputy Clerk
, Jterk
-~,
11
'/f/ 1111\\\ STATE OF IDAHO, County of Minidoka, ss.
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that I senred the within Subpoena on the _ _ _ day
of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2018, on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
being the witness(s) named in the within Subpoena, at the County of Minidoka, State of
Idaho.
Dated _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2018

By _ _ _ __
Sheriff's Deputy

PLEASE CONTACT THIS OFFICE 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE TO MAKE SURE THIS
TRIAL IS STILL GOING AND WHAT TIME YOU WILL BE NEEDED.
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Electronically Filed
7/16/2018 2:57 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Michelle Perry, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #297 6
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
CHENG YANG,
)
)
Defendant.
)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)

Case No: CR-2017-1784

MOTION
FOR TELEPHONIC
PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney ofrecord,
Stephen A. Meikle, and moves the court for the pre-trial conference scheduled for Monday July
23, 2018 at 1 :00 p.m. to be heard telephonically to cut down travel time Monday, and allow
counsel preparation time with his client who is arriving from
DATED t h i ~ f o f July, 2018.

1- MOTION FOR TELEPHONIC PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on JulyJk_, 2018, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or
by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Attorney(s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Clerk
Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-5857

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Mailing
[ ] Facsimile
~.fi (-<_

Minidoka County
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G. Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

[
[
[
[

Cheng Yang
2000 Johnson Drive, Lot 39
Manitowoc, WI 54220

[l}Mailing

] Hand Delivery
] Mailing
] Facsimile
] Courthouse Box

e...+i"

e__

Michelle Western
Legal Assistant

2- MOTION FOR TELEPHONIC PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE
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Filed: 07/17/2018 14:33:05
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Perry, Michelle

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-113 7
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
CHENG YANG,
)
)
Defendant.
)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No: CR-2017-1784

ORDER FOR TELEPHONIC
PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE

Based upon defendant's motion and good cause appearing;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the pre-trial conference scheduled for Monday, July 23, 2018
shall be heard telephonically.
Signed: 7/17/2018 01:29 PM

DATED this _ _ day of July, 2018.

for

Honora
on
District Judge

ORDER FOR TELEPHONIC PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE
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NOTICE OF ENTRY

I CERTIFY that I am a clerk in the above-entitled Court and that I mailed a true copy of the
foregoing documents on the 17th
_ _ day of July, 2018, to the following attorneys of record and/or parties;

Attorney(s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Mailing
[ ] Facsimile

Stephen A. Meikle
Advantage Legal Service
✓
482 Constitution Way, Suite 203
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
Fax: 208-524-6199

[X] Email
[
[
[
[

Minidoka County
Lance Stevenson, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G. Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

] Hand Delivery
] Mailing
] Facsimile
] Courthouse Box

[X] Email

Patty Temple
Tonya Page
Clerk of Court- - - - - - - - - By:
Deputy Clerk_ _
_ _ _ _Perry
_ _ __
Michelle

ORDER FOR TELEPHONIC PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE
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Electronically Filed
7/18/2018 10:35 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Michelle Perry, Deputy Clerk

MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (ISB# 7733)
ROBERT S. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (1S6#7955)
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (ISB# 3106)
ALAN GOODMAN, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (ISB# 2778)
715 G. Street, P.O. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177
mcprosatty@co. min idoka. id. us

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
VS.

CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2017-1784
PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
JURY INSTRUCTIONS

Plaintiff respectfully requests the Court to give to the Jury the following Jury
Instructions numbered _1_through _21_.

DATED this

L8 ~ay of July, 2018.

r,

'

Stan Holloway
Deputy Prosecutin Attorney
Minidoka County, Idaho
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this

I

/p-h

day of July, 2018, a true and

correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTIONS was
delivered to the following:

Stephen A. Meikle
P. 0 . Box 51137
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1137
sammeikle@msn.com

] mail postage prepaid
] hand delivery
] facsimile
] email
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
1
Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with you what
will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will be doing. At
the end of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance on how you are to reach your
decision.
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the state's opening
statement, the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the state has
presented its case.
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge(s) against the defendant.
The defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the defense does
present evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence. This is evidence offered to
answer the defense's evidence.
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the law.
After you have heard the instructions, the state and the defense will each be given time for
closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the evidence to help you
understand how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not evidence, neither
are the closing arguments. After the closing arguments, you will leave the courtroom together
to make your decision. During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the
exhibits admitted into evidence and any notes taken by you in court.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
2
This criminal case has been brought by the State of Idaho. I will sometimes refer to the
state as the prosecution. The state is represented at this trial by a deputy prosecuting attorney,
Stan Holloway. The defendant, Cheng Yang, is represented by a lawyer, Stephen A. Meikle.
The defendant is charged by the State of Idaho with violation of law. The charge
against the defendant is contained in the Information. The clerk shall read the Information and
state the defendant's plea.
The Information is simply a description of the charge; it is not evidence.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
3
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the Defendant in this case, Cheng Yang, has entered a
not guilty plea to and is charged by an Information by Stan Holloway, Deputy Prosecuting
Attorney in and for the County of Minidoka, State of Idaho with the crime of CONSPIRACY IN
TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA, Idaho Code Sections 37-2732B(a)(1)(C) and 18-1701, which
crime was alleged to have been committed as follows, to wit:
On or about the 4th day of June, 2017, in the County of Minidoka, State of
Idaho, the defendant, CHENG YANG, did willfully and knowingly combine, conspire,
confederate, and agree with Sou Cha, Doua Chang and Kevin Ellsworth to deliver
twenty-five (25) pounds or more, of a controlled substance, to-wit: marijuana, a
Schedule I controlled substance, in violation of Idaho Code Sections 372732B(a)(1 )(C) and 18-1701.
OVERT ACTS
That in furtherance of and in order to effect the object of the combination or
conspiracy the following overt acts were completed:
1. An undercover officer (UC) made phone calls and contact with a male by the
name of Kevin Ellsworth. Kevin Ellsworth agreed to sell the UC 100
pounds of marijuana for $130,000.
2. On June 4, 2017, Kevin Ellsworth called the UC and stated he would not be
able to make it but he would still have it delivered.
3. Kevin Ellsworth gave the UC a phone number for Kevin's driver and told the
UC to get in contact with him with a phone number and told the UC it
was a male of Laotian descent.
4. On June 4, 2017, UC made contact with a male later identified as Sou Cha
(Sou) and told him where to meet. Sou said he was corning with two
other guys and he would arrive in a grey Nissan.
5. On June 4, 2017, at Ridley's Parking Lot, Rupert, Minidoka County, Idaho,
Sou drove into the parking lot with another male in the passenger side of
the vehicle later identified as Doua Chang (Doua). Sou was driving a
grey Nissan Sentra with an Oregon License Plate. Another vehicle
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arrived in the lot and parked to the south of where Sou parked. The
vehicle was a black Nissan bearing Oregon plates, and the driver was
later identified as Cheng Yang (Cheng).
6. The UC asked Sou to see the marijuana before the UC took Sou, Doua and
Cheng to the meet location. Sou then told Doua to call Cheng. Cheng
then pulled up in the black Nissan and Sou told Cheng to open the trunk
of the vehicle. The UC observed green plant like material in vacuum
sealed bags in the trunk of the vehicle.
7. UC then told Sou, Doua, and Cheng to follow him to the meet location at 71
N. 100 E., Minidoka County, Idaho, at a spud cellar. All three, Sou,

Doua, and Cheng were detained by law enforcement.
8. Located in the trunk of the black Nissan driven by Cheng was approximately
102 pounds of marijuana and was in 99 sealed clear plastic bags. The
green plant material tested presumptive positive for marijuana using NIK
Test E.

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the Statute in such case in said
State made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
4
INSTRUCTION NO.
Under our law and system of justice, the defendant is presumed to be innocent. The
presumption of innocence means two things.

First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has that
burden throughout the trial. The defendant is never required to prove his innocence, nor does
the defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all.

Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A
reasonable doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason and
common sense. It is the kind of doubt which would make an ordinary person hesitant to act in
the most important affairs of his or her own life. If after considering all the evidence you have a
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant not guilty.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
5
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to
those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my instructions
regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what either side may state
the law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding
others. The order in which the instructions are given has no significance as to their relative
importance. The law requires that your decision be made solely upon the evidence before you.
Neither sympathy nor prejudice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithful
performance by you of these duties is vital to the administration of justice.

In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any
stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law.
At times during the trial, an objection may be made to a question asked a witness, or to a
witness' answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked to decide a
particular rule of law. Arguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court
and are not to be considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a
question or to an exhibit, the witness may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be
considered. Do not attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit
might have shown. Similarly, if I tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you
should put it out of your mind, and not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations.
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During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which should
apply in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will excuse you
from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any problems. Your are
not to speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary from time to time and help
the trial run more smoothly.
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct evidence"
and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to consider all the
evidence admitted in this trial.
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of
the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it.
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with you
to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday affairs
you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much weight you
attach to what you are told. The same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in
making these decisions are the considerations which you should apply in your deliberations.
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more
witnesses may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the testimony
of each witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what the witness had to say.
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion on that
matter. In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider the
qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion. You are not
bound by such opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
6
If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am inclined to
favor the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be influenced by any
such suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor will I intend to intimate, any
opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of belief; what facts are or are not
established; or what inferences should be drawn from the evidence. If any expression of mine
seems to indicate an opinion relating to any of these matters, I instruct you to disregard it.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO. 7
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject must
not in any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my duty to
determine the appropriate penalty or punishment.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
8
INSTRUCTION NO.
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If you
find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that precise
date.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
9
INSTRUCTION NO.
It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following instructions
at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court during the day or
when you leave the courtroom to go home at night.

First, do not talk about this case either among yourselves or with anyone else during the
course of the trial. You should keep an open mind throughout the trial and not form or express
an opinion about the case. You should only reach your decision after you have heard all the
evidence, after you have heard my final instruction and after the final arguments. You may
discuss this case with the other members of the jury only after it is submitted to you for your
decision. All such discussion should take place in the jury room.

Second, do no let any person talk about this case in your presence. If anyone does talk
about it, tell him or her you are a juror on the case. If they won't stop talking, report that to the
bailiff as soon as you are able to do so. You should not tell any of your fellow jurors about what
has happened.

Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or any witnesses.
By this, I mean not only do not talk about the case, but do not talk at all, even to pass the time
of day. In no other way can all parties be assured of the fairness they are entitled to expect
from you as jurors.

Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquiry outside of
the courtroom on your own. Do not go any place mentioned in the testimony without an explicit
order from me to do so. You must not consult any books, dictionaries, encyclopedias or any
other source of information unless I specifically authorize you to do so.
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Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers. Do not listen to radio or television
broadcasts about the trial. You must base your verdict solely on what is presented in court and
not upon any newspaper, radio, television or other account of what may have happened.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
10
If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. If you do
take notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the jury room to
decide the case. You should not let note taking distract you so that you do not hear other
answers by witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your notes in the jury room.
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and not
be overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign to one person
the duty of taking notes for all of you.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
11
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to the
law.
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some and
ignore others. Even if you disagree or don't understand the reasons for some of the rules, you
are bound to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell you, it is my
instruction that you must follow.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
12
As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those
facts to the law that I have given you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence
presented in the case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1.

sworn testimony of witnesses;

2.

exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and

3.

any facts to which the parties have stipulated.

Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:
1.

arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What
they say in their opening statements, closing arguments and at other times is
included to help you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as
you remember them differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow
your memory;

2.

testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been instructed
to disregard;

3.

anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
13
The original instructions and the exhibits will be with you in the jury room. They are part
of the official court record. For this reason, please do not alter them or mark on them in any
way.
The instructions are numbered for convenience in referring to specific instructions.
There may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If there is, you should not
concern yourselves about such gap.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
14
INSTRUCTION NO.
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding juror, who will preside
over your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly; that the issues
submitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that every juror has a chance to
express himself or herself upon each question.

In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all arrive at a verdict, the
presiding juror will sign it and you will return it into open court.

Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by compromise.

If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully
discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to communicate
with me, you may send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me or anyone else how
the jury stands until you have reached a verdict or unless you are instructed by me to do so.
A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you with
these instructions.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
15

In order for the defendant to be guilty of Conspiracy in Trafficking in Marijuana, the state
must prove each of the following:
1.

OnoraboutJune4,2017,

2.

in the state of Idaho

3.

the defendant, Cheng Yang, and Sou Cha, Doua Chang and/or Kevin Ellsworth
agreed

4.

to commit the crime of Trafficking in Marijuana to deliver twenty-five (25) pounds
or more of marijuana;

5.

the defendant intended that the crime would be committed;

6.

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one of the following acts:
a. there was an agreement to deliver twenty-five (25) pounds or more of
marijuana, to-wit: 100 pounds for the amount of $130,000; and/or,
b. arrangements were made to transport twenty-five (25) pounds or
more of marijuana into Minidoka County, Idaho; and/or,
c. that there was actual transportation and/or delivery of twenty-five (25)
pounds or more of marijuana

7.

and such act(s) were done for the purpose of carrying out the agreement.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must
find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable
doubt, you must find the defendant guilty.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
16

The State alleges the defendant was a party to an agreement to commit the crime of
Trafficking in Marijuana.
Trafficking in Marijuana under Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(1 )(C) is defined by
law as:
Any person who knowingly manufactures, delivers or brings into this state, or who is
knowingly in actual or constructive possession of twenty-five (25) pounds or more of
marijuana.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
17

The crime of Conspiracy involves an agreement by two or more persons to commit a
crime. They need not agree upon every detail. The agreement may be established in any
manner sufficient to show an understanding of the parties to the agreement. It may be
shown by evidence of an oral or written agreement, or may be implied from the conduct of
the parties.

It does not matter whether the crime agreed upon was actually committed.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
18

All of the parties to a conspiracy need not enter into the agreement at the same time. A
person who later joins an already formed conspiracy with knowledge of its unlawful purpose is
a party to the conspiracy.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
19

Under Idaho law, Marijuana is a controlled substance.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.
20

The term "deliver" means the transfer or attempted transfer, either directly or indirectly,
from one person to another.

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
21
INSTRUCTION NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

CASE NO. CR 2017-1784
VERDICT

We, the Jury, duly impaneled and sworn to try the above-entitled action, for our verdict,
unanimously answer the question submitted us as follows:
Question No. 1: Is Cheng Yang not guilty or guilty of Conspiracy in Trafficking in

Marijuana?
_ _ _Not Guilty
_ _ _ Guilty

Dated this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _~ _ _

Presiding Juror

Given
Refused
Covered
Modified
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Electronically Filed
7/21/2018 5:18 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No: CR2017-1784-FE

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
CONTINUE TRIAL

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record, Stephen
A. Meikle, and respectfully moves the court to continue the trial date set for July 26th and 27 th for
the following reasons:
1.

A close cousin and dear member of Cheng Yang's family, "Glance Yang" succumbed to

leukemia, on July 10, 2018. He was

. The Yang family is devout Hmong 1 and is

gathering all family members in Minneapolis, Minnesota to mourn Glance' s passing from Saturday
the July 21 thru Monday the 23, 2018. Some family members have traveled from as far as Laos to
attend the gathering.
2.

Defense counsel is calling both Cheng Yang and his wife to testify and needs to prepare

them Monday and Tuesday on July 23 rd and July 24th . It takes two days to drive to Idaho. However,
they cannot in good conscience be available for witness preparation until Thursday and Friday July
26 th and 27 th based on the overwhelming family and spiritual necessity described above. Both Cheng
MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL
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and his wife are key witnesses in presenting Cheng's defense regarding the lawful purpose he was
pursuing in this matter. Preparing for direct and cross-examination is vital to Cheng's ability to fairly
present his case.
,6

DATED thisp.'day of July, 2018.
~-

~pheE:00Ar4-¥1:~1e
Attorney for Defendant

1

Footnote: The funeral is the most elaborate ofall Hmong rituals. The overall goal ofthe performed
rituals is to guide the soul back to the placental jacket or motherland, then to Heaven to askfor reincarnation.
Funerals in the Hmong culture can last anywhere from three to twelve days depending on a number of
variables. The main factor in determining the length of the fimeral is choosing a good day to be buried. An
essential part of the mourning process is the three daily meals prepared by the men in the family. In the
Hmong culture a death is an extremely important event the burial process must be performed correctly in
order to protect those living and the deceased from evil spirits that are present when there is a death. The first
step is sacrificing a number of oxen that are prepared by the descendants ofthe deceased for a feast that the
entire village partakes in to pay homage to the dead.
There is a thirteen-day mourning period in which the family of the deceased observes certain
sacrifices in respect ofthe passed loved one. On this day a ritual is performed with intent to welcome the soul
into its former home one last time before it begins the journey into the after life.
The soul (or recently deceased person) could also be reborn as the next child in the family through the
males. Because ofthis, males in the family ofthat deceased person must not impregnate a woman between the
burial day and the next two years. If they do, they must marry the female otherwise the child won't be born
into the male's family, and they will lose that family member forever. •Tapp, Nicholas. "Hmong
Religion. "Asian Folklore Studies os 48 (1989)59-94.

MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL
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Electronically Filed
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ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
CHENG YANG,
)
)
Defendant.
)
________________)

CaseNo: CR-2017-1784
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME

COMES NOW the defendant by and through his attorney, Stephen A. Meikle and Moves the
Court to Shorten Time for the following reasons:
There is a hearing set for 23rd of July, 2018 at 1:00 pm for defendant's PTC

1.

however, and defendant has filed a new motion to Continue the Trial.
2.

There is not sufficient time to give fourteen days notice before July 23, 2018.

·~,~~
,D~fEDt~i~:(
y of June, 2018 .
~,
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Electronically Filed
7/22/2018 12:22 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADV ANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No: CR 2017-1784-FE
DEFENDANT'S
SUPPLEMENTAL MOTION TO
CONTINUE TRIAL

COMES NOW, the defendant, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record, Stephen
A. Meikle, and supplements the motion to continue his trial with a copy of the funeral home's
program of Glance Yang att~c~d hereto.
DATED thisZZ~f July, 2018.

SUPPLEMENT FOR MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL
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Electronically Filed
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Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
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Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

CaseNo: CR-2017-1784

DEFENDANT'S
WITNESS LIST

COMES NOW, Cheng Yang, by and through his attorney of record Stephen A. Meikle, and
provides the following individuals that may be called to testify in the above matter:
1.

Cheng Yang

2.

Ayeng Her

3. Deputy Corporal Loveless, Mini-Cassia county Detention Center or
or any officer from the jail who may have had contact with Mr. Yang.
4.

Defendant reserves the right to call anyone referenced on the State's
witness list.

5.

Defendant reserves the right to call any person referenced in the State's
discovery responses.

DATED this2._~uly, 2018.

fondant
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Filed: 07/23/2018 11:13:37
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Sunderland, Janet

ADV ANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
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Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

Case No: CR-2017-1784

ORDER TO
SHORTEN TIME

Based upon defendant's motion, and good cause appearing;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:
Defendant's Motion to Continue Trial shall be heard at the July 23 rd shall heard at 1:00
p.m. at Defendant's PTC.
DATED this _ _ day of July, 2018.

Signed: 7/23/2018 09:51 AM

Honorable J~
District Judge

ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME
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a~

rody

NOTICE OF ENTRY

I CERTIFY that I am a clerk in the above-entitled Court and that I mailed a true copy of the
23rd
foregoing documents on the _
_ day of July, 2018, to the following attorneys of record and/or paiiies;

Attorney(s)/Person(s) served:

Method of Service:

Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
Stan Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney
715 G Street
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: 208-436-3177

----------- EMAIL
[X] Mailing
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Hand Delivery

Stephen A Meikle
482 Constitution Way, Suite 203
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
Fax:208-524-6199

[X] Mailing
---------- EMAIL
[ ] Fax

Tonya Page
Clerk of the Court
By:
~(II
Deputy Clerk ~ ~ad)

ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME
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Filed: July 23. 2018 at 1:18 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
By: J ~ S lM!Uie,vLcuul, Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
State of Idaho
vs.
Cheng Yang

Court Minutes

JUDGE: Brody, Jonathan P.

DATE: July 23, 2018

CLERK:JanetSunderland

LOCATION: District Courtroom 1
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton

Case No. CR-2017-1784

HEARING TYPE: Pre-trial Conference
Parties Present:

State of Idaho

Attorney:

Stanley Holloway

Cheng Yang

Attorney:

Stephen Allen Meikle

Hearing Start Time: 1 :03 PM
Court calls case, Def is not present, Mr. Meikle is appearing by telephone, set for pretrial, Court
has received and reviewed Defs motion to continue, inquires
- Mr. Holloway no objection to motion to continue
Court will grant motion to continue, inquires re: resetting
- Mr. Meikle responds, do have calendar to reset
Court comments and reviews need for 3 days, parties discuss dates, court sets trial on 11-7,
pretrial on 10-29
- Mr. Meikle responds, has a CLE scheduled on 11-8
Court and counsel discuss further, Court sets on 11-14 with pretrial on 10-29@ 1:00 p.m.
- Mr. Meikle has on calendar, thanks court for continuance.
Hearing End Time: 01 :10 PM

COURT MINUTES (Criminal)
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Electronically Filed
10/29/2018 10:43 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 5113 7
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
)
vs.
)
CHENG YANG,
)
)
Defendant.
)
________________)

Case No: CR-2017-1784
DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED
JURY INSTRUCTIONS

COMES NOW the defendant and respectfully requests the Court to give to the Jury the
following Jury Instruction numbered 1 through J. Defendant attaches a Clerks sets and anticipates
filing a Judges annotated set, and clean Jury set before trial.

DATED this~r~fr'october, 2018.
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1

DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTION
INSTUCTION NO,!

Under our law and system of justice, the defendant is presumed to be innocent. The
presumption of innocence means two things.
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant is guilty. The state has that
burden throughout the trial. The defendant is never require to prove [his] [her] innocence, nor
does the defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all.
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A reasonable
doubt is not a mere possible doubt, because everything relating to human affairs, and depending
on moral evidence, is open to some possible or imaginary doubt. It is the state of the case which,
after the entire comparison and consideration of all the evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors
in that condition that they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the
truth of the charge, not a mere possible or imaginary doubt, it is a doubt based on reason and
common sense. It is the kind of doubt which would make an ordinary person hesitant to act in the
most important affairs of his or her own life. If after considering all the evidence you have a
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant, not guilty.
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION 6

As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those
facts to the law that I have given to you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence
presented in the case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1.

Sworn testimony of witnesses

2.

Exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and

3.

Any facts to which the parties have stipulated.

Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:
1.

Arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What they say
in their opening statements, closing statements, and other times is included to help
you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you remember them
differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your memory.

2.

Testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been instructed to
disregard;

3. Anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session.

Page 378

DEFENDANT REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO. J
The State and defendant have stipulated to the following facts which are evidence which
you are to consider:
1.

Concerning the odor elimination sheets, the State agrees that they were present, that

some are shown in the photos and that the law enforcement officers agree that there was no
detectable odor emanating form the vehicle that would be obvious to the human nose at the time
the vehicle and defendant was taken into custody.
2. Concerning the contents of defendant's camcorder, As the State cannot dispute that the
camcorder did not have those videos asserted by the defense, since the State has no way of
verifying or confirming that it contained the information asserted by the defense. The State does
not object to defendant describing those videos.
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Filed: October 29, 2018 at 1:33 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
By: J ~ S lM!Uie,vLcuul, Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
State of Idaho
vs.
Cheng Yang

Court Minutes

JUDGE: Brody, Jonathan P.

DATE: October 29, 2018

CLERK:JanetSunderland

LOCATION: District Courtroom 1

HEARING TYPE: Pre-trial Conference

COURT REPORTER: Becky Martin

Case No. CR-2017-1784

Parties Present:

State of Idaho

Attorney:

Stanley Holloway

Cheng Yang

Attorney:

Stephen Allen Meikle

Hearing Start Time: 1: 14 PM
Court calls cases CV-2017-501 and Criminal case CR-2017-1784, Def is NOT PRESENT, does
live out of state, inquires
- Mr. Meikle waives presence, explains Def saving money to travel for trial, case is proceeding
to trial
Mr. Stevenson concurs
Court comments, have set on 11-14, cites concerns with defendant appearing for trial, will not
have Monday court that week
- Mr. Meikle responds, suggest status conference on Friday, think Def is planning to travel on
Sunday
Court responds, no time for pretrial, inquires
- Mr. Stevenson responds, Def has incentive to be here, cite considerations
Court will leave trial on Wednesday and have jury here, if Def not here will address it, inquires if
any pretrial issues to discuss
- Mr. Stevenson none
- Mr. Meikle comments, do anticipate motion in limine, do not see anything extraordinary
Court cites to Defs requested jury instructions, cites stock instruction Court gives
- Mr. Stevenson asks if jury could be instructed that may be a bit after they see the video before
Court begins
Court responds, comments, will have meeting with counsel at 8:30 for any issues, explains will
use struck panel and does not use preselected seating chart, will have 7 preemptory, will have
27 in struck panel, explains will draw names at random for 27 continues
- Mr. Meikle no questions
- Mr. Stevenson no questions
Court continues, use regular schedule with morning and afternoon break and lunch, try not to
keep after 5
Counsels nothing further
Court comments, if something further comes up advise court
Hearing End Time: 01 :26 PM

COURT MINUTES (Criminal)
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Electronically Filed
11/12/2018 4:31 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Ilse Juarez, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
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Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No: CR 2017-1784-FE

DEFENDANT'S
MOTION IN LIMINE

COMES NOW COMES NOW the defendant, Chang Yang by and through his attorney of
record, Stephen A. Meikle and moves the court to exclude presentation of physical bags of marijuana
under the Due Process Clause and IRE 403 as follows:
1. Ninety-nine (99) bags of marijuana being placed before the jury creates the danger of
unfair prejudice outweighing the probative value because twenty-six (26) of the ninety-nine (99)
bags were opened for testing and are susceptible to the pungent odor of marijuana escaping into
the courtroom if placed before the jury.
2. These bags were originally vacuum sealed and covered in Febreeze odor eliminating
bags and sheets, preventing the pungent odor of marijuana emanating from the original bags.
3. The law enforcement officers discarded the Febreeze bag and sheets.

MOTION IN LIMINE
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4. Defendant brought a motion to dismiss charges or exclude all evidence because of
this. In response, the state offered to stipulate that "the law enforcement officers would testify
that there was no detectable odor emanating from the vehicle that would be obvious to the human
nose at the time the vehicle and defendant was taken into custody."
5. However, when defense counsel originally inspected the evidence with Prosecutor
Stevenson, he said he could smell marijuana the moment the rubber containers were opened and
pulled out a bag which emitted the odor of a skunk like smell in front of me.
6. Defendant did not know what was in his rental car trunk and will so testify. If the State
brings in all the containers, opens them up to display for the jury, and releases a strong scent of
marijuana to the jury, they will be left with the unforgettable impression that the defendant must
have known he had a skunk in his trunk or a whole lot of marijuana there.
7. The state already has a forensic expert coming to scientifically confirm the precise nature
of the contraband substance and exact quantity of marijuana which the officers will testify they
saw in the trunk based on their training and experience. The State list includes exhibits of photos
of the bags of marijuana as well as the expert's lab reports. Displaying the actual marijuana is
clearly cumulative, but more importantly it is completely confusing, misleading, and prejudicial.
8. The State's stipulation is there was no detectable odor emanating from the trunk will not
alone cure the prejudice created by the lack of odor elimination sheets (which were discarded by
law enforcement). The odious smell of marijuana wafting into the jury box will confuse the jury
and between what they hear and read, versus what they see and smell, misleading the jury into
thinking there must have been a detectable odor which defendant should have smelled.
9. The probative value of the presentation of the actual marijuana accumulating on top of
the forensic testimony, lab reports, photos, and officer's testimony it appeared marijuana to them

MOTION IN LIMINE
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and experience is substantially outweighed by the clear danger of the prejudicial impact of
presenting the evidence in a condition vastly different that it was at the time of arrest.
DATED t h i s ~ ofNovember, 2018.

~ h e n A'=---e-----1'--

-~--~-::::
Attorney or Defendant

MOTION IN LIMINE
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Electronically Filed
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Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
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ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
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Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No: CR-2017-1784
DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO RETURN
DEFENDANT'S PHONE
FOR TRIAL

COMES NOW the defendant by and through his attorney, Stephen A. Meikle and moves the
court to return defendant's cell phone for trial for the following:
1.

The State has downloaded all information it could from defendant's cell phone.

2.

Defendant requests an opportunity to have and operate his phone on November 13,

2018 to find any possible exculpatory information contained on it.
DATED this

1- MOTION TO RETURN CELL PHONE
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Nov. 14. 2D18 8: 51 AM

No. 6750

advantage legal services

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
51" JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO
On: 11/14/2018 09:15 AM
Tonya Page
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Idaho State Bat #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way- Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for D1endant

Filed By:.f-,'J

IN TIIB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

CHENG YANG,
Defendant

Case No: CR 2017-1784-FE

STIPULATION
OF
FACTS

COMES NOW, the State through its Prosecutor, Stan Holloway and the
Defendant, Cheng Yang by and through his attorney of record, Stephen A. Meikle, and
stipulate the following facts are true:
· 1.

P. 1

The State agtees that the odor elimination bags and sheets were present in the

trunk of defendant's rental car, are shown in police photos and that the law enforcement
officers would testify that there was no detectable odor of marijuana emanating from the
vehicle that would be obvious to the human nose at the time the vehicle and defendant
were taken into custody.
2. The State agrees (a) that the law enforcement did not retain defendant's
clothing, backpack, luggage and camcorder; and (b) the defendant may describe videos
on his camcorder.
TED This L ~ y ofNovember, 2018.
~;1~~~i~~PPir:;;-os;e~cuiiitomr

•
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~

<::----=Stephen A M e
Attorney for Defendant
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November 14

Filed:

at 10:30_a_.m.

Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: J ~ S~lcvvui, Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
ARRAIGNMENT MINUTES
State of Idaho
vs.
Cheng Yang

Case No. CR-2017-1784

Judge:
Jonathan Brody
Clerk:
Janet Sunderland
Court Reporter:
Becky Martin

Date:
November 14, 2018
Time:
10:06 a.m.
~===~---------------Courtroom: District Court Chambers

Defense Attorney:
Count
1

Event Code: CMIN

Stephen Allen Meikle

Statute I.C.§
I37-2732B(a)(1 )(C)

Prosecutor:

Stanley Holloway

Charge Desc
Drug-Trafficking in Marijuana (25 lbs or More or Consists of 100 Plants or More)

X Appeared in person X Bond $20,000 PREVIOUSLY POSTED

X Rights and penalties given

X Rights and penalties understood

X Plead not guilty

X Arraignment OF SECOND AMENDED INFORMATION PRIOR TO TRIAL

Court calls case, Defendant is present with counsel in District Chambers as jurors are present in the Courtroom, will
arraign on 2nd amended information, inquires of state
- Mr. Holloway explains the amendment to clarify language, was 25 lbs. or more, also some language in overt acts
Court comments re: typo in overt acts which has been amended by interlineation, informs Defendant of charges in 2nd
amended information, Mr. Meikle waives formal reading
Court informs of max penalty, informs of min mandatory penalties, informs of other consequences of a felony
- Defendant understands
Court informs of rights
- Defendant understands
Court confirms not-guilty plea entered, ready for trial, have discussed when to hear motions and issue of location of
drug evidence, reviews witness lists submitted
- Mr. Meikle reserves right to call any of State's witnesses
Court comments further, reviews trial schedule, concludes
Recess @ _9:16 a.m.

COURT MINUTES - ARRAIGNMENT
M-CR (MISC40)
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COURT MINUTES - ARRAIGNMENT

2

M-CR (MISC40)
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Electronically Filed
11/14/2018 1:33 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
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ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

CaseNo: CR-2017-1784

)

)
)

vs.
CHENG YANG,
Defendant.

DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED
mRY INSTRUCTIONS

)
)
)

________________)
COMES NOW the defendant and respectfully requests the Court to give to the Jury the
following Jury Instruction numbered .1 through J. Defendant attaches a Clerks sets and anticipates
filing a Judges annotated set, and clean Jury set before trial.

DATED

of November, 2018.
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTION
INSTUCTION NO-!

Under our law and system of justice, the defendant is presumed to be innocent. The
presumption of innocence means two things.
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant is guilty. The state has that
burden throughout the trial. The defendant is never require to prove [his] [her] innocence, nor
does the defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all.
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A reasonable
doubt is not a mere possible doubt, because everything relating to human affairs, and depending
on moral evidence, is open to some possible or imaginary doubt. It is the state of the case which,
after the entire comparison and consideration of all the evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors
in that condition that they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the
truth of the charge, not a mere possible or imaginary doubt, it is a doubt based on reason and
common sense. It is the kind of doubt which would make an ordinary person hesitant to act in the
most important affairs of his or her own life. If after considering all the evidence you have a
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant, not guilty.
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION i

As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those
facts to the law that I have given to you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence
presented in the case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1.

Sworn testimony of witnesses

2.

Exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and

3.

Any facts to which the parties have stipulated.

Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:
1.

Arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What they say
in their opening statements, closing statements, and other times is included to help
you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you remember them
differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your memory.

2.

Testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been instructed to
disregard;

3. Anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session.
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DEFENDANT REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO. J

The State and defendant have stipulated to the following facts which are evidence which
you are to consider:
1.

Concerning the odor elimination sheets, the State agrees that they were present, that

some are shown in the photos and that the law enforcement officers agree that there was no
detectable odor emanating form the vehicle that would be obvious to the human nose at the time
the vehicle and defendant was taken into custody.
2. The State agrees (a) that the law enforcement did not retain defendant's clothing,
backpack, luggage and camcorder; and (b) defendant may describe videos on his camcorder
without objection from the State.
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Electronically Filed
11/14/2018 1:50 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Janet Sunderland, Deputy Clerk

ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar #2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitution Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
)
vs.
)
)
CHENG YANG,
)
Defendant.
)
________________)
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No: CR-2017-1784

AMENDED
DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED
JURY INSTRUCTIONS

COMES NOW the defendant and respectfully requests the Court to give to the Jury the
following Jury Instruction numbered! through J, . Defendant attaches a Clerks sets and anticipates
filing a Judges annotated set, and clean Jury set before trial.

DATED

this/~

of November, 2018.
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTION
INSTUCTION NO.!

Under our law and system of justice, the defendant is presumed to be innocent. The
presumption of innocence means two things.
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant is guilty. The state has that
burden throughout the trial. The defendant is never require to prove [his] [her] innocence, nor
does the defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all.
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A reasonable
doubt is not a mere possible doubt, because everything relating to human affairs, and depending
on moral evidence, is open to some possible or imaginary doubt. It is the state of the case which,
after the entire comparison and consideration of all the evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors
in that condition that they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the
truth of the charge, not a mere possible or imaginary doubt, it is a doubt based on reason and
common sense. It is the kind of doubt which would make an ordinary person hesitant to act in the
most important affairs of his or her own life. If after considering all the evidence you have a
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant, not guilty.
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION l

As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those
facts to the law that I have given to you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence
presented in the case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1.

Sworn testimony of witnesses

2.

Exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and

3.

Any facts to which the parties have stipulated.

Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:
1.

Arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What they say
in their opening statements, closing statements, and other times is included to help
you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you remember them
differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your memory.

2.

Testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been instructed to
disregard;

3. Anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session.
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DEFENDANT REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO.

J

The State and defendant have stipulated to the following facts which are evidence which
you are to consider:
1. The State agrees that the odor elimination bags and sheets were present in the
trunk of defendant's rental car, are shown in police photos and that the law enforcement officers
would testify that there was no detectable odor of marijuana emanating from the vehicle that
would be obvious to the human nose at the time the vehicle and defendant were taken into
custody.
2. The State agrees (a) that the law enforcement did not retain defendant's clothing,
backpack, luggage and camcorder; and (b) the defendant may describe videos on his camcorder.
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Filed: November 14, 2018 at 5:15 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
By: J ~ 5 fM'UUWl.,a,vui, Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

State of Idaho
vs.
Cheng Yang

CR-2017-1784

JUDGE: Brody, Jonathan P.

DATE:November14,2018

CLERK:JanetSunderland

LOCATION: District Courtroom 1

HEARING TYPE: Jury Trial - Day 1

COURT REPORTER: Becky Martin

Parties:
Stephen Meikle, Attorney of Record, present
Stanley Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney,
present

Cheng Yang, Defendant, present
State of Idaho, State, present

Hearing Start Time: 9:26 AM
Court calls case, Def is present, comments, will have Jury Commissioner call roll of jurors
Roll Call taken - jurors not present: Sherman Scott, Brenda Gifford, lsamar Hunter, Tyler Hurst,
Monica Ramirez, Crystal Salinas, Jolynne Stoker, Burt Woodskow
9:38 a.m. Court comments to jurors, will have sheriff contact no shows in usual way, thanks
those who have appeared. Court Introduces case, court staff and parties present, reads
pertinent portion of charging document, 2nd amended information, which charges Conspiracy to
Trafficking in Marijuana, to prospective jurors, continues
9:50 a.m. Clerk swears entire panel for Voir Dire
Jurors called: Cruz Martinez, Minerva Gonzales, Darrin Carter, Theresa Fennell, Dennis Hylton,
Alan Maxwell, Cory Winnett, Katy Laumb, Amy Hull, Tracy Bailey, Paula Hernandez, Ranee
May, Saul Garcia, Dan Bywater, Romelia Mata, Paul Brown, Gayla Staker, Bruce Leonard, Dan
Pace, Brenda Albert, Kelly Klosterman, Lori McCoy-Harrison, Betty Defilippis, Kay Adams,
Victoria Rodriguez, Magali Carrillo, Kent McClellan
10:00 Court instructs and explains any selected jurors to return to particular seat after any
breaks and those in galley just need to return until excused
10:01 Court begins Voir Dire examination
Mr. Garcia responds to inquiry - Court questions - Mr. Garcia responds - Court notes rights
reinstated, continues Voir Dire - Mr. Brown request to be excused over 70 10:05 Court excuses Paul Brown - Steven Hurst called as juror
Court continues Voir Dire
10:11 Court reads prospective witnesses: Tina Maddox, Shane Murphy,
Juror Kent McClellan responds - Court inquires further on voir dire
Juror Kelly Klosterman responds - Court inquires further on voir dire 10:14 Court excuses Kelly Klosterman - Joe Rojas called as juror
Court continues Voir Dire, continues reading list of potential witnesses, Dan Kindig,
Kay Laumb responds - Court inquires
Lori McCoy-Harrison responds - Court inquires
Kay Adam responds - Court inquires
Kent McClellan responds - Court inquires
Court continues reading witnesses list, Matt Love
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Kent McClellan responds - Court inquires
Paula Hernandez responds - Court inquires
10: 15 Court excuses Paula Hernandez - Daniel Lloyd called as juror
Court continues Voir Dire,
Dan Lloyd responds - Court inquires
Court continues reading witness list Shad Hubsmith,
Theresa Fennell responds - Court inquires
Dan Lloyd responds - Court inquires
Kent McClellan responds - Court inquires
Court continues reading witness list, Rob Cobbley
Kent McClellan responds - Court inquires
Minerva Gonzales responds - Court inquires
Court continues Voir Dire and reviews other witness Ayeng Her for Defense
10:25 a.m. Court continues Voir Dire examination
Minerva Gonzales responds - Court inquires
Alan Maxwell responds - Court inquires
Court continues Voir Dire examination
Lori McCoy- Harrison responds re: extreme hardship
- Mr. Meikle no objection to excusing - Mr. Harrison agrees
10:32 a.m. Court excuses Lori McCoy-Harrison - Jana Walters called as juror
Court inquires of Jana Walters
Court concludes Voir Dire examination, comments, will take 20 minute break, admonishes not to
discuss case and the seated panel to return to assigned seats
10:38 a.m. recess
11 :07 a.m. session
Court comments, have excused two jurors Dan Lloyd and Dan McClellan and will select
replacement jurors, inquires of Magali Carrillo - Magali Carrillo responds 11 :07 a.m. Court excuses Magali Carrillo - Carrie Stanevicz is called; Ricardo Arteaga is called,
Duncan French is called
11 :10 a.m. Court continues Voir Dire
Carrie Stanevicz responds - Court inquires
11 :11 Court excuses Carrie Stanevicz - Juan Arteaga is called
Court continues Voir Dire
Ricardo Arteaga responds - Court inquires
11 :12 a.m. Court excuses Ricardo Arteaga - Nichole Jones is called
Court continues Voir Dire
Juan Arteaga responds - Court inquires
11 :14 a.m. Juan Arteaga is excused - Darlene Hammer is called
Court continues Voir Dire
Nichole Jones responds - Court inquires
Court continues Voir Dire - concludes
11 :19 Mr. Holloway begins State's Voir Dire
Joe Rojas responds re: work schedule - Mr. Holloway inquires
Mr. Leonard responds re: work schedule - Mr. Holloway inquires, ask that Mr. Leonard be
excused for cause - Mr. Meikle no objection - Court inquires of Mr. Leonard - Mr. Leonard
responds
11 :27 Court excuses Bruce Leonard - Elia Chavez called
Court inquires of Ms. Chavez on Voir Dire
Ms. Chavez responds - Court inquires
11 :29 Court excuses Elia Chavez - Steve Hoogesteger is called
Court inquires of Mr. Hoogesteger on Voir Dire
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11 :33 Mr. Holloway continues Vair Dire examination
Ranee May responds - Mr. Holloway inquires, moves to excuse for cause - Mr. Meikle no
objection
11 :38 Court inquires of Juror Ranee May - Ranee May responds - Court comments
11 :40 Court excuses Ranee May - Kimberly Ryan called as juror
Court inquires of Ms. Ryan on Vair Dire
11 :43 Mr. Holloway continues Vair Dire, inquires of Tracy Bailey - Ms. Bailey responds,
continues Vair Dire - Mr. Martinez responds - Mr. Holloway inquires, moves to excuse Cruz
Martinez - Mr. Meikle responds - Court inquires of Mr. Martinez understanding of reasonable
doubt burden of State - Mr. Martinez responds
11 :53 Court excuses Cruz Martinez - Shawn Hill is called
Court inquires of Mr. Hill on Vair Dire - Mr. Hill responds re: employmnet - Court inquires further
11 :56 Mr. Holloway continues Vair Dire examination, inquires of Mr. Hill, inquires of Mr. Garcia,
passes panel for cause
12:00 Mr. Meikle begins Vair Dire examination, passes panel for cause
12:05 p.m. Court instructs jurors re: Preemptory challenges
Jurors excused on Preemptory challenges
State - Saul Garcia
Defense - Alan Maxwell
12:12 p.m. Counsel approach bench for sidebar
State - Shawn Hill
Defense - Dan Pace
12:15 p.m. Sidebar
12:16 p.m. Court comments, excuses Mr. Garcia, Mr. Maxwell and Mr. Hill, places Dan Bywater
in box, Romelia Mata in box and Steven Hurst in box
- Counsel agree jurors in box are jurors
Court excuses other called jurors
12:20 p.m. Clerk places selected jurors under oath
Court instructs jurors and explains alternate juror process, thanks remaining jurors for their
service today and excuses at 12:21 p.m.
12:22 p.m. Court admonishes and instructs jurors, excused for lunch and return by 2:00 p.m.
12:26 p.m. Court in session outside presence of jurors, inquires re: upcoming motions, inquires
re: odor of evidence and Court viewing - Mr. Meikle responds - Court responds, discuss
between counsel and will take up after lunch, return at 1:30 p.m.
12:27 p.m. recess
1:48 p.m. session
Court in session outside presence of jury, Def present with counsel, inquires
- Mr. Meikle makes argument in support of motion in limine re: Defs request to not have bulk of
marijuana shown to jury, cites considerations, no odor detectable, cites to stipulation filed on 1114, will submit additional proposed jury instruction, continues argument, jury will not get fair
representation of what client encountered on that day, continues argument
Court comments re: motion
1 :52 p.m. Mr. Holloway makes comments re: expected testimony of officers re: evidence on that
day, comments in response to Defense Motion to not show bulk of evidence to jurors, cites to
proposed storage of evidence by evidence custodian
Court comments, notes that Det. Lowder is present, may have to ask him follow up question
Mr. Holloway continues argument, state is entitled to show all evidence in case including 99
bags of marijuana, cites further considerations, no showing that jury will disregard instruction
Court inquires how state intends to offer physical evidence
- Mr. Holloway responds, plan to bring in through Shane Murphy towards end of case and
explains, explains re: bags that have been tested and then resealed, will introduce them through
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Det. Murphy and have available for Tina Maddox as well
1:59 p.m. Mr. Meikle rebuttal argument in support of motion in Limine, cites further
considerations
2:01 p.m. Court comments to parties re: how evidence is being stored now and inquires
- Mr. Bobby Lowder explains totes are in Women's holding cell, new lock with only key being
held by Shane Murphy explains how being held
- Mr. Meikle no issues
- Mr. Holloway no issues
2:02 p.m. Court cites to rule 401, cites considerations, cites to rule 403 and continues, this is
corpus of crime and jury is entitled to see it, continues comments, could change if a substantial
smell and explains concerns, do not intend to allow the marijuana to be in jury room, reasonable
steps have to be taken to make sure smell not excessive for jurors, cannot assess without
seeing or smelling, inquires if any objection of counsel to Court viewing evidence
- Mr. Holloway no objection
- Mr. Meikle no objection
2:06 p.m. recess
2:11 p.m. session
Court explains viewing of marijuana evidence with evidence custodian in the storage
compartment by the Court, Def, Mr. Meikle and Mr. Holloway
- Mr. Meikle comments,
- Mr. Holloway comments,
Court comments, potential of smell but not overwhelming, cites other considerations, cites to
stipulation that was not able to be smelled at time of incident and jury will be instructed that way,
continues comments re: ruling,
2:16 COURT RULES: Defense motion is denied to extent it would prohibit state from showing at
all, will have to address issues when actually showing to jury and leave to state to manage
- Mr. Holloway suggests proposed way to show to jury
Court comments, will address any requested hands on at the time
- Mr. Meikle restates objection vigorously
Court responds, will not be in jury room but if jury request to handle during deliberation will
address
- Mr. Holloway comments, if request to handle they are entitled, explains
- Mr. Meikle responds, cites to concerns with smell, comments re: what evidence should be
allowed to handle if get there
Court comments, had not planned on sending all back with jury, if requested will talk about how
to handle
- Mr. Meikle responds, proof is 25 lbs. not 100 lbs
Court responds, understand Defense position but is element to crime, continues comments, do
find that showing them actual marijuana does not, in and of itself, raise an issue of 403,
continues comments, issue is smell if excessive so need to manage and explains
2:24 p.m. Mr. Meikle comments re: motion for return of phone
- Mr. Holloway makes argument re: motion, have discussed with Det. Murphy, Def can get
cellphone back and have talked to Det. Lowder that phone can be released
- Mr. Meikle asks for it to be returned today
- Det. Lowder will attempt to return today.
Court takes up Dfe amended requested jury instruction
- Mr. Meikle responds, mostly on #3 stipulated facts
Court inquires when want read
- Mr. Meikle asks to have read in preliminaries, cites considerations,
Court comments use stock instruction from Idaho Supreme Court
- Mr. Meikle makes objection for the record
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Court comments, comments re: other pre-proof instructions including reasonable doubt
instruction which has been objected to which is #3, notes instruction #4 does talk about
stipulated or admitted facts, inquire when to add new instruction
- Mr. Meikle asks to add at the end
Court inquires if any objection re: proposed instructions
Counsels have no objection
Court inquires if any objection to Defense instruction #3 being added as instruction #10
- Mr. Holloway no objection
Court will prepare copies
2:31 p.m. recess
2:55 p.m. session
Court inquires if any objections to amended pre-proof instructions
- Mr. Holloway no objection
- Mr. Meikle none in addition to those made prior
Court inquires re: witness exclusion
Counsels request to exclude
2:57 p.m. recess
3:01 p.m. session
Mr. Holloway asks to designate Det. Matt Love as exception witness
- Mr. Meikle no objection
Court allows Detective Love to remain in courtroom
Jurors returned to courtroom
Counsel stipulate that jurors are present and in assigned seats
Court reads preliminary jury instructions #1, #2 to jurors
Clerk reads second amended information to the jurors
Court reads preliminary jury instructions #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, and #10
3:22 p.m. Mr. Holloway makes opening statements
3:36 p.m. Mr. Meikle makes opening statements
3:42 Mr. Holloway calls Det. Matt Love as witness
Witness is sworn
3:43 Mr. Holloway begins direct examination
- Witness responds re: training and experience
- Witness responds re: controlled buy process
- Witness responds re: Cl and UC terms
- Witness responds re: experience in training and experience in controlled buys
- Witness responds re: knowledge of Kevin Ellsworth and contact with Kevin Ellsworth
- Witness responds re: recording of conversations, continue to respond to direct examination by
state
Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: State's proposed exhibit #9 and continues DX
- Witness responds, recognizes disc and explains how recognize exhibit
Mr. Holloway moves to admit State's #9
- Mr. Meikle no objection
Court admits State's #9
Mr. Holloway moves to publish exhibit #9, believe set up to play
Court will allow to be published to jury
3:55 p.m. Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: phone calls with Kevin Ellsworth
3:56 p.m. State's exhibit #9 is published
- Mr. Meikle inquires which conversation is being published
- Witness responds, believe is conversation from 5-19
- Mr. Meikle withdraws conversation
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- Mr. Holloway Court reporter does not need to take down conversations
3:57 p.m. Mr. Holloway clarifies is 5-19-17 conversation being played - end at 4:02
- Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: conversation about quantity and price of marijuana, continues
responding to DX
- Witness responds re: subsequent phone call on 5-21
4:04 Mr. Holloway publishes phone call from 5-21-17
4:09 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: conversation held on 5-21, continues response on DX
4:11 p.m. Mr. Meikle objection, ask to be specific
Court sustains, rephrase
Mr. Holloway continues DX
4:14 p.m. Mr. Holloway publishes phone call from 5-31-17
Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: photos sent to Kevin
Mr. Holloway comments and inquires of State's proposed #1 and #2
- Mr. Meikle no objection
Court will admit when offered
Mr. Holloway inquires if witness re: State's #1 and #2
- Witness responds, identified exhibit #1 and #2 pictures sent
Mr. Holloway moves to admits #1 and #2
4:18 p.m. Court admits State's #1 and #2
- Witness identifies and shows exhibit #1 to jury, identifies and shows exhibit #2 to jury, explains
amount of cash and date on newspaper, continues to respond to DX
4:20 p.m. Mr. Holloway publishes phone call from 6-1-17
4:23 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: photos that Kevin Ellsworth was going to send and how marijuana being
packaged, continues to respond to DX
Mr. Holloway presents State's #4, #5 and #6
- Mr. Meikle no objection
Court admits State's #1 and #2
Mr. Holloway inquires re: State's #4, #5 and #6
- Witness identifies
Mr. Holloway moves to admit
Court admits #4, #5 and #6
Mr. Holloway continues DX
4:27 Mr. Holloway publishes phone call from 6-2-17
4:35 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: phone call, continue response
4:38 Mr. Holloway publishes first phone call from 6-3-17 at 13:78:48 Eastern Daylight time
4:44 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: phone call conversation, explains picture received offlight details
Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: State's #3 and inquires
- Witness responds, identifies photo sent to his phone from Kevin with flight arraignments
Mr. Holloway moves for admission of #3
- Mr. Meikle no objection
Court admits #3
4:47 p.m. Mr. Holloway publishes phone call 13-46-36 Eastern Daylight time
4:49 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness re: re: phone conversation
Mr. Holloway inquires of State's #7, #8 and #9
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- Witness identifies #7 and #8 photos of marijuana
Mr. Holloway moves for admission of #7 & #8
Mr. Meikle no objection
4:53 p.m. Court admits #7 and #8
Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds
Mr. Holloway comments re: 6-4 conversation, may be good time to break for today
4:53 p.m. Mr. Meikle comments to court re: two recordings not put into evidence, would like to
have those two recordings published as well, cites considerations
Court comments, can discuss after jury excused for the night and Defense has not had a
chance to cross
- Mr. Meikle wants noted in record
Court notes, will take up after jury excused and discuss how to handle, Court comments to
jurors, reminds of instruction to not discuss case or conduct any investigations, do not view any
coverage, will start with evidence at 9:00 am tomorrow
Jurors excused at 4:57 p.m.
Court and parties present without jurors, inquire if objection
- Mr. Meikle makes argument in support of including two other recordings of conversations, cites
considerations, cites to 5-17-17 conversation, continues comments, ask to be able to play other
two conversations when cross-examination time, objecting on basis of incomplete record,
moving to strike until have complete record, comments further
5:03 p.m. Mr. Holloway responds to request to play two other conversations, cites
considerations, rule is not applicable, State cannot be forced to go back and play phone calls
that do not believe are relevant to case in chief, object to Defense objection
5:07 p.m. Mr. Meikle comments, will find rule, may offer police report in lieu, continues
objection, do not want key facts to be lost
Court comments, cites to recollection of rule, will take up again in morning, re: motion to strike is
denied at this time, cites consideration

Hearing End Time: 05:10 PM
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Filed: November 14, 2018 at 11 :30, .§.m.
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: J ~ 5 unde,vl,cwui, Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

Case No. CR-2017-1784

State of Idaho
vs.
Cheng Yang

COURT MINUTES
Event Code: CMIN

D Present D Not Present
Court Hearing Type: status
Judge:
Jonathan P. Brody
Clerk:
Janet Sunderland
Court Reporter:
Becky Martin
Defense Attorney:

Stephen Allen Meikle

Date:
Courtroom:

Prosecutor:

November 14, 2018
District Court Chambers

Stanley Holloway

Court in chambers, Defendant is present, conducting Voir Dire outside presence of jurors
Court inquires of Juror Kent McClellan
- Mr. McClellan responds
Court excuses Mr. McClellan at 11 :03
Mr. Dan Lloyd, prospective juror is brought into chambers for individual Voir Dire outside of
presence of jurors
Court inquires of Juror Dan. Lloyd
- Mr. Lloyd responds
11 :05 Court excuses Dan Lloyd
Court comments, will call replacement jurors and continue Voir Dire in courtroom
11 :06 recess

COURT MINUTES -TEMPLATE
M-CR (MISC43)
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ADVANTAGE LEGAL SERVICES
Stephen A. Meikle, Attorney, P.A.
Idaho State Bar No. 2976
Idaho Professional Building
482 Constitutional Way - Suite 203
Post Office Box 51137
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1137
Telephone (208) 524-3333
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
)
vs.
)
CHENG YANG,
)
)
Defendant.
)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)

Case No. CRl 7-1784-FE
SUBPOENA

THE STATE OF IDAHO SENDS GREETINGS TO:
Deputy Rod Cobbley
c/o
Mini-Cassia Criminal Justice Center
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear as a witness in the above mentioned case set
for trial as follows:

DATE AND TIME: November 15, 2018, 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
PLACE: Minidoka County Courthouse
715 G Street
Rupert, Idaho 83350

SUBPOENA
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YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the time and place
specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved party may recover
from, you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which he/she may sustain by your failure to
appear.
WITNESS MY HAND AND THE SEAL OF SAID DISTRICT COURT this

15th
Tonya Page
Clerk of Court:

-----------

c(siR~

By:
Deputy

SUBPOENA
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Filed: November 15, 2018 at 4:51 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
By: J ~ 5 fM'UUWl.,a,vui, Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

State of Idaho
vs.
Cheng Yang

CR-2017-1784

JUDGE: Brody, Jonathan P.

DATE:November15,2018

CLERK:JanetSunderland

LOCATION: District Courtroom 1

HEARING TYPE: Jury Trial

COURT REPORTER: Becky Martin

Parties:
Cheng Yang, Defendant, present
State of Idaho, State, present

Stephen Meikle, Attorney of Record, present
Stanley Holloway, Prosecuting Attorney,
present

Hearing Start Time: 8:52 AM
Court calls case, Def is present, have reviewed rule 106 issues and inquires if any additional
argument
- Mr. Meikle argues in support of playing additional recordings, cites considerations, makes
proffer re: 17th
Court inquires how long recording is
- Mr. Meikle doesn't know
- Mr. Holloway responds, the one on the 17th is around 7-10 minutes, briefly reviews gist of
conversation, refers to conversation of 20th, makes argument in opposition to playing recording,
will lead to further confusion of jury to introduce other phone calls, state has published full
phone calls, defense has access to original disc and can bring in cross or in direct, do not think
defense should be able to dictate how state presents case
- Mr. Meikle rebuttal argument in support of allowing recordings, cites further considerations,
highly relevant, cites to rule
9:01 Court comments, rule 106 applies, reviews normal application of rule, continues
comments, cites to rule 611, continues comments
COURT ORDERS: overrule objection, state does not have to publish or introduce other phone
calls at trial on direct, make clear that all these could be and should be pursued by the defense
on cross and direct, cites to rule 403, continues
Counsel have nothing further preliminary
9:12 Counsel stipulate and agree that jurors are present and in assigned seats
Court reminds witness Det. Matt Love that he remains under oath
9:14 Mr. Holloway contnues DX examination, request State's exhibit #9, inquires of witness
- Witness responds re: conversation of phone call on 6-4-17
9:15 Mr. Holloway publishes first phone call from 6-4-17
9:21 Mr. Holloway continues DX
9:24 a.m. Mr. Meikle objection, no discussion up to this time about 3 guys, leading
Court sustains
9:24 Mr. Holloway continues DX
9:25 Mr.Holloway publishes 6-4-17 phone call marked 12:18:25 Eastern Daylight time to jury
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9:27 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: contact with Cada
- Witness responds re: other phone call reviewed, did initial and date disc
Mr. Holloway inquries of witness re: disc reviewed which is phone call with Cada
- Witness responds identifies disc
Mr. Holloway moves to admit State's 10
- Mr. Meikle no objection but renews standing objection
Court notes, State's #10 is admitted
9:29 Mr. Holloway publishes State's 10 to jury
9:33 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: recorded phone call with "Cada"
- Witness continues to respond to DX
- Witness responds re: deployment of other officers in operation and preparations made
9:39 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: other officers surveilling and in take down team
- Witness responds re: contact with "Cada" in Ridley's parking lot
Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: google map showing Ridley's parking lot and location of
spud cellar
- Witness responds
Mr. Holloway moves for admission
- Mr. Meikle no objectio
Court admits State's 11
9:41 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: meeting with "Cada" at Ridley's Grocery Store parking lot
- Witness responds re: real name of "Cada" was Sou Cha
9:46 Mr. Holloway continues DX, moves to show photo of two individuals
9:46 Mr. Meikle requests sidebar
9:47 Court comments to jurors, will excuse for short time to take up matters outside presence,
remind of instruction not to discuss case
9:48 Jurors excused
9:49 Court comments re: State's marked exhibit #24 and #25, objection re: relevance
- Mr. Meikle makes argument in support of objection as to relevance
Court comments re: relevance, talking about Overt Acts
- Mr. Meikley continues argument, cites considerations
Court comments, look like still captures of a video tape in interrogation room
- Mr. Holloway responds, are stills from video, no bars, no tables, no other individuals, are
relevant, cites considerations in support of exhibits, show attire is relevant
Court inquires re: inference wish to show
- Mr. Holloway confirms
9:53 a.m. Court comments, has some relevance, cites considerations, this is not issue where
dealing with unduly suggestive photo lineup or booking photo, cites not normal photograph and
explains,
- Mr. Holloway #24 is Sou Cha
Court continues comments on objection, cites to low probative value of two photographs, cites
to risk of unfair prejudice, continues, unless state can show more relevant to identify these two
individuals risk is too prejudicial, inqires
- Mr. Holloway responds in support of offering photos, clearly identifies how dressed, can live
with decision and move on
Court sustains objection to State's proffer on #24 and #25, returns to State, will take short
recess
10: 00 recess
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10:25 session
Parties stipulate and agree jurors are all present in assigned seats
10:26 Mr. Holloway continues DX, inquires re: State's proposed #20 and #16
- Witness responds, identifies photos of two vehicles involved at Ridleys, identifies #16 as Grey
Nissan, identifies #20 as Defendant's vehicle, continues
Mr. Holloway moves for admission
- Mr. Meikle no objection
Court admits #16 and #20
10:27 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds, identifies Defendant and describes attire, identifies as Cheng Yeng
Mr. Holloway asks for record to reflect identification
Court will reflect
Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: meeting at Ridley's
- Witness responds re: dark Nissan driving closer to him
10:31 Mr. Meikle inquires if lieu of objection
- Witness responds
10:32 Mr. Holloway inquires re: police report
Court inquire if any objection
Mr. Meikle asks for witness to be able to review report to clarify issue
10:33 Mr. Holloway hands witness copy of report, direct to middle of report and ask to confirm is
his report
- Witness responds, confirms is his report, reviews and has memory refreshed
Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds further re: meeting at Ridley's parking lot, Defendant did not get out of
vehicle, did not make any contact with witness
- Witness responds re: what saw in the open trunk of vehicle driven by Defendant
Mr. Holloway inquires re: State's #23
- Witness responds re: State's 23, identifies as photograph of marijuana seized, was in trunk
area of car Defendant was driving, continues
Mr. Holloway moves for admission
- Mr. Meikle no objection
Court admits #23
Mr. Holloway asks for #23 to be published to jury, continues DX
- Witness responds what occurred after meeting at Ridleys and drive to spud cellar, continues
response on DX
- Witness responds re: DX on State's #11
Court notes that #23 was published to jury and has been returned to clerk
Mr. Holloway continues DX, inquires of witness re: #12, #13, #14 and #15, have shown to
defense counsel
- Witness responds, identifies photos of spud cellar that went to, continues response
Mr. Holloway moves for admission of #12, #13, #14 and #15
Court admits #12, #13, #14 and #15 at 10:41
Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: events at spud cellar
- Mr. Meikle objection, personal knowledge, foundation
Mr. Holloway responds
Court overrules objection, witness may answer
Mr. Holloway restates question
- Witness responds re: defendant's demeanor
- Witness continues to respond to DX
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10:45 Mr. Holloway nothing further on DX
10:45 Mr. Meikle begins Cross-Examination of witness Det. Love

- Witness responds re: conversations with Kevin
Court notes that several pages are being handed to witness
- Witness is shown police report to refresh memory
Mr. Meikle continues CX, inquires further re: police report, no further questions on that
document
Court directs document to be returned to counsel
10:54 Mr. Meikle continues CX
10:59 Mr. Meikle concludes CX subject to recall of this witness
10:59 Mr. Holloway begins redirect inquiry of witness Det. Love
11 :01 Mr. Meikle objection, asked and answered, exceeds scope of cross
Mr. Holloway responds
Court comments, overruled, answer will remain in record, go ahead and inquires
Mr. Holloway continues ROX, inquires of witness re: 5-20-17 conversation
- Mr. Meikle inquires
Mr. Holloway responds, not admitted disc, ask for recess to allow witness to refresh memory by
listening to phone call
Court comments, instructs and admonishes jurors and excuses at 11 :04
Court will stay on record, witness is going to listen to contents of recording to refresh his
recollection outside presence of jury but reporter will not need to take down
11 :05 recess
11 :07 session
Mr. Holloway notes is 8 1/2 min call, plays for witness to refresh memory
11 :10 Mr. Holloway comments re: memory refreshed by recording
Mr. Meikle responds
Mr. Holloway ready to proceed
Court instructs witness to resume the stand, return jurors to courtroom
Parties stipulate and agree jurors are all present and in assigned seats
11 :12 Mr. Holloway continues ROX
- Witness responds, memory refreshed, drivers described as one male and one female
- Witness responds further on ROX
Mr. Holloway nothing further on redirect
11 :13 Mr. Meikle begins re-cross examination of witness
- Witness responds, was not introduced to Cheng
Mr. Meikle nothing further
Mr. Holloway nothing further
Court excuses witness subject to recall
Mr. Holloway calls Rob Cobbley
Witness is sworn
11 :14 Mr. Holloway begins direct examination
- Witness responds re: name, employment, training and experience, certificates held
- Witness responds re: involvement in operation, part of take down team and explains
- Witness responds and identifies Defendant in Courtroom to left of defense counsel
Mr. Holloway asks record to reflect witness identification of defendant
Court will reflect
Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: Defendants attire at spud cellar
Mr. Holloway nothing further on DX
11 :22 Mr. Meikle begins cross-examination
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- Witness responds re: take down team and process
Mr. Meikle nothing further
Mr. Holloway nothing further
Court excuses witness

11 :24 Mr. Holloway calls Shane Murphy
Witness is sworn
Mr. Holloway begins direct examination of witness
- Witness responds re: name, employment and training
- Witness responds re: task force duties
- Witness responds re: training for task force duties
- Witness responds re: involvement in take down team at spud cellar
Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: exhibit #11
- Witness responds re: location of spud cellar on exhibit #11
- Witness responds re: assignment of take down team and staging at house east of spud cellar,
continues to respond to DX
- Witness responds re: how team members dressed
- Witness responds re: vehicle and vehicle equipment
- Witness responds re: staging at spud cellar, continues response to DX
- Witness responds re: how vehicles approached the spud cellar
- Witness responds re: events at spud cellar, when initiated lights and sirens, describes what
happened at spud cellar
- Witness responds re: containment of individuals in two vehicles
- Witness responds re: where vehicles were taken to inventory and search
- Witness continues to respond to DX
- Witness describes dress of driver and passenger in Grey Nissan
11 :37 Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: state's proposed #17, #18, #19 and ask to have
handed #16 which has been previously admitted
Court comments, #17, #18 & #19 marked and #16 previously admitted
11 :38 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds, all 4 photos are of grey nissan sentra, continues to identify exhibits,
continues responding on DX, - Witness responds re: clothing located in vehicle
Mr. Holloway moves to admit #17, #18 & #19
- Mr. Meikle no objection
11 :40 Court admits #17, #18 & #19
Mr. Holloway has photographs #21 and #22 shown to witness as well as #20 and #23 which are
admitted
Court comments
Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: #21, #22, #20 and #23
- Witness responds, photographs of black Nissan, driver was defendant, true and accurate
photographs
Mr. Holloway moves for admission of #21 and #22
- Mr. Meikle no objection
11 :42 Court admits #21 and #22
Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: items located in black Nissan and clothing items in black Nissan
- Witness responds re: seeing defendant that day and how he was dressed
- Witness responds re: search of vehicle, did participate in search of vehicles
Mr. Holloway comments re: obtaining items of evidence
Court responds, how long will take
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Mr. Holloway responds
Court asks to get through what can now
Mr. Holloway responds
11 :46 Mr. Meikle requests sidebar
11 :47 Court comments to jurors, will break for lunch and resume at 1:15, admonish and
instructs and excuse for lunch
11 :48 recess
11 :54 session
Court present, Defendant and counsels present, Juror Steven Hurst present, other jurors out for
lunch, reviews prior comments made to bailiff by Juror Hurst that was disclosed to Court and
parties so conducting individual Vair Dire, inquires of Mr. Hurst
- Mr. Hurst responds re: comments made about photo of potato cellar
Mr. Holloway inquires further of Mr. Hurst on Vair Dire
- Mr. Hurst responds re: what knew before and extent of knowledge of case, was not present on
6-4
Mr. Holloway nothing further
11 :58 Mr. Meikle inquires of Mr. Hurst on additional Vair Dire
- Mr. Hurst responds re: prior knowledge
Mr. Meikle no further questions
Court inquires how wish to proceed
Mr. Meikle comments, makes challenge, thinks juror may have been tainted by intimate
knowledge of where work
Mr. Holloway opposes
Court comments to Mr. Hurst, need to figure out how best to deal with matter, will have wait in
jury room and will discuss potential challenges to service
12:02 p.m. In session outside of presence of jurors
Mr. Meikle argues in support of challenge, cites considerations
Mr. Holloway argues in response to challenge, object to challenge, cite considerations
Mr. Meikle rebuttal
Court comments, cites considerations, think is safest to excuse, will call Mr. Hurst back in and
excuse, inquires how wish to instruct remaining panel
- Mr. Holloway responds
- Mr. Meikle agrees
Court comments to Mr. Hurst, best to excuse, thank for service and appreciate that brought to
bailiff's attention, instruct to not discuss case while still pending
12:10 recess
1:28 session
Court in session - Counsels have nothing preliminary - Court notes that proposed exhibits which
have been previously discussed by parties have been brought into courtroom, will have jury
returned to Courtroom
Court comments to jurors, explains that Mr. Hurst has been excused
1:30 Counsel stipulate that jurors are present in assigned seats
Court continues with testimony of Sgt. Murphy
1:30 Mr. Holloway continues DX, inquires of witness re: state's proposed #26 and #27 which
had witness remove from evidence envelope
- Witness responds, identifies State's exhibit #26 as united Airline ticket stapled, first has Cheng
Yeng on it from Milwaukee to Denver on 6-2-17, second is United Ticket with Cheng Yeng on it
from Denver to Medford also on 6-2-17, were found in back seat of black Nissan, are actual
tickets found in black Nissan on 6-4-17
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- Witness identifies exhibit #27 as hotel receipt for Courtyard Marriott in Medford, has
Defendant's name on it, date of arrival is 6-2-17 with check in 10:50 p.m., receipt was found in
back seat of black Nissan, continues
Mr. Holloway moves for admission of #26 and #27
- Mr. Meikle no objection to #27, cites considerations in objection to #26
Mr. Holloway responds
- Mr. Meikle comments, think just boarding passes, not tickets
Mr. Holloway confirms
- Mr. Meikle comments further
Mr. Holloway responds, if objective no objection
- Mr. Meikle responds
Mr. Holloway responds, fine with having admitted as Defs exhibit B
Court will admit #26 and #27 and also admit a little out of order Defense exhibit B @ 1:36 p.m.
Mr. Holloway comments re: enterprise rental agreement for black nissan
- Mr. Meikle responds, happy to admit
Mr. Holloway is exhibit #28
Court admits state's #28 @ 1:37
Mr. Holloway continues DX, inquires re: admitted exhibit #23
- Witness responds re: exhibit #23, describes content of trunk
- Witness responds re: packaging and masking scent
1:41 Mr. Holloway continues DX
- Witness responds re: no odor of trunk on 6-4-17
- Witness responds re: number of bags found in trunk, there were 99
- Witness responds re: opening bags, opened 26 bags to NIK test
- Witness responds re: smell after opening bags
- Witness responds re: weighing bags, weighed all 99 bags, was about 46,281 grams which is
approx. 102 lbs., placed into evidence and that is where NIK tested in evidence room
- Witness responds re: re-sealing bags after testing
- Witness responds re: purchase of blue totes for storage of bags
- Witness responds re: bags sent to state lab for testing
- Witness responds re: bags that were sent to lab and then re-packaged by evidence custodian
when sent back after testing
1:45 Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: State's exhibits #30, #31, #32, #33, #34, #35 and #36
- Witness responds
Mr. Holloway moves for admission of #30-#36
- Mr. Meikle no objection
1:47 Court admits #30, #31, #32, #33, #34, #35 and #36
Mr. Holloway continues DX, inquires re: exhibit #30 sealed Blue tote
- Witness cuts seal and shows jurors contents of tote which are vacuum sealed bags, explains
markings on the bags
- Witness responds re: number of bags in #30 bags 1-15
Mr. Holloway inquires re: #31
- Witness cuts seal on exhibit #31, shows jurors contents of tote, explains contains bags 16-32
Mr. Holloway inquires re: #32
- Witness cuts seal on exhibit #32, shows jurors contents of tote, explains contains bags 33-47
Mr. Holloway inquires re: #33
- Witness cuts seal on exhibit #33, shows jurors contents of tote, explains contains bags 48-62
Mr. Holloway inquires re: #34
- Witness cuts seal on exhibit #34, shows jurors contents of tote, explains contains bags 63-73
Mr. Holloway inquires re: #35 and #36, these totes already opened
- Witness responds, tote marked #35 contains bags 74-86
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- Witness responds, tote marked #36 contains bags 87-99
- Witness responds, accounts for all bags from black Nissan
- Witness resumes stand, continues to respond to DX
- Witness responds re: items found in back seat of black Nissan, continues to respond on DX
- Witness responds
Mr. Holloway nothing further on DX
1:55 p.m. Mr. Meikle begins cross-examination of witness
- Witness responds re: who deployed flash bangs during takedown
- Witness responds re: area of responsibility during takedown
- Witness responds re: his location prior to takedown at house across the road
- Witness responds re: movement of black nissan in spud cellar
Mr. Meikle nothing further on cross
2:00 Mr. Holloway begins redirect
- Witness responds re: flashbangs deployed at takedown
- Witness responds re: measurements are estimates
Mr. Holloway nothing further on redirect
2:01 Mr. Meikle re-cross
Mr. Holloway object, beyond scope
Court comments, will allow and can follow up with questions
2:02 Mr. Meikle restates question
- Witness responds
Mr. Holloway nothing further
Court excuses witness
Mr. Holloway calls Tina Maddox as witness
Witness is sworn
2:03 Mr. Holloway begins direct examination of Christina Maddox
- Witness responds re: name, employment, duties, training and certifications, continues
response to DX
Mr. Holloway tenders witness as expert in field
- Mr. Meikle responds, do not dispute credentials
Court comments, will be held as an expert as requested by State
2:09 Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: State's exhibit #37
- Witness responds, identifies #37 as her CV, listed on State's Website
- Witness responds re: updates to CV
Mr. Holloway moves to admit #37
- Mr. Meikle no objection
2:10 Court admits #37
Mr. Holloway inquires re: #29
- Witness responds, identifies as lab report, explains how report was generated and why report
was generated,
- Witness responds re: material received to be analyzed in this case
Mr. Holloway approaches and inquires of witness re: state's #35 and #36
- Witness responds, had chance this morning to look at #35 and #36
- Witness responds re: bar code and sticker on exhibits #35 and #36
- Witness responds re: bags analyzed by her and relate to this case
- Witness responds when received material, was 6-20-17, did analysis between 6-21 and 6-22,
continues to review chain of custody of evidence
- Witness responds re: protocol of testing evidence
- Witness responds re: evidence received, two large totes and each received 13 bags so had 26
total bags
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- Witness responds re: weight of plant material total of 25. 78 lbs. of marijuana
- Witness responds re: tests conducted on plant material to determine if substance is marijuana
- Witness responds re: recognized analysis protocol
- Witness responds - found marijuana in each and every bag
Mr. Holloway nothing further
2:20 Mr. Meikle cross-examination
- Witness responds, no doubt tests accurate and correct, continues, confident is marijuana and
more than 25 lbs.
Mr. Meikle nothing further
2:21 Mr. Holloway redirect
- Witness responds re: peer review of tests and release of report
- Witness responds report in State's #29
Mr. Holloway moves for admission of #29
- Mr. Meikle no objection
Court admits #29 @ 2:21
Mr. Holloway nothing further
- Mr. Meikle nothing further
Court excuses witness
Mr. Holloway re-calls witness Det. Matt Love
Court reminds remains under oath
2:22 Mr. Holloway begins re-direct examination of Matt Love
- Witness responds re: conversation with Sou Cha
Mr. Holloway hands proposed State's #38
- Witness responds, identifies CD, true and accurate copy of recording from 6-4-17,
Mr. Holloway moves for admission of #38
- Mr. Meikle responds, would like to hear prior
Mr. Holloway responds, was given to defense in discovery
- Mr. Meikle responds
Mr. Holloway explains recording, was going to start at 8:40 and go about 5 minutes or so
Court comments, challenge to foundation, will take up outside presence of jury, instructs and
admonishes and excuses
2:26 Court inquires re: objection
- Mr. Meikle responds, want to verify same recording
Court comments, lay further foundation
2:27 Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: exhibit pre-marked as D-41
- Witness responds, is states original from file
- Witness responds re: static and silence at beginning of CD
2:29 Mr. Holloway plays exhibit 38 for the Court starting at 8:32
Court inquires if any objection
- Mr. Meikle states objection
Court inquires of objection, recording is what it is
- Mr. Meikle responds and explains what waiting to hear
Court comments, still not sure of objection
Mr. Holloway responds, sounds like objection is that state has either doctored up recording or
trying to hide the ball
- Mr. Meikle responds further, this is critical juncture in the case, want to make sure this
recording is the one he listened to and explains
Court will continue to listen
2:35 Mr. Holloway continues to play CD
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2:36 Mr. Meikle states objection, did not hear things in police report on the tape, no objection
now
Mr. Holloway responds, cites to indication of defense about recording, explains what want jury
to understand
- Mr. Meikle additional comments re: recording
Court inquires what objection wish to raise about tape
- Mr. Meikle responds, cites consideration for objection
Court inquire further
- Mr. Meikle objection, audio is not good enough recording to have captured everything that was
said, continues
Court inquires re: requirement for audio
- Mr. Meikle responds, poor quality tape, insufficient to accurately record what was said
Court comments, would be relevance of 403?
Mr. Holloway responds, cites considerations in support of publishing tape
Court inquires if any objection being raised about tampering
- Mr. Meikle responds no
Court comments, objection overruled, cites to foundation, may be poor quality but does not
make irrelevant, continues comments for ruling, exhibit #38 admitted and can be published,
cites to rule 106 about playing entire CD
- Mr. Meikle responds do not need to play static
Court comments, inquires re: exhibits #30-36
Counsel responds
Court instructs exhibits #30 - #36 back to holding cell in custody of evidence custodian
2:40 p.m. recess
3:04 p.m. session
Parties stipulate and agree jurors are present and in assigned seats
Court comments, explains objection overruled, #38 is admitted and may be published to jury
Mr. Holloway explains length of exhibit and will start playing at 8:35 mark due to first part being
static
3:05 Mr. Holloway publishes #38 to jury
3:11 Mr. Holloway inquires of witness re: exhibit #38
- Witness responds re: extent of conversation of with Sou Cha on exhibit, continues to respond
to ROX
Mr. Holloway nothing further
- Mr. Meikle re-cross of witness
Mr. Meikle nothing further
Mr. Holloway nothing further
Court excuses witness
3:16 p.m. Mr. Holloway comments, state will rest
3:16 p.m. Mr. Meikle has rule 29 motion
Court comments to jurors, have things to do prior to continuing with trial, will send back to jury
room, expect to continue with evidence later this afternoon, will finish in the morning and finalize
jury instructions, expecting to get submitted to jury early tomorrow, instructs and admonishes
3:17 p.m. Court in session outside presence of jury, will take up rule 29 motion, comments,
have reviewed rule
3:19 p.m. Mr. Meikle makes argument in support of rule 29, cites considerations, conspiracy
cannot be sustained
3:22 p.m. Mr. Holloway makes argument in opposition to rule 29, cites to State's submitted
instruction #18, cites other considerations,
Court cites to IDJI instructions #1103 nature of agreement?
- Mr. Holloway responds, continues argument
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3:26 Court inquires if court can consider what was said in opening, cites considerations
- Mr. Holloway responds, think Court could, continues argument, cites to State's theory, think
jury could convict and rule 29 motion should be denied
3:30 Mr. Meikle makes rebuttal argument in support of rule 29 motion
3:31 Court comments, cites considerations, connection of defendant to charge, not perfect
evidence, essence of conspiracy is agreement, cites to 18-1701 definition of conspiracy, cites to
IDJI 1101 instruction, continues comments, cites to State's instruction, continues comments,
cites to State V Lopez@ 140/197, cites to rule 29 standard, continues comments, cites to State
V Huggins @103/422, continues comments, find there is evidence from which jury could
reasonably infer the existence of an agreement to traffic in marijuana and reviews, sufficient
evidence to send to jury so motion for judgment of acquittal is denied
3:40 Court comments to Defendant, have right to not be compelled to testify, however can
choose to testify or to remain silent which cannot be held against you, have absolute right to
testify if wish to do so and explains,
- Defendant understands
3:42 p.m. Jurors returned to Courtroom
3:43 p.m. Parties stipulate and agree that jurors are present and in assigned seat
Court reviews, State rested and Defense turn
Mr. Meikle calls Ayeng Her
Witness is sworn
3:35 Mr. Meikle begins direct
- Witness responds re: knowledge of defendant, family, background
- Witness responds re: education and employment of self and defendant
3:49 Mr. Holloway objection relevance
Mr. Meikle responds
Court comments, link it up, overrules
Mr. Meikle continues DX
- Witness responds
3:51 Mr. Holloway objection hearsay
Court comments, see relevance, could go to mental state, overruled
Mr. Meikle continues
- Witness responds re: activities on 4th of July at festival
Mr. Holloway objection no foundation
Court comments, sustained as to foundation, lay some more
- Mr. Meikle continues DX
- Witness responds re: household chores, continues responding to DX
Mr. Holloway objection hearsay
Court comments
Mr. Meikle state of mind
Court comments, state raises important objection, is hearsay, cannot be offered for the truth,
must be for state of mind or will strike
Reporter reads question back
3:57 Witness responds, explains discussion had with Def before he left for Medford
Court comments, gives cautionary instruction to jurors, may not consider the statements of
defendant for truth of what happened but may consider for state of mind
3:59 Witness continues response re: Defs trip to Medford
Mr. Meikle continues DX
- Witness responds re: defendant going to school for life insurance
- Witness responds re: Defs spontaneous personality
Mr. Meikle nothing further
4:03 Mr. Holloway begins cross-examination of witness
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- Witness responds re: name
- Witness responds re: household responsibilities and income earnings, continues to respond to

ex
- Witness responds re: discussions had with Defendant re: marijuana dispensary, continues to
respond on CX
4:09 Mr. Holloway nothing further
Mr. Meikle begins redirect
- Witness responds re: type of person Defendant is
Mr. Meikle nothing further on redirect
4:09 Mr. Holloway re-cross
- Witness responds
Mr. Holloway nothing further
Mr. Meikle additional re-direct
Mr. Meikle nothing further
Court excuses witness
Mr. Meikle no further witnesses today
Court comments to jurors, will release for today, remind of instruction to not discuss case or do
any investigations, do not make any decisions or do any research and avoid any media
coverage or discussion of case, Court will take a recess to allow jurors to leave
Court instructs parties to not leave yet, will get draft jury instructions prepared
4:13 p.m. recess
4:35 p.m. session
Court comments back on record, Def is present, jurors have been excused, have given counsel
draft instructions, explains will be renumbered to follow after preliminary instructions, comments
on instruction #11 will remove some wording
- Mr. Meikle responds appropriate
- Mr. Holloway responds, ask that it be left in, explains
Court comments
- Mr. Meikle responds, wording not appropriate for facts in this case, that is why bracketed
Court comments, will look at IDJI again and indicate final ruling tomorrow, continues comments
4:39 Mr. Meikle inquires if will have formal discussion time
Court responds yes, want to do as much as can tonight, comments re: instructions #8 and #9
prepared, inquires of state
- Mr. Holloway responds, explains reason why submitted proposed instructions as did, cites to
overt acts, tried to clean up so that is why submitted as did, will have to review #8 and #9 and
make final decision
- Mr. Meikle responds, cites to #9
Court responds is not the one that state submitted
- Mr. Meikle responds need more time
Court instructs both parties to review and discuss, Court is not wedded to instruction #9, did not
want to be error, comments further, asks counsel to review instruction #10
- Mr. Holloway responds, okay but brackets need to be taken out
Court responds makes sense
- Mr. Meikle agrees brackets come out
- Mr. Holloway asks court to strike instruction #13 and explains
- Mr. Meikle responds
Court will not give instruction #13
Mr. Holloway no further comments at this point
Mr. Meikle no further comments at this point
Court comments, will clean instructions to speed up
Mr. Holloway inquire if need audio equipment left to play CD's
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Mr. Meikle responds
Court inquires of system utilized
Mr. Holloway responds
Court inquires if court's system will replay evidence
Clerk responds
Court comments, will need way for jury to replay, leave system for now
Hearing End Time: 04:48 PM
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